
January 30, 2016
Managed out-of-bound access in DeflateStream (.NET)
Recently I made a test to see the robustness of the Deflate algorithm in .NET Framework. It was written in Visual Studio 2013 using C# and
DeflateStream class.

 
The test came back with one issue worth mentioning in this blog.

 
Background

 
IndexOutOfRangeException exception is thrown when the program tries to access out of the buffer boundaries. When this exception is
thrown it indicates a missing or insufficient sanity check. When the sanity check works as expected it should prevent the exception from
being thrown.

 
Microsoft explains like this.

 
Typically, an IndexOutOfRangeException exception is thrown as a result of developer error. Instead of handling the exception, you
should diagnose the cause of the error and correct your code.

DeflateStream performs sanity check on the stream during the decompression and when a corrupted stream is detected
InvalidDataException is being thrown.

 
The Issue

 
The issue the test hit is like this. During the decompression a specially crafted stream can bypass the sanity check and so the code doesn't
throw InvalidDataException. Instead it tries to access out of boundaries and IndexOutOfRangeException is thrown.

 
The isolated testcase to reproduce the issue is like this.

 
using System;

 using System.IO.Compression;
 using System.IO;

 
namespace DeflateTestCase

 {
     class Program

     {
         static Byte[] compressedData = {

             0x04, 0xDF, 0x03, 0x20, 0xFC, 0xA1, 0x6F, 0x85, 0xF2, 0x2B, 0xC5, 0xA4, 0xAA, 0x8A, 0xC8, 0xB4,
             0xDE, 0x3A, 0x5C, 0x06, 0xA2, 0x8C, 0xD9, 0x39, 0x41, 0xCB, 0xA6, 0x34, 0xDD, 0xCA, 0xC4, 0x2C,
             0x80, 0x7C, 0xCC

         };
 

        static void Main(string[] args)
         {

             using (MemoryStream compressedStream = new MemoryStream(compressedData))
             {

                 MemoryStream resultStream = new MemoryStream();
                 using (DeflateStream decompressionStream = new DeflateStream(compressedStream, CompressionMode.Decompress))

                 {
                     try

                     {
                         decompressionStream.CopyTo(resultStream);

                     }
                     catch (System.IO.InvalidDataException e)

                     {
                         System.Console.WriteLine("{0}", e.Message);

                     }
                     catch (System.IndexOutOfRangeException e)

                     {
                         System.Console.WriteLine("{0}", e.Message);

                         System.Console.WriteLine("{0}", e.StackTrace);
                     }

                 }
             }

         }
     }

 }
 

Stack trace.
 

c:\Dev\DeflateTestCase\bin\Release>DeflateTestCase.exe
 Index was outside the bounds of the array.

    at System.IO.Compression.HuffmanTree.CreateTable()
    at System.IO.Compression.HuffmanTree..ctor(Byte[] codeLengths)

    at System.IO.Compression.Inflater.DecodeDynamicBlockHeader()
    at System.IO.Compression.Inflater.Decode()

    at System.IO.Compression.Inflater.Inflate(Byte[] bytes, Int32 offset, Int32 length)
    at System.IO.Compression.DeflateStream.Read(Byte[] array, Int32 offset, Int32 count)
    at System.IO.Stream.InternalCopyTo(Stream destination, Int32 bufferSize)

    at System.IO.Stream.CopyTo(Stream destination)
    at DeflateTestCase.Program.Main(String[] args) in c:\Dev\DeflateTestCase\Program.cs:line 24

 
Consequence

 

https://reversingonwindows.blogspot.sg/2016/01/managed-out-of-bound-access-in.html


If DeflateStream is used (either implicitly or expicitly) to decompress data and the data can come from untrusted source
IndexOutOfRangeException is expected to happen and it should be handled in order to prevent the program from abrupt termination (DoS).

 
The testcase can be downloaded from here.

 
UPDATE 31/January/2016 Further test confirm the same issue can be reached via a different code path from GZipStream.

 
Stack trace.

 
c:\Dev\GZipTestCase\bin\Release>GZipTestCase.exe

 Index was outside the bounds of the array.
    at System.IO.Compression.HuffmanTree.CreateTable()

    at System.IO.Compression.HuffmanTree..ctor(Byte[] codeLengths)
    at System.IO.Compression.Inflater.DecodeDynamicBlockHeader()

    at System.IO.Compression.Inflater.Decode()
    at System.IO.Compression.Inflater.Inflate(Byte[] bytes, Int32 offset, Int32 length)

    at System.IO.Compression.DeflateStream.Read(Byte[] array, Int32 offset, Int32 count)
    at System.IO.Compression.GZipStream.Read(Byte[] array, Int32 offset, Int32 count)

    at System.IO.Stream.InternalCopyTo(Stream destination, Int32 bufferSize)
    at System.IO.Stream.CopyTo(Stream destination)

    at GZipTestCase.Program.Main(String[] args) in c:\Dev\GZipTestCase\Program.cs:line 26
 

The gzip testcase can be downloaded from here and the gzip file from here.

August 23, 2015
Fully Managed C# Can Corrupt Memory
In this post I'm writing about memory corruption in fully managed C# code. On the internet, many people advocate that managed C# should
be immune against memory corruption. Even reputable organizations mention the same but provide no reference so people can't check the
source of the information for themselves.

 
The fact is, Microsoft don't explicitly claim whether or not managed C# should introduce memory corruption in your app.

 
Input Sanitization

 
The materials made by Microsoft mentions the importance of sanitizing input values in managed code. This also means that things can go
wrong if you just pass untrusted values to framework APIs.

 
AccessViolationException

 
.NET Framework has the AccessViolationException exception class for accessing protected memory. The description says:

 
An access violation occurs in unmanaged or unsafe code when it attempts to read or write to memory that has not been allocated, or
to which it does not have access.

This is quite true, however, AccessViolationException can be originated from fully managed code, too.
 

In the past months, I was doing some C# development, and during the testing, I experienced several times that my app had terminated with
the sign of memory corruption:

 
Attempted to read or write protected memory. This is often an indication that other memory is corrupt.

It looks this error is commonly seen in the search result.
 

Memory Corruption
 

I did a bit of research on this topic, and wrote a simplified testcase for one of such corruption. I sent it to the people at MSRC. When they
finished their investigation I received a reply from them:

 
We have successfully reproduced the issue and can confirm that the memory corruption is happening within the application itself and
not the system.  As such, this does not appear to be a security issue and I will be closing this case.

The statement above is a bit vague but this is my understanding of what it means.
 

If there is a C# API that's designed to handle untrusted data (such as a decompression API) and there is a memory corruption bug in the
way the API handles the data the bug may be a security issue, and so it has to be fixed by Microsoft.

 
However, if the bug is triggered due to an erroneous use of the C# API, such as a non-sanitized parameter is supplied, then the bug is
considered to be fixed in the application.

 
Whether the bug is in the system or application you can end up corrupting the memory in the process so it can affect the security of your
app. Despite this the bug may not be qualified for a fix in the .NET framework.

 
.NET framework manages the memory to eliminate the memory problems but this doesn't guarantee that it eliminates all the memory
problems. Memory corruption in fully managed C# is possible.

 
Testcase

 
The testcase is a Visual Studio 2013 project that reproduces the memory corruption on Windows Phone 8.1 device and Windows Phone 8.1
Emulator.

 
The testcase creates an array of pixels with the use of IRandomAccessStream, BitmapEncoder and Stream. When checksumming the bytes in
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Last digit is discarded when -128 (INT8_MIN) is pasted.

the array the checksum changes every time the vulnerability is triggered.
 

Checksumming is simple like this (the idea is borrowed from one of the public Flash infoleak made by Chris Evans).
 

            int checksum = 0;
             foreach (byte i in arr)

             {
                 checksum += arr[i];

             }
 

Sometimes the testcase crashes with AccessViolationException but most of the time it's observed that the app continues to run after the
memory corruption.

 

February 24, 2015
Simple Code Coverage Analyzer
coco.cpp is a simple pintool for code coverage analysis. It comes with the Pin Framework.

 
The reason I write a post about it is because it's really a simple but well-designed tool. The code coverage information for an executable
section is stored in a vector of booleans. Each boolean represents a byte in the executable section. If the boolean is set true it means the
corresponding byte has been executed. If the boolean is set false the corresponding byte is untouched.

 
If you want the tool to produce the code coverage hash just add yourself a call that calculates the hash of the vector of booleans. This works
well when the pintool is executed on small programs.

 
However when working with more complex programs it's possible you notice that different code coverage hashes produced for seemingly
similar executions. This is not an error. The code coverage can be different between the executions in the finest graduality sense. One
example is when the application exits via different path between the executions.

 
To filter these differences above you can virtually split the vector into many regions and produce the hash of each region. Now you may see
that most of the hashes are the same between the executions.

 
UPDATE 24/February/2015No official PIN repository to see coco.cpp but Gunther was kind to share it via Twitter for those want to take a
look at without the need to download the framework. Thx!

January 18, 2015
Even Calculator Has Bugs
Windows Calculator (calc.exe) has a functional bug that is associated with the clipboard and the integers below.

 
INT8_MIN  -128

 INT16_MIN -32768
 INT32_MIN -2147483648

 INT64_MIN -9223372036854775808
 

In Programmer mode (View -> Programmer) when Dec and Byte are selected the minimum value the calculator can accept is -128. It's tricky
to enter that value but you can do by the following four key-presses: (1) (+/-) (2) (8). I said it's tricky as you can't type (1) (2) (8) (+/-)
because 128 is greater than the maximum value of INT8 that is 127. While it's a bit inconvenience it can be worked around.

 
To reproduce the bug select Dec and Byte and type -128. Copy it to the clipboard via Edit -> Copy or Ctrl+C. Then paste it via Edit->Paste or
Ctrl+V. What happens is -12 is pasted rather than -128, discarding the last digit.

 
The effect is the same if you copy -128 in Notepad then paste it in Calculator.

 
While a beeping sound may be heard when pasting, nothing else warns you about the
error. Those who muted the speaker may not notice the error. This is especially possible
when the value is long in digits (INT64_MIN) and can be easily overlooked.

 
It's plausible that programmers use INT_MIN values in their calculations as these are
commonly used when developing software.

 
Windows 8.1 is affected by this issue. Other versions are not verified but likely affected.

 
While this issue is most likely the limitation of the design some may find it embarrassing
as a calculator has nothing else to do than to work with numbers without failure.

 
The issue found when I was recently working on my own calculator for Windows Phone. I
realized I had to deal with many corner cases and I checked how these corner cases
affect Windows Calculator.
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January 11, 2015
Arrangement Of The Variables In Data Structures
Let's assume that an extensive code review had identified the direct security issues and the developers eliminated all. Now the code is free
from bugs. How nice to write that. :-)

 
That would not be the reason to stop code review though. There may be still things to be done to reduce the severity of potential future
bugs.

 
Newly added code can introduce and/or expose issues. The idea is to make changes in the existing code that make the exploitation of a
future bug more challenging. This is good to do without introducing new issues like performance degradation, etc.

 
Given a heap based buffer overflow, one of the common attack scenario is to overwrite a function pointer in any structure. If, however, the
function pointer is at the end of the structure, the overflow may:

 
Not be long enough to overwrite the function pointer
Overwrite the variables preceding the function pointer and so destroy the internal state of the application. This could lead the
application to bail out early before the function gets called.

So putting the function pointer as a last item in the structure can make exploitation more challenging.
 

A more generic suggestion in security point of view is like this. If possible, arrange the variables to have
 

the sensitive ones at the end of the structure
the ones that can bail the execution out early at the beginning of the structure

January 6, 2015
EMET Can Interfere With Pin
Sometimes no matter how simple your pintool is when it's run against the target it crashes. Recently I investigated such crash. One of my
pintool was randomly crashed/hung/terminated as well as displayed memory errors.

 
My target was added to EMET (Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit). Also, EMET was running at the time of experiment. I was thinking...
what if I stop EMET? I disabled all the mitigations in EMET and stopped its service. Re-launched my pintool and checked if EMET.dll and
EMET64.dll are not loaded in the target's process. This time my pintool was running without any obstacle.

 
Third party programs can make a pintool to crash. Of course, it's not a surprise but it's something to be aware of when working with a
pintool.

 
If your pintool is still crashing you may want to take look at one of my earlier post.

December 22, 2014
Use of refactor can make Visual C# 2013 to crash
For the change I'm working on a C# project not much to do with security. I was happy to re-discover and use the refactor feature in Visual
C# 2013 until the point it crashed. Here are the simplified steps to reproduce the crash.

 
Create an empty Visual C# project, or open any C# project.
Add a class like below.
Do right-click on hello in hello = true, select Refactor, then select Remove Parameters...
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Visual C# crashes.

Note, I was able to trigger the crash by an alternate way by simply using the hotkey Ctrl+R, Ctrl+V when the cursor is within hello in hello
= true.

 
The bug reproduces with the up-to-date version of Visual C# 2013 Community Edition.

December 19, 2014
Variable-length permutation with repetition using backtracking
Recently, I needed the implementation of the search algorithm that qualifies for the followings.

 
1. It must be able to produce the variable-length permutation with repetition of the given set.
2. It must be based on backtracking.
3. It must be a state machine.
4. It must have basic programming elements only.
5. It must be clean without irrelevant part.

Even I needed the final implementation in ActionScript, I was searching for the algorithm in C that I would convert later. Thought my odds
would be better if I did so. Unluckily I didn't find anything useful, and so I wrote the code myself. Here is the sample implementation in C.

 
// Features:

 // - Variable-length permutation with repetition
 // - Backtracking

 // - State machine
 

#include <stdio.h>
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#define ITEMS            3                       // number of items
 #define LASTITEM_IDX     (ITEMS-1)               // index of the last item

 #define INIT             -1                      // initial value
 #define EMPTY            0                       // empty

 
static char set[ITEMS]  = {1,2,3};               // set

 
// State

 static char idx[ITEMS]  = {INIT,INIT,INIT};      // indices into set
 static char out[ITEMS]  = {EMPTY,EMPTY,EMPTY};   // output

 
static int index = INIT;

 static bool dir = 1;                             // direction: deep(1) / wide(0)
 // State - END

 
bool backtrack();

 
// item to try

 void add_item() {
     idx[index]++;
     out[index] = set[idx[index]];

 }
 
bool step_wide() {

     if (index == INIT) {
         // reached initial level

         // no more items to take
         return false;

     }
     // way to go wider?

     if (idx[index] < LASTITEM_IDX) {
         add_item();          // take item

         return true;
     }

     else {
         return backtrack();  // backtrack a level higher

     }
 }

 
bool backtrack() {

     // backtrack a level higher
     idx[index] = INIT;

     out[index] = EMPTY;
     index--;

 
    return step_wide();

 }
 
bool step_deep() {

     // way to go deeper?
     if (index < LASTITEM_IDX) {

         index++;             // step a level deeper
         add_item();          // take item

         return true;
     }

     else {
         return step_wide();  // step wide

     }
 }

 
// returns true if step is successful

 // returns false if no more items to take
 bool step() {

     if (dir) {
         return step_deep();

     } else {
         return step_wide();

     }
 }

 
int main(int argc, char* argv[])

 {
     while (step()) {

         for (int i=0; i<ITEMS && out[i]!=EMPTY; i++) {
             printf("%02x ", out[i]);

         }
         printf("\n");

     }
 

    return 0;
 }

 

The source can be downloaded from here.
 

https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=3CF97A8AA9AC4799%2129666


The output of the run looks like this.
 

01
 01 01

 01 01 01
 01 01 02
 01 01 03
 01 02

 01 02 01
 01 02 02
 01 02 03
 01 03

 01 03 01
 01 03 02
 01 03 03
 02

 02 01
 02 01 01

 02 01 02
 02 01 03
 02 02

 02 02 01
 02 02 02
 02 02 03
 02 03

 02 03 01
 02 03 02
 02 03 03
 03

 03 01
 03 01 01

 03 01 02
 03 01 03
 03 02

 03 02 01
 03 02 02
 03 02 03
 03 03

 03 03 01
 03 03 02
 03 03 03

August 9, 2014
Instrumenting Flash Player to Inspect JITted Pages for Integer Errors
In this blog post I'm writing about the method I experiment with to discover potential areas, that may or may not be prone to integer errors,
in Flash Player.

 
I have 26k flash files that are used as a corpus to generate the test samples for Flash Player. The test samples have an element of
0x41424241 in the integer pool. I have a total of 344k files generated to test Flash Player with.

 
During the test, I use a pintool to instrument the JITted code. The pintool is based on thisimplementation. Since the elements in the integer
pool being dereferenced by action script it makes sense to restrict the instrumentation to JITted code.

 
I use instruction-level instrumentation that allows to check the register values at every single instruction being executed. If any of the
general registers have the value of 0x41424241 and the instruction is referencing to that register, the instruction information along with
general registers are logged.

 
The pintool pre-allocates the address of 0x41424241 so Flash Player won't use that memory address and so reducing the irrelevant lines in
the log.

 
There is no need to wait for the test to finish to get partial results. A log file is generated for each test file rendered by Flash Player.

 
The size of log files are vary. Some are close to size 0 specially if the value above makes the code to fail early. There are many log files with
size 4k. When the execution keeps going long the size is about 16k. If the value has to do something with a loop the log can reach 100k but
that's rare.

 
Logs can be grouped and many can be thrown away as they don't contain instructions associated with vulnerabilities.

 
What I look for is like signed shift, addition, subtraction, or multiplicationinstructions. If the value is used in displacement with lea instruction
that counts suspicious too.

 
Once an address in the log is chosen for closer inspection, I reproduce the log on isolation with an option to dump the JITted pages so I can
manually analyze the surrounding area of that address in disassembler. Knowing the state information it's also possible to debug the code.

 
If results positive, certain level of automation can be added.
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July 30, 2014
Practical Suggestions for Writing a Pintool
This is my list of practical suggestions to people developing a pintool. Since I dealt with these previously I thought to jot them down to help
others. By applying this you should be somewhat closer to avoid your pintool from unexpected termination.

 
Start from scratch. So you use a sample pintool to develop your own. Rather than to modify the sample, start with an empty project and
gradually build it up by taking elements from the sample.

 
Simplicity. Keep the code-base small and easy to understand.

 
Testing. As a part of development, aim to test if all blocks have been exercised. Refrain from adding unreachable blocks.

 
Errors. Check for errors as early as possible, specially when returning from a Pin API.

 
Safe memory dereference. Whenever you have to dereference the target's memory use PIN_SafeCopy. If you want to read an integer you
should use this function, too, rather than the dereference "*" operator.

 
Thread safety. Be aware the target may be running with multiple threads. Possibly, you want your pintool to be thread safe.

 
Multi-threading. Sometimes you want your variables to be stored in the thread context to have the ability to distinguish the analysis
between threads. In that case looking at the sample inscount_tls.cpp is a good start.

 
Probe mode. Use of probe mode is always preferred as it gives better performance. However, only limited Pin facilities available in probe
mode.

 
Limit instrumentation. Consider restricting the instrumentation to routines or libraries and even can avoid the instrumentation of shared
libraries to get better performance.

 
Standard library. It's good idea to use C++ standard library in a pintool as it provides the most frequently needed data structures.

 
Visual Studio. Visual C++ project file is available with Pin framework in MyPinTool folder. Alternatively, you can create one for yourself after
looking at an earlier post.

 
Trace vs Ins. Instruction instrumentation is practically the same as trace instrumentation. You can do instruction analysis from the trace by
iterating through the instructions.

 
Output. Having output routines in Fini makes the application to run faster than having them in analysis functions. However if the application
terminates unexpectedly and so Fini is not called there will be no results shown. By having output routines in analysis functions makes the
application to run slower but if the application terminates unexpectedly partial results may be shown.

July 26, 2014
Inspection of SAR Instructions
SAR stands for Shift Arithmetic Right and the instruction performs arithmetic shift. The instruction preserves the sign of the value to be
shifted and so the vacant bits are filled according to the sign-bit.

 
Compilers generate SAR instruction when right shift operator ">>" is used on a signed integer.

 
The use of SAR instruction can potentially lead to create a signedness bug if it's assumed the shift is unsigned.

 
Given the following simplified example.

 
char retItem(char* arr, int value)

 {
     return arr[value>>24];

 }
 

If value is positive the code is working as expected. However if value is negative the program can read out of the bounds of arr.
 

Other example would be to compare the signed value after the shift to an unsigned value leading to implicit conversion that may lead to
trigger bug.

 
In my experiment, in several cases, it is seen that memory is being dereferenced involving SAR instruction. These places may be worthy to
look for bugs, specially if the value to be shifted is a user input or is a controlled one.

 
If an unsigned jump is followed by a signed shift that could be a potential to look for bugs as well.

 
Regular expressions or scripts can be used to search for patterns of occurrences of SAR instructions. When it's not feasible to review all
occurrences of SAR, a pintool may be used to highlight what SAR instructions have been executed, and only focus on those executed.

July 22, 2014
Examining Native Code by Looking for Patterns
Earlier this year a post was published of examining data formatwithout using the program that reads the format. That post discusses
patterns to look for, in order to identify certain constructs. This post focuses on static methods of examining code that can be either the
complete code section of the file, memory dump, or just fragment. It also describes selected ideas what patterns to look for when examining
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a given code.
 

The reason one may look for patterns in code is to locate certain functionalities or to get high-level understanding of what the code does.
Others may look for certain construct that may be the key part of the program in security point of view.

 
It's true to say one can expect this to be a rapid method compared to other methods such as line-by-line instruction analysis.

 
But, it's always good to read documentation, if possible at all, to get an overview of the expectations.

 
There are methods that more effective if performed on small region. Therefore to narrow the scope of the search wherein to look for pattern
is something good to do at the beginning of analysis albeit it's not always feasible to do with enough certainty. Anyway, one can always
widen the search region if required at a later stage.

 
Compilers tend to produce executable files with particular layout. Some have the library code at the beginning of the code section, while
others have it at the end of the code section.

 
If there is no information about the compiler or no information about the layout there are other ways to locate the library in the code.

 
You may look for library function calls that can be visible in disassembler. Library code may have distinct color in disassembler.

 
Library/runtime code often have many implementations of functions to use the advantage of latest hardware. An example is MSVC. And so
SSE instructions/functions may indicate the presence of library/runtime code.

 
Library code can be spotted by looking for strings can be associated with particular libraries.

 
Library/runtime code can be spotted by looking for constant values that can be associated with particular libraries such as cryptographic
libraries that tend to have many constants.

 
To guess the compiler that was used to generate the code is possible by analyzing the library/runtime code.

 
In case the code is just a fragment of user code you may consider examining the instructions how they are encoded. Intel encodings are
redundant and one instruction can have multiple encodings. This is something to make guess on what compiler was used.

 
If multiple encodings of an instruction is found in a binary the code that could be generated with a polymorphic encoder.

 
Also, code has other characteristics that may differ between compilers such as padding and stack allocation.

 
Imports and exports as well as strings can tell a lot. You may check where they are referenced in the code.

 
Debugging symbols can help awfully lot if the disassembler can handle that. Sometimes it's available sometimes it's not.

 
No matter what code you're looking at it most likely deals with input data. That case it may get the data from file, from network, via
standard API calls. These are valuable areas to audit for security problems, and it's possible to follow how the data returned by these APIs. It
may require to analyze caller functions as usually these APIs are wrapped around many calls before using the input.

 
Just like when reading the data the code may write data, or send data via standard API calls. These areas may be security-sensitive.

 
Programs have centralized, well-established functions. These functions, for example, read dword values, read data into structures and
propagate any other internal storage. Discovery of these functions not considered hard, they are normally small, and have instructions of
memory read and write. By looking where they referenced from we can find good attack surfaces.

 
Good to keep in mind that code sections can contain data besides code. But normally data is stored in data section. In the disassembler it's
convenient to see how the data is referenced, and may decide if there is an attack surface nearby.

 
CRC and hash constants may indicate there is some data which is being CRC'd or hashed. You may figure out where is that data from and
how can you perform security testing around.

 
When a library is using a parameter hardcoded it's often encoded as a part of the instruction rather than stored in data section of the
executable. Example encoding looks like mov eax, <param> or mov al, <param>.

 
When a data format is parsed often a magic value is tested. Looking for instructions like cmp reg, <magic> or cmp dword ptr [addr],
<magic> or similar instructions can help to locate attack surfaces.

 
Longer strings may be broken into immediate values and compared with multiple cmp instructions.

 
Looking for strcmp function calls is good idea to look for if you want to find code that test for data format as often strcmp functions are used
for this purpose.

 
If the code is optimized for speed there are many ways to confirm. Normally the readability of code bad, for example when the code
performs division or use the same memory address for multiple variables. If EBP register is used in arithmetic or other than to store stack
base address that could indicate the code is optimized.

 
Perhaps there are circumstances when looking at the frequency of instructions, looking for undocumented instructions, or rare instruction, or
instructions that not present can give us valuable clues that help the examination.

 
Intuitively going through the code and looking for undefined patterns can be good idea if the scientific ways have been exhausted.

July 16, 2014
251 Potential NULL Pointer Dereferences in Flash Player
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251 potential NULL pointer dereference issues have been identified in Flash Player 14 by pattern matching approach. The file examined
is NPSWF32_14_0_0_145.dll (17,029,808 bytes).

 
The issues are classified as CWE-690: Unchecked Return Value to NULL Pointer Dereference.

 
I don't copy&paste all the issues in this blog post but bringing up few examples.

 
First Example

0:012> uf 5438a1d0
 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f6b:

 5438a1d0 f6410810        test    byte ptr [ecx+8],10h
 5438a1d4 8b4104          mov     eax,dword ptr [ecx+4]
 5438a1d7 7411            je      NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f85 (5438a1ea)

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f74:

 5438a1d9 85c0            test    eax,eax
 5438a1db 740b            je      NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f83 (5438a1e8)

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f78:

 5438a1dd 8b4c2404        mov     ecx,dword ptr [esp+4]
 5438a1e1 8b448808        mov     eax,dword ptr [eax+ecx*4+8]

 5438a1e5 c20400          ret     4
 

NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f83:
 5438a1e8 33c0            xor     eax,eax <--Set return value to NULL

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f85:

 5438a1ea c20400          ret     4 <--Return with NULL
 0:012> u 5438a47b L2

 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf7216:
 5438a47b e850fdffff      call    NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xf6f6b (5438a1d0)

 5438a480 8a580c          mov     bl,byte ptr [eax+0Ch] <--Dereference NULL 
 

Second Example

0:012> uf 54362e60
 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfbfb:

 54362e60 8b4128          mov     eax,dword ptr [ecx+28h]
 54362e63 8b4c2404        mov     ecx,dword ptr [esp+4]

 54362e67 3b4804          cmp     ecx,dword ptr [eax+4]
 54362e6a 7205            jb      NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfc0c (54362e71)

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfc07:

 54362e6c 33c0            xor     eax,eax <--Set return value to NULL
 54362e6e c20400          ret     4 <--Return with NULL

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfc0c:

 54362e71 56              push    esi
 54362e72 8b748808        mov     esi,dword ptr [eax+ecx*4+8]

 54362e76 56              push    esi
 54362e77 e8e4b0faff      call    NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x7acfb (5430df60)

 54362e7c 83c404          add     esp,4
 54362e7f 85c0            test    eax,eax

 54362e81 7407            je      NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfc25 (54362e8a)
 

NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfc1e:
 54362e83 8b4010          mov     eax,dword ptr [eax+10h]

 54362e86 5e              pop     esi
 54362e87 c20400          ret     4

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfc25:

 54362e8a 8bc6            mov     eax,esi
 54362e8c 83e0f8          and     eax,0FFFFFFF8h

 54362e8f 5e              pop     esi
 54362e90 c20400          ret     4

 0:012> u NPSWF32_14_0_0_145+006b4eb2 L2
 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xd1c4d:
 54364eb2 e8a9dfffff      call    NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0xcfbfb (54362e60)

 54364eb7 8b7004          mov     esi,dword ptr [eax+4] <--Dereference NULL
 

Third Example

0:012> uf 5429979a
 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x6535:

 5429979a 0fb74108        movzx   eax,word ptr [ecx+8]
 5429979e 48              dec     eax

 5429979f 48              dec     eax
 542997a0 740c            je      NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x6549 (542997ae)

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x653d:

 542997a2 83e815          sub     eax,15h
 542997a5 7403            je      NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x6545 (542997aa)

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x6542:

 

http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/690.html


542997a7 33c0            xor     eax,eax <--Set return value to NULL
 542997a9 c3              ret <--Return with NULL

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x6545:

 542997aa 8d4110          lea     eax,[ecx+10h]
 542997ad c3              ret

 
NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x6549:

 542997ae 8d410c          lea     eax,[ecx+0Ch]
 542997b1 c3              ret

 0:012> u NPSWF32_14_0_0_145+005f3423 L2
 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x101be:
 542a3423 e87263ffff      call    NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!BrokerMainW+0x6535 (5429979a)

 542a3428 8038fe          cmp     byte ptr [eax],0FEh <--Dereference NULL
 

You can find a list of 251 potential NULL pointer dereferences in Flash Player here.

July 14, 2014
Issues with Flash Player & Firefox in Non-default Configurations
Few months ago I encountered a bug when a fuzzed flash file is being rendered by Flash Player in Firefox. This bug can be reached only in
the non-default configuration described below so very unlikely you are affected by this bug.

 
To trigger the bug the flash player module has to be loaded into Firefox's virtual address space. And this can be achieved if Flash Player
protected mode is disabled and Firefox plugin container process is disabled too.

 
The bug involves to dereference arbitrary memory address via a CALL instruction in the vtable dispatcher. Here you can see the bug in the
exception state.

 
0:048> g

 Implementation limit exceeded: attempting to allocate too-large object
 error: out of memory

 (170fc.16998): Access violation - code c0000005 (first chance)
 First chance exceptions are reported before any exception handling.

 This exception may be expected and handled.
 eax=00000001 ebx=00000000 ecx=0034f670 edx=00000000 esi=1600f2c8 edi=0000001c

 eip=5996bd5f esp=0034f638 ebp=0034f668 iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na po nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010202
 *** ERROR: Symbol file could not be found.  Defaulted to export symbols for

C:\Windows\SysWOW64\Macromed\Flash\NPSWF32_14_0_0_145.dll - 
 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!unuse_netscape_plugin_Plugin+0x5c2:

 5996bd5f 8b461c          mov     eax,dword ptr [esi+1Ch] ds:002b:1600f2e4=????????
 0:000> u eip L10

 NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!unuse_netscape_plugin_Plugin+0x5c2:
 5996bd5f 8b461c          mov     eax,dword ptr [esi+1Ch] <--Read unmapped address

 5996bd62 a801            test    al,1
 5996bd64 7420            je      NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!unuse_netscape_plugin_Plugin+0x5e9 (5996bd86)

 5996bd66 33d2            xor     edx,edx
 5996bd68 39550c          cmp     dword ptr [ebp+0Ch],edx

 5996bd6b 7519            jne     NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!unuse_netscape_plugin_Plugin+0x5e9 (5996bd86)
 5996bd6d 8b4e04          mov     ecx,dword ptr [esi+4]

 5996bd70 83e0fe          and     eax,0FFFFFFFEh
 5996bd73 89461c          mov     dword ptr [esi+1Ch],eax

 5996bd76 8b06            mov     eax,dword ptr [esi] <--Read unmapped address
 5996bd78 51              push    ecx

 5996bd79 8bce            mov     ecx,esi
 5996bd7b 895604          mov     dword ptr [esi+4],edx

 5996bd7e 895618          mov     dword ptr [esi+18h],edx
 5996bd81 ff500c          call    dword ptr [eax+0Ch] <--Dereference arbitrary memory content

 5996bd84 eb06            jmp     NPSWF32_14_0_0_145!unuse_netscape_plugin_Plugin+0x5ef (5996bd8c)
 

I had reported this bug to Adobe and they opened a case PSIRT-2707 on 14/April/2014 but so far Adobe didn't confirm whether or not it was
able to reproduce the bug or the exception state reported.

 
Again, the bug doesn't affect the default configuration, and so very unlikely you're affected by this. However, users using Firefox with plugin-
container disabled as well as Flash Player plugin with protected mode disabled are affected by this issue.

 
The original report is about Flash Player 13_0_0_182 and Firefox 28.0 but the testcase fails with Flash Player 14_0_0_145 and Firefox 30.0
(latest available till today).

 
These are the steps to reproduce the bug.

 
Edit mms.cfg to have ProtectedMode=0 to disable protected mode in Flash Player
Start cmd.exe and type "set MOZ_DISABLE_OOP_PLUGINS=1" to disable plugin-container in Firefox

These settings above required to get Flash Player plugin loaded in firefox.exe's address space.
 

Start Firefox from command prompt opened previously
Open fuzzed.swf in Firefox (drag n drop should work)
Attach firefox.exe process to Windbg when you notice that Firefox is hanging
Exception should occur in few second. If you see the out-of-memory error in the debugger log without exception you may restart the
browser and try again.
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The fuzzed flash file has the following changes compared to the template file. The value of the first item in the integer pool has been
changed to a large value. TagLength of DoAbc tag and FileSize of the main header have been therefore updated to maintain the integrity of
the flash file.

 
Drop me an email if you think you need the testcase.

May 13, 2014
Security Implications of IsBad*Ptr Calls in Binaries
IsBad*Ptr [1] functions are to test whether the memory range specified in the argument list is accessible. Despite the fact they have been
banned, they are still being referenced in many binaries shipped with popular applications.

 
In this post I'm describing the inner working of IsBad*Ptr, the steps the attacker may follow to abuse them, and mention few examples of
binaries that have a reference to these banned functions.

 
Inner Working

When IsBad*Ptr is executed it first registers an exception handler. Then, it attempts to access to the memory specified in the argument list.
 

For example, IsBadReadPtr has the following instruction to read memory. ECX is the memory address specified in the argument list. 
 

mov al,byte ptr [ecx]
 

If the instruction raises an exception, the execution is transferred to the exception-handler code. And IsBad*Ptr returns TRUE, meaning, it is
a "bad" pointer because the data pointed by is inaccessible.

 
If the instruction executes without an exception being raised IsBad*Ptr returns FALSE.

 
Steps of Attacking

The attack against IsBad*Ptr looks like this.
 

1. The attacker attempts to supply an invalid pointer parameter to IsBad*Ptr that returns TRUE.
2. The attacker refines step #1 in a way that the supplied invalid pointer becomes valid due to a forced allocation for the location pointed

by the invalid pointer.The attacker refines step #1 in a way that the supplied invalid pointer will point to valid memory location
allocated by heap spray. And so, IsBad*Ptr returns FALSE leading to enter in an inconsistent state; that may or may not be an
exploitable state.

3. If the attacker can perform step #2 with IsBadWritePtr, when the call returns, it's expected to reach code that writes the location
pointed by the pointer -- and that has attacker controlled data. And so, he reaches a presumably exploitable condition.

Referencing IsBad*Ptr can be easily checked during binary analysis and it is worthy to do.
 

Examples

This code snippet below can be found in msvbvm60.dll in Windows folder.
 

.text:72A0FEE5         push    38h                     ; ucb
 .text:72A0FEE7         push    edi                     ; attacker supplies pointer was invalid before

 .text:72A0FEE8         call    ds:IsBadReadPtr         ; and now it's valid because he's filled memory up
 .text:72A0FEEE         test    eax, eax

 .text:72A0FEF0         jnz     loc_72A0FF80            ; fall through
 .text:72A0FEF6         mov     eax, [edi+4]

 .text:72A0FEF9         mov     eax, [eax+4]
 .text:72A0FEFC         mov     esi, [eax+8]            ; ESI is attacker controlled

 .text:72A0FEFF         and     [ebp+arg_0], 0
 .text:72A0FF03         mov     ax, [edi+2]

 .text:72A0FF07         test    esi, esi
 .text:72A0FF09         jz      short loc_72A0FF42      ; fall through

 .text:72A0FF0B         movzx   ebx, ax
 .text:72A0FF0E         mov     eax, [esi]              ; EAX is attacker controlled

 .text:72A0FF10         push    esi
 .text:72A0FF11         call    dword ptr [eax+0Ch]     ; EIP is attacker controlled

 

This one below can be found in dxtrans.dll in Windows folder.
 

.text:35C6142C         push    4                       ; ucb
 .text:35C6142E         push    esi                     ; attacker supplies pointer was invalid before

 .text:35C6142F         call    ds:__imp__IsBadWritePtr@8 ; and now it's valid because he's filled memory up
 .text:35C61435         test    eax, eax

 .text:35C61437         jz      short loc_35C61440      ; jump is taken
 .text:35C61439         mov     eax, 80004003h

 .text:35C6143E         jmp     short loc_35C6144A
 .text:35C61440 loc_35C61440:                           ; CODE XREF: CDXBaseSurface::GetAppData(ulong *)+14

 .text:35C61440         mov     eax, [ebp+this]
 .text:35C61443         mov     eax, [eax+24h]

 .text:35C61446         mov     [esi], eax              ; ESI is attacker controlled
 

The next code snippet is taken from v2.0.50727\mscorwks.dll in Windows folder. IsBadReadPtr is used to test the pointer that is passed to
MultiByteToWideChar.
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.text:7A0D17FB         push    eax                     ; ucb
 .text:7A0D17FC         push    ebx                     ; attacker supplies pointer was invalid before

 .text:7A0D17FD         call    ds:__imp__IsBadReadPtr@8 ; and now it's valid because he's filled memory up
 .text:7A0D1803         test    eax, eax

 .text:7A0D1805         jz      short loc_7A0D17A7      ; jump is taken
 [...]

 .text:7A0D17A7         cmp     edi, esi
 .text:7A0D17A9         jle     short loc_7A0D17BF

 .text:7A0D17AB         push    esi                     ; cchWideChar
 .text:7A0D17AC         push    esi                     ; lpWideCharStr

 .text:7A0D17AD         push    edi                     ; cbMultiByte
 .text:7A0D17AE         push    ebx                     ; lpMultiByteStr - attacker's data

 .text:7A0D17AF         push    1                       ; dwFlags
 .text:7A0D17B1         push    esi                     ; CodePage
 .text:7A0D17B2         call    ?WszMultiByteToWideChar@@YGHIKPBDHPAGH@Z ; WszMultiByteToWideChar(uint,ulong,char const

*,int,ushort *,int)
 

I was collecting files with IsBad*Ptr in them, and have found plenty others including but not exclusively MSCOMCTL.OCX, EXCEL.EXE,
Lenovo's, Corel's, Nokia's, AVerMedia's products...

 
UPDATE 13/May/2014 To add IsBad*Ptr to the program doesn't automatically mean to create bugs. However if IsBad*Ptr is present we have
reason to believe that the function is expecting a pointer that might be invalid in certain circumstances. In that case IsBad*Ptr may be used
to attack the program. And that's why it's important to conduct the audit according to this.

 
UPDATE 16/May/2014 The term "valid pointer" had an ambiguous meaning in the part Steps of Attacking. This is now reworded. Reference.

 
[1] IsBad*Ptr functions are IsBadReadPtr, IsBadCodePtr, IsBadWritePtr, and IsBadStringPtr. All of them are exports of kernel32.dll.

April 28, 2014
Order of Memory Reads of Intel's String Instructions
Neither the Intel Manual nor Kip R. Irvine's assembly book discusses the behavior I'm describing about x86 string instructions in this post.

 
Given the following instruction that compares the byte at ESI to the byte at EDI.

 
cmps    byte ptr [esi],byte ptr es:[edi]

 
To perform comparison the instruction must read the bytes first. The question is whether byte at ESI orbyte at EDI is read first?

 
Intel Manual says:

 
Compares the byte, word, doubleword, or quadword specified with the first source operand with the byte, word, doubleword, or
quadword specified with the second source operand

Kip R. Irvine's book titled Assembly Language for Intel-Based Computers (5th edition) says:
 

The CMPSB, CMPSW, and CMPSD instructions each compare a memory operand pointed to by ESI to a memory operand pointed to by
EDI

Both of the descriptions explain what the instructions do but none of them says how. So I needed to do some experiments in Windbg to find
the answer to the question.

 
The first experiment was not a good one. Initially, I thought I'd put processor breakpoint (aka memory breakpoint) at ESI and another one at
EDI. I also thought to execute CMPS and let the debugger to break-in on either of the processor breakpoints. And here it goes why it was a
bad idea. The execution of CMPS has to complete for debugger break-in. And, by the time the CMPS completes it hits both of the
breakpoints.

 
The other experiment I came up with is like this. Set both ESI and EDI to point two distinct memory addresses that are unmapped. The
assumption is when CMPS is executed it raises an exception when trying to read memory. By looking at the exception record we can tell the
address the instruction tries to read from. Given that, we can tell if that value was assigned to ESI, or to EDI, and so we can tell whether
byte at ESI or byte at EDI is read first.

 
Here is how I did the experiment in Windbg.

 
I opened an executable test file in Windbg. I assembled CMPS to be placed in the memory at EIP.

 
0:000> a

 011113be cmpsb
 cmpsb

 
I changed ESI to point to invalid memory. And I did the same with EDI.

 
0:000> resi=51515151

 0:000> redi=d1d1d1d1
 

Here is the disassembly of CMPS. Also, you know from the highlighted text that both ESI and EDI point to unmapped memory addresses.
 

0:000> r
 eax=cccccccc ebx=7efde000 ecx=00000000 edx=00000001 esi=51515151 edi=d1d1d1d1

 eip=011113be esp=0022fb70 ebp=0022fc3c iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na po nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00000202
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test!wmain+0x1e:
 011113be a6              cmps    byte ptr [esi],byte ptr es:[edi] ds:002b:51515151=??es:002b:d1d1d1d1=??

 
I executed the process leading to an expected access violation triggered by CMPS instruction.

 
0:000> g

 (5468.1eec8): Access violation - code c0000005 (first chance)
 First chance exceptions are reported before any exception handling.

 This exception may be expected and handled.
 eax=cccccccc ebx=7efde000 ecx=00000000 edx=00000001 esi=51515151 edi=d1d1d1d1

 eip=011113be esp=0022fb70 ebp=0022fc3c iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na po nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010202
 test!wmain+0x1e:

 011113be a6              cmps    byte ptr [esi],byte ptr es:[edi] ds:002b:51515151=?? es:002b:d1d1d1d1=?? 
 

I got the details of the exception like below.
 

0:000> .exr -1
 ExceptionAddress: 011113be (test!wmain+0x0000001e)

    ExceptionCode: c0000005 (Access violation)
   ExceptionFlags: 00000000

 NumberParameters: 2
    Parameter[0]: 00000000

    Parameter[1]: d1d1d1d1
 Attempt to read from address d1d1d1d1

 
As you can see the access violation was occurred due to an attempt to read from d1d1d1d1 that is the value of EDI. Therefore, to answer the
question at the beginning of the article, the byte at EDI is read first.

 
To give more to the fun, you may try how emulators handle this - that is the order of memory reads of CMPS instructions.

 
If you like this you may click to read more debugging posts.

 
UPDATE 28/April/2014 Of course I don't encourage people to rely on undocumented behavior when developing software. Stephen
Canon says Intel may optimize the microcode for operands from time to time, and so we don't have a good reason to believe this behavior to
be stable.

 
UPDATE 29/April/2014 Here is a Windows C++ program to test this behavior on your architecture: cmps-probe.cpp

 

April 23, 2014
Inspection of Division & Multiplication
Division and multiplication calculations can lead to trigger bugs, and potentially pose as security risks. Here are few things that I believe to
be helpful for those who do binary inspection.

 
Division

Production quality binaries are normally built with optimization enabled which makes the binary to run fast. One of the optimizations
technique for the compiler is to emit a series of fast instructions instead of a single slow instruction.

 
DIV and IDIV instructions are known to be slow. As a part of optimization the compiler emits a series of fast instructions that are functionally
equivalent to DIVs. The fast instructions are shift, multiplication, and addition instructions that take magic (constant) values depending on
the divisor. Therefore the divisor has to be known at compile-time to apply optimization.

 
If the optimized binary has any DIVs, that means, the divisor was not known at compile time. Thus it's known at run-time, and so it could be
a user-controlled value or a user input taken as it is.

 
Division can cause exception if the divisor is 0, or if the result is to large to store.

 
Division by Zero in CLR's Native Code

As an interesting experiment I looked at what happens when an integer is divided by zero in C#.
 

CLR generates native code with division instruction in it. When the instruction of division by zero is executed, an exception is raised that is
handled by CLR's exception handler.

 
So the generated code with division in it doesn't have a test for the divisor. It's left for the exception handler to handle division by zero
situations.

 
Multiplication
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Like division, multiplication can be optimized, too, by using a sequence of fast instructions (sometimes one instruction). Whether or not it's
worth optimizing depends on the value of multiplier (or multiplicand).

 
The multiplication you can see in binary might not be seen on source-code level. And some multiplication cannot be easily spotted in binary
code due to optimization. And, multiplications can lead to trigger bugs.

 
Overflow in Multiplication

Multiplication can lead to integer overflow. Multiplication of two values are more likely to lead to integer overflow than addition of the two
values. Multiplication of two word length integers can overflow on 32-bit but addition can't.

 
Few instances of the IMUL instruction can take immediate value, that is the multiplier. It's easily possible to calculate what multiplicand
overflows the multiplication. The challenging part is to determine how the value could be assigned to the multiplicand to trigger overflow.

 
It's worth searching for MUL and IMUL instructions in the binary using the # (hash mark) Windbg command.

 
Overflow in Multiplication by Scale Factor

Scale factor is a constant value by which the register in the instruction is multiplied. The scale factor is either 1, 2, 4 or 8.
 

Use of scale factor could be the result of optimization of multiplication. The example below demonstrates to multiply a value by 4.
 

lea eax,[edi*4]
 

Other common use case involves to dereference an element of the array. In the below example the array consists of elements of size 8. On
source-level there is no multiplication but on low-level there is.

 
mov [edi+edx*8],eax

 

If the value of the register by which the scale factor is multiplied is large enough an integer overflow can occur.
 

Look at the below instruction. Even the multiplication might not overflow the result can, due to base (esp) and displacement (8000).
 

mov [esp+ebx*4+8000],eax
 

Method of Inspection

Generally, it's not feasible to review all the occurrences of certain instructions but on critical areas it might be reasonable to do. Instruction
tracing, and tracing like thiscan be a good start to narrow the area that can be inspected closer.

April 16, 2014
You May Not Need to Debug SSE Instructions
There are binaries that contain implementation of an algorithm in two ways. The first one is optimized to run on all architectures and so it
consists of i386 instructions only. The second one is optimized to run fast and therefore it has SSE instructions. When the application runs it
checks the architecture to decide which implementation of the algorithm to be executed.

 
It is common thing that binaries can contain various implementations of the same algorithm. One example is the Microsoft Visual C++
runtime.

 
You may not need to debug SSE instructions though. What you need to do is to tell your application that SSE support is not available - which
is most likely a lie in 2014.

 
Recently, when I debugged a Windows application I noticed it executes SSE instructions. Here is how I got my application to believe that
there is no SSE support available.

 
I knew about CPUID instruction. It can come back with plenty information about the processor. If CPUID is used with input EAX set to 1
feature information is returned in ECX and EDX.

 
We only need the SSE-related bits of the feature information. Here are they (source: Intel Developer Manual).

 
In ECX:

     Bit 0  SSE3 Extensions
     Bit 9  SSSE3 Extensions
     Bit 19 SSE4.1

     Bit 20 SSE4.2
 

In EDX:
     Bit 25 SSE Extensions

     Bit 26 SSE2 Extensions
 

The idea is when CPUID is executed with EAX set to 1 we need to clear SSE bits in ECX and EDX. To clear SSE bits we have to mask the
registers like below.

 
ECX<-ECX&FFE7FDFE

 EDX<-EDX&F9FFFFFF
 

I used the following Windbg command to search for CPUID instructions in the code section of the virtual image.
 

# cpuid <address> L?<size>
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I saw CPUID at few places. I checked all of them to find the ones that have EAX set to 1 input. I found few fragments like these.
 

xor eax,eax
 inc eax

 cpuid
 

I put breakpoints just after each of the right CPUID instructions. When the breakpoint hit the SSE flags are cleared and the execution
resumes.

 
bp <address> "reip; recx=ecx&0ffe7fdfe; redx=edx&0f9ffffff; gc"

 
And it worked as expected in my experiment. The application took the alternate, but slower, code path of i386 instructions.

 
A final note, this technique may be used to avoid debugging SSE instructions but it can also be useful to increase code coverage during
security testing.

April 8, 2014
Examining Unknown Binary Formats
This post is about to discuss the methods for examining unknown binary formats that can be either a file, file fragment, or memory dump.

 
Before discussing the methods I'm describing few scenarios when examination of an unknown format is appropriate.

 
Imagine you deal with an application that handles a certain file type that you want to fuzz. You think to carry out some dumb fuzzing with a
bit of improvement. Before doing so, you may be examining the format to create an approximate map of the layout. So you'll get an idea
what parts of the files are worth fuzzing, and what fuzzing method is reasonable to apply for each part.

 
In other scenario you might have the binary file but don't have the program that parses it. You want to know as much as possible of the
format of the binary file to understand it's layout.

 
If the application that reads the file format is available you can use debugger to watch how the data is parsed. This scenario is not discussed
here.

 
If the application that writes the format is available you can try the following idea. You may produce output file using the application. This
can be done by save, export, convert options available in the application. Next time when producing output you change something minor in
the settings that may produce a similar output file. Comparing the two output files you may see what changed.

 
Entropy analysis is very useful to locate compressed, encrypted, and other way encoded data. Higher entropy can indicate encoding of some
kind. Lower entropy is likely anything else including text, code, header, data structures. Redundancy analysis is analogue to entropy analysis;
the lower the redundancy the most likely the data is encoded.

 
Encoded data could be anything, even multimedia data. The compressed streams can have headers and/or magic bytes identify the
compression type.

 
Character distribution of the file can tell us a lot. Creating a byte frequency map is very straightforward by using modern programming
languages. That can tell us what are the most and less frequent bytes. We can easily know what are the bytes that are not present at all.

 
Strings can be discovered even with popular tools like a hex-editor. Most common encodings are ASCII and Unicode. If there is no
terminating zero the length of the string is likely stored somewhere in the binary. It's often the preceding byte(s) of the first letter of the
string.

 
Consecutive patterns, byte sequences are seen to be used for padding, for alignment, or to fill slack space.

 
Random-looking printable characters can indicate some kind of encoding of any data in plain text.

 
Scattered bytes, scattered zeros, scattered 0FFh bytes can indicate sequence of encoded integers. Integers can be offsets and lengths.
Scattered zeros might indicate text in Unicode format.

 
It could be useful to analyze the density of zeros, printable characters, or of other patterns. This could be applied on the whole file or on a
particular region of the file.

 

Consecutive values, integers might indicate an array of pointers. It might be useful to know if the values increasing, decreasing, or random
values.

 
Also, good to know in what endianness the integers stored.

 
x86 code can be be detected by running disassembler on the binary. If you see a sequence of meaningful instructions that might be code-
area.

 
There is a simpler way to look for x86 code though. You write a small program in some high level language that searchers for E8 (CALL) / E9
(JMP) patterns and calculates the absolute offset where the instruction jumps. If there is an absolute offset referenced from different places
that might be an entry point of a real function. The more functions are identified the better the chance you have found code.

 
If you know what native code to look for you can search for a sequence of common instructions, like bytes at function entry point.

 
Meaningful text fragment in high-entropy area might indicate run-length encoding which is also known as RLE compression.

 
There is data format that looks like this. It consists of a sequence of structures, or chunks. The size of each structure is encoded sometimes
as a first value in the structure. It's commonly seen that a sequence of compressed data is stored like that.
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If it's known the binary is associated with certain time stamp or version number those constants might worth searching for.
 

Some methods described here can be combined with xor-search, and with other simple decoding techniques to discover the structure of the
file.

April 5, 2014
Thoughts About Finding Race Condition Bugs
Race condition bugs can exist in multi-threaded applications. Improper synchronization can be the root cause of race condition bugs.

 
Executing stress testing is a good start to find bugs. It might not be an ideal black-box testing method though as it is mostly for developers
to test their proprietary software. Injecting delays at various points into the target could help finding bugs but we need to know the right
locations to inject the delays. Cuzzis a Microsoft tool for finding concurrency bugs by injecting random delays - it looks promising.

 
Using DBI (Dynamic Binary Instrumentation) it's possible to tell if an EIP is executed, and if so by what thread(s). Therefore it's possible to
tell what code is executed by what thread(s).

 
Using DBI it is also possible to tell where (value of EIP) the thread context switch happens.

 
By having the above information we can make educated guesses where to inject the delays.

 
If a bug is found it might not be reachable from outside. That's always a possibility. However it's good to see if you can provide input that
makes the application to run longer near the location of the intended delay. There might be a ReadFile that can take longer to complete if
the file is large enough. Or there might be a loop where the iteration count can be controlled by user...

April 3, 2014
Change of Execution Flow in Debugger
When debugging sometimes we need to force the execution to either take or not take the conditional jump.

 
There are several ways to achieve this. One possibility is to overwrite the conditional jump with either JMP or NOP instruction to force the
execution into the desired path.

 
The next trick is to simply change the instruction pointer. The below example demonstrates to increment the instruction pointer by 2 in
Windbg.

 
reip=eip+2

 
Another idea involves to see what are the conditions of taking or not taking the conditional jump. Knowing the conditions you can change the
register or data at the right memory location to influence the execution flow.

 
My favorite is to change the x86 flags when the instruction pointer points to the conditional jump. Below is how to set the zero flag in
Windbg.

 
rzf=1

 
To see more info about flags check out msdn or Windbg's help.

April 1, 2014
Tracking Down by Pin
Recently, there was a challenging situation I had faced. At first sight it looked like a common debugging problem that can be solved with
some experiment but the more time I spent on it the more difficult the situation looked like.

 
The situation was the following. The below instruction reads memory.

 
00400000+006026de mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp+4]

 
What is the EIP of the instruction that writes [ebp+4]? This is all I wanted to know that stage.

 
Note, while looking at the instruction it looks like ebp+4 reads a stack address -- it reads actually a heap address.

 
First I was looking at the function if I can find the instruction in it that writes [ebp+4]. It wasn't there so I investigated the caller functions,
and their callers, and so on. Again, it wasn't there but noticed something. The functions passed a pointer to a context as a parameter
containing many variables including [ebp+4].

 
At this point I had a good reason to believe the situation looked difficult because the context is likely to set by an initializer that may be on a
completely different code path to the one I was investigating.

 
You may ask why I didn't use processor breakpoint too see what instruction writes [ebp+4]. It was a heap address kept changing on every
execution and the address was not known to put breakpoint on.
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I could have gone back to the point when the structure is allocated, and I could have set a breakpoint relative to the base address and see
what code writes [ebp+4]. That sounded good and I would have gone to that direction if I hadn't had a better idea.

 
I thought I could write a PinTool that tracks write and read memory accesses. It adds all instructions writing memory to the list. When the
instruction that reads memory is reached the program searches the list for instructions wrote that address. Of course this has to be thread
safe.

 
It took me a day to develop the PinTool and find the EIP that writes [ebp+4].

 
This is how I executed the PinTool from command line.

 
pin.exe -t TrackDownWrite.dll -ip 0x6026de -s 4 -- c:\work\<redacted>.exe

 
-ip is the instruction pointer where [ebp+4] is read

 -s is the size of read/write to track
 

The result looked like this.
 

0bab05dc is read by 006026de
 0bab05dc was written by005ee358 before read

 
The wanted instruction is below.

 
00400000+005ee358 mov     dword ptr [eax+4],edx

 
The prototype is available for download. After finished my debugging task I also tested it a bit on Windows x86 and I think it looks useful for
similar problems might arise in the future.

March 10, 2014
On-the-fly Switching Between Debuggers
Sometimes it's useful to switch between debuggers without restarting the target application. An example for doing so is when you want to
use another debugger's capability that the one doesn't have. Here is how to do by using the well-known EB FE trick.

 
Instruct the debugger to break-in, and memorize the two bytes at EIP.
Replace the two bytes at EIP with EB FE that is JMP EIP.
Detach the debugger leaving the application in an endless loop.
Attach the other debugger to the running process.
Locate the thread of the endless loop by switching between threads, and when found, restore the two bytes you memorized.
Carry-on with the debugging using the other debugger.

Note, the patched thread could interfere with watchdog thread if any, however I haven't experienced it yet.

March 5, 2014
Trace And Watch
This is how I recently performed dynamic integer analysis on a 32-bit binary application that reads DWORD values from the file.

 
The file format contains many fields of type DWORD. There was given a sample file. I made as many copies of the sample file as many
DWORD fields it had. I crafted each sample to have 0x41414141 in a DWORD field. Only one DWORD field was changed per sample so
all DWORD fields were covered by the change.
I wrote a PinTool, called TraceAndWatch, for this occassion that checks the value of the general registers before every instruction is
executed. It shows memory state including disassembly of the instruction when a register value matches 0x41414141.
I executed the application using TraceAndWatch and let the application to parse the first sample
containing 0x41414141. TraceAndWatch produced a log and I saw what instructions using 0x41414141.
In static disassembly code, I located the instructions using 0x41414141and saw arithmetic and comparison operations with that value.
In some cases I realized I can enter to other code path by changing 0x41414141 in the sample to other value e.g. to signed value
like 0x88888888. And re-run the test with TraceAndWatch specifying to trace and watch instructions using 0x88888888.
I executed this manual test on all the samples produced earlier.

The following weaknesses can be audited by this approach.
 

CWE-839: Numeric Range Comparison Without Minimum Check
 CWE-195: Signed to Unsigned Conversion Error

 CWE-682: Incorrect Calculation
 CWE-190: Integer Overflow or Wraparound

 CWE-680: Integer Overflow to Buffer Overflow
 CWE-191: Integer Underflow (Wrap or Wraparound)

 
Final Notes

This is a generic, and quick way to locate comparison and arithmetic of integers.
 

TraceAndWatch doesn't track other than general registers so you can loose track of integers when value copied to, like, SSE register.
 

When arithmetic is performed on the value e.g. 0x41414141 is multiplied by 2, you need to set TraceAndWatch to look for 0x82828282 not to
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loose the tracking.
 

TraceAndWatch is available for downloadon my OneDrive space. If you use it you may contact me with your experience.

https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=3CF97A8AA9AC4799!12625&authkey=!AJGkXsoF1DR1bqY&ithint=file%2c.cpp


February 19, 2014
Bug in Flash Player when processing PNG format

The Bug

The PNG file consists of a sequence of data structures called chunks. A chunk has a Length field that is a DWORD value. A specially crafted Length field can cause
integer overflow in Flash Player leading to read out of the designated buffer. Here is the disassembly code snippet explaining the bug. 

 
015344a0 e8f7feffff      call    FlashPlayer!WinMainSandboxed+0x1f1122 (0153439c) ;Read CHUNK.Length from attacker controlled buffer

 015344a5 8bd8            mov     ebx,eax                                          ;CHUNK.Length = 0ffffffd3h
 015344a7 6a04            push    4

 015344a9 8d45fc          lea     eax,[ebp-4]
 015344ac 50              push    eax

 015344ad 8bce            mov     ecx,esi
 015344bb e8dcfeffff      call    FlashPlayer!WinMainSandboxed+0x1f1122 (0153439c)

 015344c0 8b4d08          mov     ecx,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 015344c3 8901            mov     dword ptr [ecx],eax

 015344c5 8b560c          mov     edx,dword ptr [esi+0Ch]                          ;Current Position in buffer = 29h
 015344c8 8945fc          mov     dword ptr [ebp-4],eax

 015344cb 8d441a04        lea     eax,[edx+ebx+4]                                  ;<-First integer overflow
                                                                                   ;TotalValue = Position + CHUNK.Length + 4

                                                                                   ;TotalValue = 29h + 0ffffffd3h + 4 = 0
 015344cf 3b4610          cmp     eax,dword ptr [esi+10h]                          ;Compare TotalValue (0) to FileSize (3d0h)

 015344d2 7351            jae     FlashPlayer!WinMainSandboxed+0x1f12ab (01534525) ;Unsigned evaluation. Jump is not taken
 015344d4 57              push    edi

 015344d5 6afc            push    0FFFFFFFCh
 015344d7 58              pop     eax

 015344d8 83cfff          or      edi,0FFFFFFFFh
 015344db 3bd8            cmp     ebx,eax                                          ;Compare CHUNK.Length (0ffffffd3h) to hardcoded 0FFFFFFFCh

 015344dd 7e26            jle     FlashPlayer!WinMainSandboxed+0x1f128b (01534505) ;Signed evaluation. Jump is taken.
 [...]

 01534505 8b4e14          mov     ecx,dword ptr [esi+14h]                          ;Set pointer to Buffer
 01534508 03ca            add     ecx,edx                                          ;Set Current Position in Buffer

 0153450a 03cb            add     ecx,ebx                                          ;<-Second integer overflow
                                                                                   ;Increment by CHUNK.Length leading to position out of the buffer backward

 0153450c e88bfeffff      call    FlashPlayer!WinMainSandboxed+0x1f1122 (0153439c)
 [...]

 0153439c 0fb601          movzx   eax,byte ptr [ecx]                               ;<-Can read out of designated buffer
 0153439f 0fb65101        movzx   edx,byte ptr [ecx+1]                             ;<-Can read out of designated buffer
 015343a3 c1e008          shl     eax,8

 015343a6 0bc2            or      eax,edx
 015343a8 0fb65102        movzx   edx,byte ptr [ecx+2]                             ;<-Can read out of designated buffer

 015343ac 0fb64903        movzx   ecx,byte ptr [ecx+3]                             ;<-Can read out of designated buffer
 015343b0 c1e008          shl     eax,8

 015343b3 0bc2            or      eax,edx
 015343b5 c1e008          shl     eax,8

 015343b8 0bc1            or      eax,ecx
 015343ba c3              ret

 
State in the erroneous code path looks like below. The designated buffer containing the content of PNG file starts at 00e4c810 where the PNG signature is seen.
Due to the bug the instruction reads the memory at 4 bytes minus the pointer to the buffer, at 00e4c80c. Note, the instruction doesn't cause access violation
because the illegally accessed memory address is mapped.

 
0:000> t

 eax=fffffffc ebx=ffffffd3 ecx=00e4c80c edx=00000029 esi=0019e134 edi=ffffffff
 eip=0153439c esp=0019dbf4 ebp=0019dc08 iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na pe cy
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00000207
 FlashPlayer!WinMainSandboxed+0x1f1122:

 0153439c 0fb601          movzx   eax,byte ptr [ecx]         ds:002b:00e4c80c=00
 0:000> db ecx

 00e4c80c  00 00 00 00 89 50 4e 47-0d 0a 1a 0a 00 00 00 0d  .....PNG........
 00e4c81c  49 48 44 52 00 00 01 2c-00 00 01 2c 08 02 00 00  IHDR...,...,....
 00e4c82c  00 f6 1f 19 22 ff ff ff-d3 49 44 41 54 78 9c ed  ...."....IDATx..
 00e4c83c  d9 31 8a c3 40 14 44 c1-1e e3 fb 5f 59 8a 9d 09  .1..@.D...._Y...
 00e4c84c  1c bc 40 55 6c b4 20 70-f2 68 98 7f b6 6b bb ce  ..@Ul. p.h...k..
 00e4c85c  ef df b6 f3 e8 9f f3 ad-6f 7d fb e7 b7 9f 01 a9  ........o}......
 00e4c86c  ef 4e fd 13 e0 dd 44 08-31 11 42 4c 84 10 13 21  .N....D.1.BL...!
 00e4c87c  c4 bc 8e 42 cc 12 42 4c-84 10 13 21 c4 44 08 31  ...B..BL...!.D.1
 

Root Cause

Two incorrect sanity checks were identified.
 

Incorrect sanity check (015344cf) because it happens after the overflow (015344cb).
 Incorrect sanity check (015344db) because signed comparison is performed on CHUNK.Length that is unsigned.

 
Severity

The technical severity of this bug is low because diverting execution flow is not possible. Further analysis suggests that address disclosure is not possible
because the memory region can be accessed out of the designated buffer doesn't contain address.

 
Reproduction

Open Flash Player 12.0.0.38 (flashplayer_12_sa.exe has a size of 10,339,208) in Windbg. Then execute the following command.
 0:006> bp flashplayer + 001f44a0 2

 0:006> g
 Open the PoC in Flash Player (send me an e-mail for a copy). Debugger breaks-in so you can step through the disassembly code and see the data-flow as

explained above.
 

I'm aware there is a new version of Flash Player 12.0.0.44. I verified and it's affected by this bug, too.
 

UPDATE On 26th February an Adobe engineer confirmed via e-mail that he could reproduce the bug.
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February 13, 2014
Data Flow Tracking in Flash Player: Undocumented Bytecodes and JIT

Undocumented Bytecodes

I did some analysis how the bytecodes in DoABC tag parsed, and compared the result against what I saw in the AVM2 documentation (May 2007). I found that
Flash Player can parse certain bytecodes that are not mentioned in the documentation.

 

Bytecode Note Bytecode Note Bytecode Note Bytecode Note
0x00 RESERVED 0x40 newfunction 0x80 coerce 0xc0 increment_i
0x01 UNDOCUMENTED 0x41 call 0x81 UNDOCUMENTED 0xc1 decrement_i
0x02 nop 0x42 construct 0x82 coerce_a 0xc2 inclocal_i
0x03 throw 0x43 callmethod 0x83 UNDOCUMENTED 0xc3 declocal_i
0x04 getsuper 0x44 callstatic 0x84 UNDOCUMENTED 0xc4 negate_i
0x05 setsuper 0x45 callsuper 0x85 coerce_s 0xc5 add_i
0x06 dxns 0x46 callproperty 0x86 astype 0xc6 subtract_i
0x07 dxnslate 0x47 returnvoid 0x87 astypelate 0xc7 multiply_i
0x08 kill 0x48 returnvalue 0x88 UNDOCUMENTED 0xc8 RESERVED
0x09 label 0x49 constructsuper 0x89 UNDOCUMENTED 0xc9 RESERVED
0x0a RESERVED 0x4a constructprop 0x8a RESERVED 0xca RESERVED
0x0b RESERVED 0x4b RESERVED 0x8b RESERVED 0xcb RESERVED
0x0c ifnlt 0x4c callproplex 0x8c RESERVED 0xcc RESERVED
0x0d ifnle 0x4d RESERVED 0x8d RESERVED 0xcd RESERVED
0x0e ifngt 0x4e callsupervoid 0x8e RESERVED 0xce RESERVED
0x0f ifnge 0x4f callpropvoid 0x8f RESERVED 0xcf RESERVED
0x10 jump 0x50 UNDOCUMENTED 0x90 negate 0xd0 getlocal_0
0x11 iftrue 0x51 UNDOCUMENTED 0x91 increment 0xd1 getlocal_1
0x12 iffalse 0x52 UNDOCUMENTED 0x92 inclocal 0xd2 getlocal_2
0x13 ifeq 0x53 UNDOCUMENTED 0x93 decrement 0xd3 getlocal_3
0x14 ifne 0x54 RESERVED 0x94 declocal 0xd4 setlocal_0
0x15 iflt 0x55 newobject 0x95 typeof 0xd5 setlocal_1
0x16 ifle 0x56 newarray 0x96 not 0xd6 setlocal_2
0x17 ifgt 0x57 newactivation 0x97 bitnot 0xd7 setlocal_3
0x18 ifge 0x58 newclass 0x98 RESERVED 0xd8 RESERVED
0x19 ifstricteq 0x59 getdescendants 0x99 RESERVED 0xd9 RESERVED
0x1a ifstrictne 0x5a newcatch 0x9a RESERVED 0xda RESERVED
0x1b lookupswitch 0x5b RESERVED 0x9b RESERVED 0xdb RESERVED
0x1c pushwith 0x5c RESERVED 0x9c RESERVED 0xdc RESERVED
0x1d popscope 0x5d findpropstrict 0x9d RESERVED 0xdd RESERVED
0x1e nextname 0x5e findproperty 0x9e RESERVED 0xde RESERVED
0x1f hasnext 0x5f UNDOCUMENTED 0x9f RESERVED 0xdf RESERVED
0x20 pushnull 0x60 getlex 0xa0 add 0xe0 RESERVED
0x21 pushundefined 0x61 setproperty 0xa1 subtract 0xe1 RESERVED
0x22 RESERVED 0x62 getlocal 0xa2 multiply 0xe2 RESERVED
0x23 nextvalue 0x63 setlocal 0xa3 divide 0xe3 RESERVED
0x24 pushbyte 0x64 getglobalscope 0xa4 modulo 0xe4 RESERVED
0x25 pushshort 0x65 getscopeobject 0xa5 lshift 0xe5 RESERVED
0x26 pushtrue 0x66 getproperty 0xa6 rshift 0xe6 RESERVED
0x27 pushfalse 0x67 UNDOCUMENTED 0xa7 urshift 0xe7 RESERVED
0x28 pushnan 0x68 initproperty 0xa8 bitand 0xe8 RESERVED
0x29 pop 0x69 RESERVED 0xa9 bitor 0xe9 RESERVED
0x2a dup 0x6a deleteproperty 0xaa bitxor 0xea RESERVED
0x2b swap 0x6b RESERVED 0xab equals 0xeb RESERVED
0x2c pushstring 0x6c getslot 0xac strictequals 0xec RESERVED
0x2d pushint 0x6d setslot 0xad lessthan 0xed RESERVED
0x2e pushuint 0x6e getglobalslot 0xae lessequals 0xee RESERVED
0x2f pushdouble 0x6f setglobalslot 0xaf greaterequals 0xef debug
0x30 pushscope 0x70 convert_s 0xb0 UNDOCUMENTED 0xf0 debugline
0x31 pushnamespace 0x71 esc_xelem 0xb1 instanceof 0xf1 debugfile
0x32 hasnext2 0x72 esc_xattr 0xb2 istype 0xf2 UNDOCUMENTED
0x33 RESERVED 0x73 convert_i 0xb3 istypelate 0xf3 RESERVED
0x34 RESERVED 0x74 convert_u 0xb4 in 0xf4 RESERVED
0x35 UNDOCUMENTED 0x75 convert_d 0xb5 RESERVED 0xf5 RESERVED
0x36 UNDOCUMENTED 0x76 convert_b 0xb6 RESERVED 0xf6 RESERVED

https://reversingonwindows.blogspot.sg/2014/02/data-flow-tracking-in-flash-player_13.html
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0x37 UNDOCUMENTED 0x77 convert_o 0xb7 RESERVED 0xf7 RESERVED
0x38 UNDOCUMENTED 0x78 checkfilter 0xb8 RESERVED 0xf8 RESERVED
0x39 UNDOCUMENTED 0x79 RESERVED 0xb9 RESERVED 0xf9 RESERVED
0x3a UNDOCUMENTED 0x7a RESERVED 0xba RESERVED 0xfa RESERVED
0x3b UNDOCUMENTED 0x7b RESERVED 0xbb RESERVED 0xfb RESERVED
0x3c UNDOCUMENTED 0x7c RESERVED 0xbc RESERVED 0xfc RESERVED
0x3d UNDOCUMENTED 0x7d RESERVED 0xbd RESERVED 0xfd RESERVED
0x3e UNDOCUMENTED 0x7e RESERVED 0xbe RESERVED 0xfe RESERVED
0x3f RESERVED 0x7f RESERVED 0xbf RESERVED 0xff RESERVED

The loop and the big switch statement parsing DoABC bytecode is near 0x6087e9. Instruction near 0x58f25d also reads bytecode. The documentation certainly
needs an update on Adobe's side so developers can add the currently undocumented bytecodes to their decompiler/disassembler.

 
JIT

After adding new functionalities to my pintool I run it against Flash Player. Here is my observation.
 

When executing a flash file containing DoActiontag in Flash Player no memory page allocated with or set to *EXECUTE*flag. Thus no dynamically generated code
was executed with the most common method. Therefore I think DoAction works with interpreted execution. Meaning every single bytecode run on isolation
rather than a set of bytes compiled&run (JIT).

 
When executing a flash file containing DoABC tag in Flash Player I observed increased usage of VirtualAlloc. The page was allocated with PAGE_READWRITE flag.
Later on the execution the page was set to PAGE_EXECUTE_READ and the execution flow was transferred to the page. When the execution was returned to the caller
the page was set back to PAGE_READWRITE. I knew this was a part of how JIT works. Change of the memory protection flags is the mitigation for DEP.

 
0x5205a6 is a VirtualProtect call to change the memory protection flags. When it's called with PAGE_READWRITE it's called via 0x5fc39c. When it's called
with PAGE_EXECUTE_READ it's called via 0x5fc2e9.

 
During my experiment I figured out that instruction at 0x5d20efcalls into the JIT-compiled code. Though this might not be the only address to call JIT-compiled
code from. I observed many call backs in the JIT-compiled code. One of the callback might be to give continuous feedback to the caller for example if a long loop
is being executed. I observed that constants are encrypted with xorinstructions to make memory spraying more difficult. This is not new but first time for me to
see. This is how 0x41414141 looks like when it's encrypted.

 
03af1f67 b83a7c1959      mov     eax,59197C3Ah

 03af1f6c 357b3d5818      xor     eax,18583D7Bh

All offsets in this post are RVAs, that is relative to Flash Player's image base. Offsets are appropriate in Flash Player 12.0.0.38 (flashplayer_12_sa.exe has a size
of 10,339,208).

February 9, 2014
Data Flow Tracking in Flash Player: DefineBitsJPEG2
Here are some offsets of the standalone Flash Player 12.0.0.38 (flashplayer_12_sa.exe has a size of 10,339,208). The offsets are reached when
parsing ImageDatafield in DefineBitsJPEG2tag.

 
0x570e7  | Checks for PNG signature.

 0x57124  | Checks for GIF87a signature.
 0x57138  | Checks for GIF89a signature.
 0x5717D  | Checks for JPEG XR (Windows Media Photo) signature.

 0x5719B  | Checks for ATF (Adobe Texture Format) signature.
 0x4b6fc2 | Checks for JPEG (ff d8) signature.

The first five checks performed on the permanent buffer that I wrote about in the previous post. The last check is performed on the match buffer that contains
the first 0x200bytes of ImageData in the permanent buffer. The bytes are copied from the permanent buffer to the match buffer using fast memcpy
function (0x701030).

 
I looked at the specificationof DefineBitsJPEG2 tag. It's interesting to see that swf specification version 19 says "Compressed image data is either JPEG, PNG, or
GIF89a format". However as seen above there might be other file formats supported. Good to know if you want to fuzz this area.

 
All offsets in this post are RVAs, that is relative to Flash Player's image base.

February 4, 2014
Data Flow Tracking in Flash Player
I've been writing a Pintool that is to track the data flow between buffers in Flash Player. The tool logs when bytes from the flash file are read to the buffer, and
when bytes from the buffer are copied to the subsequent buffer. The tool also logs the instruction that dereferences a position in the buffer. And, if appropriate,
the tool can project the position in the buffer back to the position in the flash file.

 
Using Pintool can speed up the work that I would do with debuggers otherwise. When analyzing with Pintool I don't see all the non-relevant instructions that a
debugger would show up but rather see more, and more relevant information. Therefore I can focus better on what's important.

 
I picked up an uncompressed flash file - with FWS signature in its header - and loaded it in the standalone Flash Player 12.0.0.38 (flashplayer_12_sa.exe).

 
When executing, the flash file is read by a loop of ReadFile() that takes 0x10000 as the number of bytes (64Kb) to read in each iteration.
Once ReadFile() receives the bytes read from the file, the bytes are copied to the permanent buffer. _fastcopy_I is used to copy bytes to the permanent buffer
that has RVA of 0x70c396. Note, it's reasonable to assume there might be other copy functions embedded in Flash Player for different architectures.

 
Many bytes in the permanent buffer are just propagated to other buffers. Otherwise, a validation is directly performed by dereferencing certain regions of the
permanent buffer. I was looking at the latter as I'd inspect the data flow on a deeper level at a later date. One such validation on the permanent buffer is the
following inline strlen() core, that has RVA of 0x1a922.

 
0040a922 8a08            mov     cl,byte ptr [eax]

 0040a924 40              inc     eax
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0040a925 84c9            test    cl,cl
 0040a927 75f9            jne     FlashPlayer!WinMainSandboxed+0x176a8 (0040a922)

 
Instructions dereference the permanent buffer from 42 ditinct locations in Flash Player. I had a look at the addresses with their surrounding code and found the
inline strlen() core above to be the most interesting. Note, the above inline strlen()core can be found at multiple locations in Flash Player.

 
There are couple of reasons I found the above code interesting. When looking at the surrounding code I didn't see sanity check of the string size. The position in
the buffer can be projected back to the position in the flash file by Pintool. At this point, I suspected I had good control over the string size as I can make it to
be a long string and even I can remove the ending zero in the flash file without causing Flash Player to bail out early.

 
Below is the screenshot of the flash file. strlen() is triggered on "movieLoader" string ending with zero. It's highlighted.

 

I was considering to alter the flash file in a way to overwrite the ending zero of the string, and all subsequent zeros in the following tags (DefineButton2,
PlaceObject2, etc). It would mean the string would run until the end of the file hoping strlen() to read out of the bounds. Actually, when experimenting, I took
the plunge to remove the last few tags and appended few "A" characters to the string until end-of-file, without ending zero. Also, adjusted the file size in the
header as it was obligatory. Here is a photo of the string.

 

I run Flash Player and saw in the log produced by Pintool that the inline strlen()is triggered meaning it processes the altered string. This is good because the
code is still reachable when reading the corrupted string. However an unexpected zero byte beyond the string causing the loop to break without Flash Player
entering in an inconsistent state or reading out of bounds.

 
I wanted to know how the zero byte is set at the end of the string so I changed Pintool to log all write accesses on the permanent buffer. When I run Flash
Player again, I didn't see in the log that zero byte is set at the end of the string. As being paranoid today, I immediately thought that might be an uninitialized
value that is zero by chance but this was a guess so thought better check how the memory is allocated for the permanent buffer. I added the required code to
Pintool to see how the memory is allocated and I saw it is allocated by VirtualAlloc. This explains the zero byte as memory allocated with this function is
automatically initialized with zero.

 
I was thinking if I can construct the flash file to place the string at the end of memory page without leaving space for padding zero bytes. I was able to control
the amount of memory to allocate by changing the file size field in the flash file (at offset 4). What I observed is that the size of allocated memory is always
bigger than the file size in the header and so there are always padding bytes. In my experiment I saw the pattern that the amount of memory to be allocated is
calculated by incrementing the file size by one and rounding up to the nearest multiple of 0x1000.

 
It seems defense against this string attack is consciously added by Adobe preventing to read out of bounds.

January 14, 2014
Flash Player Unloading Vulnerability III
This is the third article in this series that I didn't expect to write but it turns out the fix for CVE-2013-5332 insufficiently addresses the issue around the dialog
boxes. Adobe had issued a fix that prevents the testcase I provided them from crashing the plugin but it's still possible to reach the bug just by adding an
additional step to that testcase. I talked to Adobe about this.
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Now the crash state is different to the crash state previously seen but in both cases the instruction dereferences freed memory. The vulnerability enables the
attacker to divert the execution flow via the dispatch table that can be constructed due to a use-after-free issue.

 
I'm using Application Verifier and GFlags tool to make the vulnerability easy to see, and I'm also doing this because I observed that the application didn't crash
at certain times. It could have happened because an object was allocated to the freed memory in a way to contain a valid function pointer. So rather than
dereferencing freed memory the wrong function was called by the dispatcher and the execution completed without access violation.

 
Anyway here is the configuration. I configured GFlags for Internet Explorer 11 like below.

 

Configured Application Verifier, too.
 

In Windbg, I set debug of child process so when to open iexplore.exe from the disk I'm able to debug both broker and renderer processes. In the beginning of
the article I mentioned that an additional step is required to the testcase in order to trigger the bug. It is to visit a web page that contains a Flash object which
simply is to exercise the Flash plugin. After that, we can load the testcase to trigger the dialog box seen below.

 

At this point we can see many problems reported by Application Verifier. Here are two.
 

=======================================
 VERIFIER STOP 00000202: pid 0xBE0: Freeing heap block containing an active critical section. 

 
4C3D6FE0 : Critical section address.

 00DEF2FC : Critical section initialization stack trace.
 4C3D6FE0 : Heap block address.

 



0000001C : Heap block size.
 

=======================================
 [...]

 =======================================
 VERIFIER STOP 00000350: pid 0xBE0: Unloading DLL that allocated TLS index that was not freed. 

 
004BABBA : TLS index

 6759965F : Address of the code that allocated this TLS index.
 4B916FCE : DLL name address. Use du to dump it.

 67060000 : DLL base address.
 

=======================================
 

After the close of dialog box the instruction at 6724f02b dereferences freed memory during processing the dispatch table. I highlighted the vulnerable path that
can execute injected code.

 
(c44.e64): Access violation - code c0000005 (first chance)

 First chance exceptions are reported before any exception handling.
 This exception may be expected and handled.

 *** ERROR: Symbol file could not be found. Defaulted to export symbols for C:\Windows\system32\Macromed\Flash\Flash32_11_9_900_170.ocx - 
 eax=0b611060 ebx=0b5fd0a0 ecx=7ffd7000 edx=6e1027a4 esi=0b5ef000 edi=0b612020

 eip=6724f02b esp=067fc018 ebp=067fc028 iopl=0 nv up ei pl nz na pe nc
 cs=001b ss=0023 ds=0023 es=0023 fs=003b gs=0000 efl=00210206

 Flash32_11_9_900_170!DllUnregisterServer+0x173da:
 6724f02b 8b7024 mov esi,dword ptr [eax+24h] ds:0023:0b611084=????????

 2:055> u
 Flash32_11_9_900_170!DllUnregisterServer+0x173da:

 6724f02b 8b7024 mov esi,dword ptr [eax+24h] <--Read freed memory
 6724f02e eb02 jmp Flash32_11_9_900_170!DllUnregisterServer+0x173e1 (6724f032)

 6724f030 33f6 xor esi,esi
 6724f032 85f6 test esi,esi
 6724f034 7420 je Flash32_11_9_900_170!DllUnregisterServer+0x17405 (6724f056)

 6724f036 8b06 mov eax,dword ptr [esi] <--Read attacker controlled memory
 6724f038 8bce mov ecx,esi

 6724f03a ff5004 call dword ptr [eax+4] <--Divert execution
 

 I recorded a video of the vulnerability using the latest Flash Player (12.0.0.38) for Internet Explorer.

January 10, 2014
Triaging crash on instruction "call [rax]"
The following Python script causing handled access violation when it's executed with Python 2.7.6.

 
import tkMessageBox

 import time
 

time.sleep(6)

The exception can be caught by the following command.
 

C:\Work>"c:\Program Files\Debugging Tools for Windows (x64)\windbg.exe" -g c:\Python27\python.exe messagebox.py

Then Windbg displays:
 

(c2a4.c374): Access violation - code c0000005 (first chance)
 First chance exceptions are reported before any exception handling.

 This exception may be expected and handled.
 *** ERROR: Symbol file could not be found.  Defaulted to export symbols for c:\Python27\DLLs\tk85.dll -

 tk85!Tk_MainLoop+0x122:
 00000000`102de8b2 ff9068030000    call    qword ptr [rax+368h] ds:00000000`00000368=????????????????

call [rax] suggests to pay attention because the issue could be exploitable if rax is attacker controlled.
 

We can see the crash happens when we read address near null so you may think it's a non-exploitable null pointer dereference. However to confirm this we need
to investigate how rax is set to null. If null is read from previously freed memory we may have the chance to corrupt the memory in a way to inject arbitrary
pointer therefore to make the issue exploitable.

 
So the preceding instruction sets rax that is:

 
0:000> ub rip L1

 tk85!Tk_MainLoop+0x11b:
 00000000`102de8ab 488b0576bd0d00  mov     rax,qword ptr [tk85!XDrawLine+0x59b98 (00000000`103ba628)]

We can see the address is fixed, relative to tk85, which was allocated when the module was being loaded in the virtual address space. Now we can say with
more confidence the issue is a non-exploitable null pointer dereference.

 
Python 3.x doesn't support tkMessageBox so it's not affected.

January 9, 2014
Using Pintools to Detect Bugs II: Overlap of Regions
There are functions that can take source and destination parameters to copy data. That functions include the
followings: strncpy(), strncat(), memcpy(), wcsncpy(), wcsncat(), strcat(), strcpy(), wcscat(), wcscpy(), CopyMemory(), sscanf(), printf(), swscanf(), swprintf()
If the destination and source regions overlap the behavior is undefined. This really means one of the regions can get partly overwritten when copying.
I wrote about this earlier.

 
Some time ago I wrote a tool to detect such errors runtime and I used Pin framework. Though I've never seen an exploitable bug regarding this classification it's
still valuable to detect these issues as the attacker could write memory that he's not supposed to. This could lead to enter the program in an inconsistent state.
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The tool I wrote produces the following straightforward output on the test sample.
 

Overlap of source and destination regions at 6c79396f in wcsncat(021b1ee8,021b1eec,8)
   Stack

     001efd90 7c 10 eb 00 e8 1e 1b 02 ec 1e 1b 02 08 00 00 00
     001efda0 74 33 eb 00 01 00 00 00 07 12 eb 00 01 00 00 00
     001efdb0 58 3e 1b 02 40 5c 1b 02 10 5a cc 31 00 00 00 00
     001efdc0 00 00 00 00 00 e0 fd 7e 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
   Source

     021b1eec 75 00 72 00 63 00 65 00 20 00 73 00 74 00 72 00
     021b1efc 69 00 6e 00 67 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
     021b1f0c 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
     021b1f1c 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
   Destination

     021b1ee8 73 00 6f 00 75 00 72 00 63 00 65 00 20 00 73 00
     021b1ef8 74 00 72 00 69 00 6e 00 67 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
     021b1f08 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
     021b1f18 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

You may ask what's the news to detect this bug as Valgrind can do for ages. Well, my approach is not to use symbols, source code, or any debug information so
I can apply my tests against arbitrary binaries.

 
Even just few string copy functions were added to the tool I had found plenty low-severity bugs in high-profile applications by this approach.

 
Here is the tool. Feel free to improve it according to your needs.

 
UPDATE 15/January/2014 Added CopyMemory() to the list.

 UPDATE 2/February/2014 Added sscanf(), printf(), swscanf(), swprintf() to the list. Reference.

December 28, 2013
Hardcoded Pointers
Use of hardcoded pointer could enable the attacker to bypass ASLR. In this draft I'm describing potential methods to find a hardcoded pointer in your target.

 
When exploiting particular vulnerabilities it is fundamental to read/write or jump to predictable memory location in the process' address space. ASLR randomizes
the memory locations of various key locations including addresses of libraries. Even though we see that some high profile applications still load libraries
with ASLR disabled, we have high hopes they will fix the problem soon.

 
That wouldn't solve the problem overall though. Applying ASLR to all libraries does not mean there is not easily predictable locations in the process' address
space. There are API functions that accept address to allocate memory at that address. These functions can be used to hardcode memory address, and so to
assign a fixed address to a pointer (CWE-587). As a consequence, it gives an attacker a chance to read/write or jump to known address to bypass ASLR.

 
For these functions you can specify the desired starting address that you want to allocate. When doing security audit it's worth checking if the functions are
called with hardcoded addresses.

 
VirtualAlloc

 VirtualAllocEx
 VirtualAllocExNuma

 MapViewOfFileEx
 MapViewOfFileExNuma

The following functions accept address to read as parameter. These are not appear to be useful but leave them for potential future use.
 UnmapViewOfFile, WriteProcessMemory, ReadProcessMemory, FlushViewOfFile, FlushInstructionCache, Toolhelp32ReadProcessMemory, GetWriteWatch, ResetWriteWatch, ReadProcessMemoryProc64, VirtualUnlock,

MapUserPhysicalPages, VirtualProtect, VirtualProtectEx, VirtualQueryEx, GetFrameSourceAddress, CompareFrameDestAddress, VirtualFree, VirtualFreeEx, FindNextFrame, WSPStringToAddress, CompareAddresses, AddressToString
 

It's also worth checking if the application you audit uses shared memory as some application map the memory at fixed address, and even boost library
supports the use of this insecure method.

 
The use of relative pointers is less efficient than using raw pointers, so if a user can succeed mapping the same file or shared memory object in the same
address in two processes, using raw pointers can be a good idea. To map an object in a fixed address, the user can specify that address in
the mapped region's constructor: 

 

mapped_region region ( shm                         //Map shared memory 
                     , read_write                  //Map it as read-write 
                     , 0                           //Map from offset 0 
                     , 0                           //Map until the end 
                     , (void*)0x3F000000           //Map it exactly there 
                     );

When auditing source code for hardcoded address it's worth looking for constant starting with 0x ending with 0000 as some might indicate hardcoded memory
address. I wrote a simple batch script for that.

 
The another batch script I have is for binary code. I recommend to use if you don't find a bug using other methods. To use it you need to execute dasmdir.py on
the binary file to produce disassembly, and you may run the batch script on it to get the immediate values filtered.

 
This is interesting. Here is an example of someone asking how to allocate memory at fixed address unintentionally making his software less secure.

December 11, 2013
Flash Player Unloading Vulnerability II
UPDATED 20/February 2014: This vulnerability is CVE-2013-5332 and technical details were publicly announced on 10th December 2013 after the vendor patch
was released to end users. On 19th of February 2014 I unexpectedly received an e-mail from HackerOne saying "The Internet Bug Bounty has awarded you a
$2000.00 bounty for Flash memory corruption vulnerability could lead to code execution".

 
Adobe has notified me that it addressed the Flash Player Unloading vulnerability I reported them earlier. The patch is now released to end users and the security
bulletin is published which contains the nature of the vulnerability.
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In this post, I describe the technical details of the vulnerability in the hope that software developers can learn from it.
 

In the Windows version of Safari, when a Flash file is opened, the browser initiates to load the Flash Player into the process address space. When the Flash file is
no longer opened the browser initiates to unload the Flash Player.

 
The Flash Player can display a dialog box using MessageBox API. While the dialog box is active, an other thread can unload the Flash Player module from the
address space. When the execution returns back from the MessageBox call to the Flash Player module, which is already unloaded, the instruction dereferences
freed memory causing data execution prevention exception.

 
This is a use-after-free vulnerability and it is same in nature to the one I reported Adobe earlier however this time the vulnerability is triggered via a different
code path. The crash state looks like below, and it suggests the issue is most likely exploitable for code execution.

 
(3860.37ec): Access violation - code c0000005 (first chance)

 First chance exceptions are reported before any exception handling.
 This exception may be expected and handled.

 eax=523bb781 ebx=00000001 ecx=006f0d68 edx=00000000 esi=523bb781 edi=00000000
 eip=523bb781 esp=001deb90 ebp=001debb8 iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00210206
 <Unloaded_NPSWF32_11_7_700_224.dll>+0x20b781:

 523bb781 ??              ???
 0:000> |.

 .  0          id: 3860               attach    name: C:\Program Files (x86)\Safari\Apple Application Support\WebKit2WebProcess.exe

One possible fix would be to synchronize the DLL unloading thread with the code calling MessageBox.
 

The vulnerability I reported Adobe earlieris same in nature to this one. Also, if a developer purely adds a new MessageBox call he has a high probability to
inherently create a new vulnerability that can be reached in the same way described in this post. Therefore, for Adobe, it would be beneficial to review the entire
code base for unsafe dialog box calls.

 
Also, for Microsoft, hardening on OS level is worthy to consider which may involve to crash in a not exploitable manner when a bug is triggered. The problem
looks to be more ubiquitous than the public vulnerability reports suggest. The approach to discover these issues is to identify dialog box and DLL unloading code
fragments that can be manually attacked.

 
Since there may be many bugs that could end up dereferencing unloaded Flash Player, Mozilla long time back fixed the problem by permanently keeping the
plugin in the memory in Firefox process.

 
I'm currently working on tools to identify attack surfaces. It involves to identify DLLs calling MessageBox, and identify ways to unload MessageBox DLLs from the
process address space.

 
I created a sample implementation to represent the vulnerability including how the freed memory gets dereferenced. It is a good exercise for developers to think
about how to make the code secure without removing the thread creation.

 
// This is the EXE file.

 // Main thread loads the DLL file to call ShowMessageBox() export that calls MessageBox().
 // Secondary thread frees DLL but the dialog box is still visible.

 // When OK is clicked the freed memory is dereferenced.
 #include <Windows.h>

 
static HMODULE handle;

 
DWORD WINAPI Thread(LPVOID lpParam)

 {
    printf("[Thread] Waiting 5 seconds.\n");

    Sleep(5000);
    FreeLibrary(handle);

    printf("[Thread] FreeLibrary() called. Click OK to dereference freed memory.\n");
    return 0;

 }
 
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])

 {
    typedef void (WINAPI *FUNC)(void);

    FUNC ShowMessageBox;
 

   handle = LoadLibrary(L"DialogDLL.dll");
    printf("LoadLibrary() called.\n");

 
   ShowMessageBox = (FUNC)GetProcAddress(handle, "ShowMessageBox");

 
   CreateThread(NULL, 0, Thread, NULL, NULL, NULL);

    printf("Thread created for FreeLibrary().\n");
 

   printf("MessageBox pops up.\n");
    ShowMessageBox();

    return 0;
 }

 

// This is the DLL file.
 // It has an export that calls MessageBox()

 extern "C" __declspec( dllexport ) void ShowMessageBox();
 

void ShowMessageBox()
 {

     MessageBox(NULL, L"...shown by the DLL that can be unloaded while this dialog box is still visible.\n\nThe unloaded DLL
 can be dereferenced when OK is clicked.", L"This is a dialog box...", MB_OK);

 }

The complete source code for Visual C++ 2010 can be downloaded from here. When executing the program it looks like below.
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When OK is clicked the instruction dereferences freed memory.
 

Just a note that the control transfer instruction to dereference freed memory is not call that can be seen in v-table bugs but ret.

July 29, 2013
Using Pintools to Detect Bugs
Recently I spent some time to get into Pin and to explore how feasible to write Pin-based tools to detect programming errors. Here is the summary of my
experiment. I think it could be useful for someone who might want to write Pintools.

 
I had been thinking of dynamic ways to catch programming error without making the detection logic complex. My decision was to write a tool that can detect
division by zero errors when the division is performed by a function argument. The tool works as follows.

 
The tool inspects division instructions that are reading stack via EBP.

 
   if (INS_Opcode(ins) == XED_ICLASS_IDIV || INS_Opcode(ins) == XED_ICLASS_DIV)

    {
 [...]
       if (INS_IsStackRead(ins) && INS_RegRContain(ins, REG_EBP) && INS_IsMemoryRead(ins))

       {
          INS_InsertCall(ins, IPOINT_BEFORE, (AFUNPTR)TrackDivisionByArg, IARG_INST_PTR, IARG_MEMORYREAD_EA, IARG_REG_VALUE, REG_EBP,

IARG_END);
       }

Since the function arguments are stored at EBP+XX it's possible to detect when a division is performed by a function argument.
 

VOID TrackDivisionByArg(ADDRINT inst_ptr, ADDRINT memoryread_ea, ADDRINT reg_ebp)
 {

    // Do we read argument of the function (EBP+XX)?
    if (memoryread_ea >= reg_ebp)

    {
 [...]

However, this doesn't mean there is a division by zero error because there might be a test for zero. To filter out obvious false positives the tool inspects if the
parameter is accessed before the division.

 
   else if ((INS_Opcode(ins) == XED_ICLASS_CMP || INS_Opcode(ins) == XED_ICLASS_MOV) && INS_IsStackRead(ins) && INS_RegRContain(ins, REG_EBP)
&& INS_OperandIsImmediate(ins, 1))

    {
       INS_InsertCall(ins, IPOINT_BEFORE, (AFUNPTR)TrackAccessToArgs, IARG_INST_PTR, IARG_MEMORYREAD_EA, IARG_REG_VALUE, REG_EBP,

IARG_REG_VALUE, REG_ESP, IARG_END);
    }

The tool checks the functions on isolation so if the function parameter is checked for zero by the caller the program may report division by zero error. This is the
consequence of the design.

 
The tool uses std::mapdata structure to maintain the state of the analysis. It also contains other research implementation that is not mentioned in this blog post.
The source code is available to download here.

 
If you use std::mapfunctions you have to use mutex and write lock to protect the data structure from potential corruption unless the target uses no threads.

 
To get better performance it's better to do analysis once the application exists rather than on-the-fly. However, this increases the memory footprint as the data
can be accumulating during the execution.

 
Sometimes it might be a good idea to use Window Beep function to make noise if a bug is detected.
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While it's possible to write efficient Pintools to detect bugs, sometimes if the tool is made to depend on the target application it can perform better.

June 24, 2013
Sample Pintools for Visual Studio

Creating a Visual Studio Project for Pintools (32-bit)

Start Visual Studio 2010 and create a new Win32 Project.
In the Win32 Application Wizard, select DLL for Application type, and tick Empty project in the Additional options.
Create directory Pin in the Solution folder and copy Pin framework here.
Copy Pin\source\tools\ManualExamples\inscount0.cpp to the Project folder. This is a sample Pintools file. Add the copied inscount0.cpp to the project.
Set Active Configuration to Release.
Add the following to the Additional Include Directories:

$(SolutionDir)Pin\source\include\pin;$(SolutionDir)Pin\source\include\pin\gen;$(SolutionDir)Pin\extras\xed2-
ia32\include;$(SolutionDir)Pin\extras\components\include;%(AdditionalIncludeDirectories)

Add the following to the Additional Library Directories:

$(SolutionDir)Pin\ia32\lib;$(SolutionDir)Pin\ia32\lib-ext;$(SolutionDir)Pin\extras\xed2-ia32\lib;%(AdditionalLibraryDirectories)

Add the following to the Preprocessor:

TARGET_WINDOWS
 TARGET_IA32

 HOST_IA32

Set Enable C++ Exceptions to No, and set Runtime Library to Multi-threaded (/MT).
Add the following to the Additional Dependencies in the Linker settings:

ntdll-32.lib
 libxed.lib

 pin.lib
 pinvm.lib
 libcmt.lib
 libcpmt.lib

Set Ignore All Default Libraries to Yes (/NODEFAULTLIB).
Set Entry Point to Ptrace_DllMainCRTStartup@12.
Add the following to the Additional Options of the Command Line linker option:

/EXPORT:main

Downloading&Building Sample Pintools for Visual Studio

To download Sample Pintools Project created with the above settings click here [SkyDrive].
Open the solution file in Visual Studio and set the active configuration to Release.
Create directory Pin in the Solution folder and copy Pin framework here.
Copy Pin\source\tools\ManualExamples\inscount0.cpp to the Project folder. This is a sample Pintools file.
Build the project.

April 15, 2013
Tracing Thread ID of ModLoad and ModFree Events
This log was created by an experimental Windbg extension that is to trace the thread ID of ModLoad/ModFree events. When a module is being unloaded the
extension queries the ID of the current thread and compares to the thread ID that loaded the module. If two different threads used to load and to unload the
module the extension issues a notification as seen in yellow below.

 
ModLoad 59440000 00000454          PRNFLDR

 ModFree 59440000 00000454 00000454 PRNFLDR
 ModLoad 59440000 00000454          prnfldr
 ModLoad 74b90000 00000454          WINSPOOL
 ModLoad 5aa30000 00000454          prncache
 ModLoad 74950000 00000454          RpcRtRemote

 ModLoad 673a0000 00000454          actxprxy
 ModLoad 6b180000 00000454          ieproxy

 ModLoad 5a9f0000 00000454          thumbcache
 ModLoad 5fcc0000 00000454          ieframe

 ModLoad 75800000 00000454          api-ms-win-downlevel-ole32-l1-1-0
 ModLoad 74490000 00000454          api-ms-win-downlevel-shlwapi-l2-1-0

 ModLoad 74470000 00000454          api-ms-win-downlevel-advapi32-l2-1-0
 ModLoad 6b250000 00000454          api-ms-win-downlevel-shell32-l1-1-0

 ModFree 5aa30000 0000055c 00000454 prncache
 -->prncache (5aa30000) is allocated by thread id 454 but freed by 55c

 ModLoad 55250000 00000454          NPSWF32_11_7_700_169
 ModLoad 771d0000 00000454          urlmon

 ModLoad 6c310000 00000454          DSOUND
 ModLoad 744a0000 00000454          POWRPROF

 ModLoad 735a0000 00000454          mlang

I observed that normally the same thread is responsible to load and to unload the module. However, that's not always the case. If you can force a context switch
on the code path of dereference, and to get the unloading thread to trigger ModFree, you could end up to dereference freed memory.

April 4, 2013
Browsers Could Enable to Plant Malware
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Browsers Could Enable to Plant Malware
Today, Opera released a patch which attempts to address one of the issue I reported them in February, 2013.

 
The most likely attack is that a remote attacker may trick a user to visit a specially crafted web page; and to perform undisclosed operation (social engineering).
As a result, a malicious executable file may be planted on the user's computer.

 
Either social engineering or a second bug is required to plant malware, so it's reasonable to assign moderate severity to the issue.

 
Another, probably less likely attack vector includes that an attacker has physical access to the machine. When the file downloads are blocked by security policy it
may be easily possible for the attacker to bypass it and plant malware. This is a risk, specially in a corporate environment.

 
Firefox (Bug 845880), Chrome (Issue 177980), and Safari (Follow-up: 260250675) are affected.

 
Internet Explorer 10 is not affected. I concluded they recognized this issue internally and implemented defense.

 
I haven't verified Opera's patch yet.

 
Technical description scheduled to be posted later this year.

April 2, 2013
Integer Overflow and Memory Failures in WavPack
The common consequences of the integer overflow are denial-of-service and out-of-bounds memory access. What I'm describing here is neither of them but
rather a rare consequence I discovered recently.

 
WavPack is an open source project providing audio compression and decompression. The project consists of the library and utilities exercising the library. The
library compresses and decompresses Wav and WavPack streams. It's used in several software (e.g. WinZip) and hardware. One of the utilities called
WVUNPACK decompresses the WavPack file.

 
I'm discussing a bug in WVUNPACK that is not shipped with the 3rd party products using WavPack library, and so the bug doesn't affect 3rd party products but
WVUNPACK only.

 
WVUNPACK has an undocumented command line switch kthat allows the user to control the size of the buffer to operate with. This switch expects a number to
calculate the size of the buffer with. 

 
case 'K': case 'k':

     outbuf_k = strtol (++*argv, argv, 10);

outbuf_k is int, and its value is controlled by the user. Assume the user calls WVUNPACK specifying -k4194303 in the command line. The integer after k is copied
to outbuf_k. Note, 4194303is 0x3fffff.

 
The program calculates the size of the buffer to operate with. However, there is an integer overflow when calculating output_buffer_size and it
becomes 0xfffffc00after the execution of the code snippet below.

 
if (outbuf_k)

     output_buffer_size = outbuf_k * 1024;

The program attempts to allocate memory with 0xfffffc00. The allocation fails, and the returning pointer that is NULL is not sanity-checked.

output_pointer = output_buffer = malloc (output_buffer_size);

Without detecting the memory allocation failure, the execution continues and the decompression is starting by creating an output file and writing a header in it.

if (!DoWriteFile (outfile, WavpackGetWrapperData (wpc), WavpackGetWrapperBytes (wpc), &bcount) ||

The program unpacks the content of the file to a temporary buffer.

samples_unpacked = WavpackUnpackSamples (wpc, temp_buffer, samples_to_unpack);

However, the block within the if statement is not reached because output_bufferis NULL, and so the decompressed data is not written to the output.

if (output_buffer) {
 [...]

         if (!DoWriteFile (outfile, output_buffer, (uint32_t)(output_pointer - output_buffer), &bcount) ||

To recap the issue, the integer overflow causes that the unpacked data is not written to output and there is no error displayed believing the unpacking is
successfully completed.

The screenshot below demonstrates there is no error displayed but when manually checking the file size there is a mismatch.
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In addition to that, WVUNPACK supports to calculate and to display MD5 signature to verify the output. This can be enabled by m command line switch. This
check is performed on the temporary buffer that is never written to output, therefore the error remains undetected. In fact, the program could display the
correct MD5 while the output has different checksum.

 
Here is the code snippet demonstrates MD5 calculation is performed on temporary buffer.

 
if (calc_md5 && samples_unpacked) {

 [...]
     MD5Update (&md5_context, (unsigned char *) temp_buffer, bps * samples_unpacked * num_channels);

And here is the screenshot demonstrates the bug in checksum verification.

The bug described above is found in WVUNPACK, however, I'd like to provide information about the library, too, for those use it in 3rd party products. According
to WavPack website the library is used in several hardware including jukeboxes, multimedia and network players, and in many software including VLC Media
Player.

 

WavPack library, probably for performance reasons, doesn't check the return value of memory allocation functions. This looks safe when investigating the library
on isolation as those seem to work with small buffers and so it's difficult to make the allocation to fail, and to possibly enter in vulnerable paths. However, the
library is widespread and used in different systems, and in different software environment, it could even possibly run in browser process. Earlier this year, I
proved how to make allocation fails with fixed or small size.

 
Few examples could access near NULL:

 
orig_data = malloc (sizeof (f32) * ((flags & MONO_DATA) ? sample_count : sample_count * 2));

 memcpy (orig_data, buffer, sizeof (f32) * ((flags & MONO_DATA) ? sample_count : sample_count * 2)); 

[...]

wps->blockbuff = malloc (wps->wphdr.ckSize + 8);
 memcpy (wps->blockbuff, &wps->wphdr, sizeof (WavpackHeader));

[...]

http://reversingonwindows.blogspot.com/2013/01/entering-into-out-of-memory-condition.html


riffhdr = wrapper_buff = malloc (wrapper_size);
 memcpy (wrapper_buff, WavpackGetWrapperLocation (first_block, NULL), wrapper_size);

March 13, 2013
Flash Player Unloading Vulnerability
Opera unloads Flash Player after two minutes of not being used. Flash Player can create dialog that can run even when the player itself is unloaded. When it's
unloaded, the running dialog makes a call back to the unloaded module, in a time window.

 
If an attacker can exploit the time window between the unload and the dereference, it's possible to redirect the execution flow.

 
While experimenting, I used heap spray to inject 0xCC bytes to the deleted memory. I succeeded once of many attempts and this suggests it's practically
possible to create an exploit that could inject malicious code within the time window.

 
When investigated this vulnerability, I wanted evidence to the question: what module unloads the Flash Player? I used Windbg to place breakpoint at unload
events. I let the application to trigger the unload events, and when the debugger hit the breakpoint, printed the call stack.

 
0:014> sxe ud

 0:014> g
 Unload moduleC:\Windows\SysWOW64\Macromed\Flash\NPSWF32_11_4_402_287.dll at 54760000

 eax=00000000 ebx=035f5584 ecx=00000000 edx=00000000 esi=035f5bc8 edi=00000000
 eip=77b1fc72 esp=0037dab0 ebp=0037db30 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00200246
 ntdll!ZwUnmapViewOfSection+0x12:

 77b1fc72 83c404          add     esp,4
 0:000> kc

 ntdll!ZwUnmapViewOfSection
 ntdll!LdrpUnloadDll

 ntdll!LdrUnloadDll
 KERNELBASE!FreeLibrary

 WARNING: Stack unwind information not available. Following frames may be wrong.
 Opera_534b0000!OpSetSpawnPath

 Opera_534b0000!OpWaitFileWasPresent

I saw the Flash Player was freed by Opera indeed.
 

I needed the answer for the question also: what module created the thread that calls back to the unloaded module? Here are the series of Windbg commands
used to get the answer.

 
sxn et

 sxn ud
 bp CreateRemoteThreadEx "kc; gu; !handle eax 8; gc"

 g
 
KERNELBASE!CreateRemoteThreadEx

 kernel32!CreateThreadStub
 WARNING: Stack unwind information not available. Following frames may be wrong.

 NPSWF32_11_4_402_287!native_ShockwaveFlash_TCallLabel
 Opera_534b0000!OpGetNextUninstallFile

 Opera_534b0000!OpGetNextUninstallFile
 NPSWF32_11_4_402_287!NP_Shutdown

 NPSWF32_11_4_402_287
 NPSWF32_11_4_402_287!DllUnregisterServer

 Opera_534b0000!OpWaitFileWasPresent
 ntdll!TppPoolReserveTaskPost

 ntdll!TppTimerpSet
 Opera_534b0000!OpGetNextUninstallFile

 Opera_534b0000!OpSetLaunchMan
 Opera_534b0000!OpSetLaunchMan
 Handle a20

   Object Specific Information
     Thread Id  88ac.1700

     Priority    10
     Base Priority 0
     Start Address 5497083d NPSWF32_11_4_402_287!native_ShockwaveFlash_TCallLabel

 ModLoad: 6bda0000 6bdd0000   C:\Windows\SysWOW64\wdmaud.drv
 ModLoad: 72cb0000 72cb4000   C:\Windows\SysWOW64\ksuser.dll
 ModLoad: 6d9e0000 6d9e7000   C:\Windows\SysWOW64\AVRT.dll

 ModLoad: 6cad0000 6cad8000   C:\Windows\SysWOW64\msacm32.drv
 ModLoad: 6bd80000 6bd94000   C:\Windows\SysWOW64\MSACM32.dll
 ModLoad: 6bd70000 6bd77000   C:\Windows\SysWOW64\midimap.dll
 Exit thread 6:3f90, code 0

 Exit thread 7:4074, code 0
 Unload moduleC:\Windows\SysWOW64\Macromed\Flash\NPSWF32_11_4_402_287.dll at 54760000

 Unload module C:\Windows\system32\WINSPOOL.DRV at 736f0000
 (88ac.1700): Access violation - code c0000005 (first chance)

 First chance exceptions are reported before any exception handling.
 This exception may be expected and handled.

 eax=00000102 ebx=00000000 ecx=75a914d0 edx=00000000 esi=11c8d000 edi=11c8d470
 eip=549706c0 esp=0aacfd38 ebp=0aacfd80 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010246
 <Unloaded_NPSWF32_11_4_402_287.dll>+0x2106c0:

 549706c0 ??              ???

I saw that thread 88ac.1700 is created by the Flash Player. When the player is unloaded the thread is still running. Finally, the thread calls back to the unloaded
module. Therefore, I knew Flash Player created the thread that calls back to its own module that has been unloaded.

 
And here is some interesting observation.

 
When started to look into triggering a dialog in Flash Player I created the following ActionScript that executes an infinite loop.

 
class InfiniteLoop {

  static function main() {
            for (var i = 0; i < 1;) {}
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 }
 }

I built the Flash file with the command below.
 

mtasc.exe -swf InfiniteLoop.swf -main -header 125:125:20 InfiniteLoop.as

The Flash file triggers a slow script warning dialog. I was able to unload and to crash the Flash Player while the dialog was still running. I achieved this with
version 11.4.402.278. When reported the problem to Opera they couldn't reproduce it. That time there was a Flash Player update, and I found it out that they
used the latest version of Flash Player that was 11.4.402.287. With the latest version, I couldn't reproduce the problem either.

 
It got me thinking if Adobe fixed security problem either silently or "accidentally". When I checked the release notes of the latest version I didn't see indication
of this kind of fix. I still don't know what had happened between the two releases but thought to investigate this issue further. I tried to trigger the bug via
different code paths. I looked at my Flash file collection to dig out a file that triggers a dialog. And here it is, with the one I found, I could crash the player with
the same call stack as before.

 
Initially, I thought Opera could fix this issue by leaving the module permanent in the address space, so I reported this to Opera. However, they notified Adobe
after confirming it's not the problem in Opera (though they considered it as a stability issue). Adobe received the report at the end of November, 2012. The bug
is now fixed in the security update that has a number of APSB13-09at 12 March, 2013.

 
The preliminary version of this blog post was reviewed by Adobe. The preliminary version is same to the published version apart from some changes in the
wording.

February 18, 2013
Expired Pointers of an Exported DLL Function
Once the dynamic-link library (DLL) is loaded in the memory, the address of an exported function is usually retrieved. The address is copied into a variable.
Before the program executes the exported function, it retrieves its address from the variable. A potential vulnerability exists if the DLL is unloaded but the
variable still contain the address of the exported function that was previously valid.

 
Here is one approach to get started the investigation into a potential vulnerability.

 
Let's assume the debugger executes the target application. We configure it to break-in when a DLL is unloaded. We know the base address and the size of the
DLL as the debugger displays it. When the debugger breaks in we search for pointers that fall into this region. We set data access breakpoint for each pointer,
and resume the execution to see if the pointers are accessed.

 
We may find that some of the pointers set to NULL when the breakpoint is triggered. This is most likely to prevent the access to invalid memory.

 
We may find that other expired pointers get copied into another memory location. This could be suspicious as we don't normally read expired pointers, albeit,
often whole structures get copied even if they contain members that are no longer used.

 
We may find that some of the breakpoints are not triggered, and we need to analyze further if they can be reached from the execution flow.

February 11, 2013
Out of Memory Issues in Internet Explorer 9
Recently, I was examining how Internet Explorer 9 performs under low-memory conditions.

 
The test involves to consume large amount of memory in the virtual address space of the renderer process. In this circumstance the execution flow can proceed
on error condition of the memory allocation call, and so we can test how the application behaves when the memory allocation fails.

 
I used the following Windbg script as a template to exhaust the memory of the renderer process. I run the tests with between 16M and few hundred megabytes
of free memory in the virtual address space.

 
$$ Exhausts the memory in the virtual address space. The memory is considered

 $$ to be exhausted when an allocation with 16M fails.
 $$

 $$ Example Usage: $$>< e:/exhaust.wds
 $$

 $$ Last Updated: 10/February/2013
 r $t0 = 0x40000000;

 .while (@$t0 >= 0x100000)
 {

    r $t1 = 0;
    .echo

    .echo "Size     Address";
    .echo "-----------------";
    .while (@$t1 == 0) {

      r $t1 = 1;
      .catch {.foreach /pS 5 (Address {.dvalloc /r @$t0}) { .printf "%08x %08x\n", @$t0, Address;}; r $t1 = 0;}

    }
    r $t0 = @$t0 / 2;

 }

I opened local HTML/SVG files that were legitimate rather than fuzzed, and visited random websites under low-memory conditions. During my experiment, I
observed many access violations because of the failed memory allocations. Even though most of them are harmless ones (NULL pointer crashes) some ends up
to read data from invalid memory addresses that are not NULL.

 
Out of memory problem could be a security risk, and this is an attack surface in Internet Explorer. A mitigation to handle this issue would be to implement the
following wrapper around the function that allocates the memory. If the allocation fails the renderer process stops with int 3 exception, so we avoid enter to any
potential vulnerable code path.

 
As a reference, here are some stack traces of NULL pointer crashes.

 
eax=16acc320 ebx=16acc320 ecx=7765e38c edx=00629d08 esi=00000000 edi=16acc324

 eip=678b34c5 esp=04ac6854 ebp=04ac6858 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00210246
 MSHTML!TSmartResource<CD2DDCTraits>::Acquire<ID2D1RenderTarget *,enum D2D1_DC_INITIALIZE_MODE,bool>+0x15:

 678b34c5 8b06            mov     eax,dword ptr [esi]  ds:002b:00000000=????????
 0:005> kb
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ChildEBP RetAddr  Args to Child              
 04ac6858 678b45bd 00000000 00000000 16dd9af0 MSHTML!TSmartResource<CD2DDCTraits>::Acquire<ID2D1RenderTarget *,enum

D2D1_DC_INITIALIZE_MODE,bool>+0x15
 04ac686c 678b4498 00000000 04ac689c 00000000 MSHTML!RefCounted<CD2DDCHolder,SingleThreadedRefCount>::Create<IDCHolder,ID2D1RenderTarget

*>+0x5a
 04ac68e8 678b3f9f 04acd308 04acd404 04ac69e0 MSHTML!CGDIRenderMode::OnBegin+0x37

 04ac6914 678b416d 1125d810 04ac69e0 04acd404 MSHTML!CDXRenderTarget::GetDC+0x1e0
 04ac6940 678b41ca 04ac6978 04ac69e0 16e55668 MSHTML!TSmartResource<CDispSurfaceDCMode>::Acquire<CDispSurface *,CRect const *>+0x6c

 04ac6a68 67ac98b9 04acd268 04ac6c58 04ac6c18 MSHTML!COleLayout::Draw+0xd6f
 04ac6a94 67ac9663 04ac6c58 04ac6c18 04acd308 MSHTML!CLayout::DrawClient+0xaa

 04ac6d6c 67ac78e9 04acae4c 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispLeafNode::DrawSelf+0x56c
 04ac6e84 67ac82d0 169fe050 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispNode::Draw+0x2c8

 04ac6ea8 67ad9c5e 00000000 04ac6f74 04acae4c MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawChildren+0xe4
 04ac6f48 67ad9d15 1188efb8 04acae4c 04ac6f74 MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawContentAdvanced+0x25c

 04ac718c 67ac78e9 04acae4c 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawSelf+0x49b
 04ac72a4 67adcb19 1188efb8 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispNode::Draw+0x2c8

 04ac72c8 67a82102 0ec815ec 1188efb8 04ac73c8 MSHTML!CDispNode::DrawContainerChild+0xd4
 04ac7340 67a80e8b 0ec815a0 00000001 00000003 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::LineBoxBuilder::LsInlineBlockDisplay+0x71

 04ac7358 67a801ca 1682e1f0 04ac73a0 0ec815a0 MSHTML!Ptls5::LsUpdateBreakRecordText+0xe4
 04ac73d0 67adc0f8 112b8118 04ac7454 00000000 MSHTML!Ptls5::LsDisplayLine+0x19b

 04ac747c 67adbf96 11576038 16a20920 1188ef60 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::LineBox::Draw+0x127
 04ac75fc 67adbcb6 16a20920 04ac7698 00000000 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::FlowBox::DrawFlowItems+0x417

 04ac76d0 67adba8d 04ac77b4 04ac77c4 04acd308 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::FlowBox::DrawClientContainerContent+0x1f7
 

eax=00000000 ebx=0767dc08 ecx=00000000 edx=67b36c31 esi=00000001 edi=0767dc08
 eip=67b50f2c esp=043fd05c ebp=043fd070 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010246
 MSHTML!CElement::AddRefCDocument:

 67b50f2c 8b8130010000    mov     eax,dword ptr [ecx+130h] ds:002b:00000130=????????
 0:005> kb

 ChildEBP RetAddr  Args to Child              
 043fd058 67b7ce5d 00000001 0767dc08 0972de00 MSHTML!CElement::AddRefCDocument

 043fd070 67b7faa9 0767dc08 0e90b258 0e5f5d00 MSHTML!CElement::PrivateExitTree+0xfa
 043fd0dc 67b7d897 0e90b258 00000001 00000001 MSHTML!CMarkup::DestroySplayTree+0x1fd
 043fd150 67b87d82 00000000 00000001 0e5f5c20 MSHTML!CMarkup::UnloadContents+0x4bb

 043fd170 67b94f28 0e90b258 00000001 00000000 MSHTML!CMarkup::TearDownMarkupHelper+0x4c
 043fd198 67b96c2f 00000001 00000000 00000000 MSHTML!CMarkup::TearDownMarkup+0x71

 043fd1c8 67b97190 0e5f5c20 00000000 0e5f5c20 MSHTML!CDoc::UnloadContents+0x5ee
 043fd1e4 67b2adb8 0af3d9f8 0af3d9f8 043fd21c MSHTML!CDoc::Passivate+0x158

 043fd1f4 67b59914 0e5f5c20 6783edfd 00000000 MSHTML!CBase::PrivateRelease+0x33
 043fd1fc 6783edfd 00000000 0af3d9f8 00000000 MSHTML!TSmartPointer<IDispBrush>::Release+0x14

 043fd20c 67b2adb8 008f8d10 00000000 043fd230 MSHTML!COleSite::Passivate+0x9f
 043fd21c 67b2ac22 0af3d9f8 008f8d10 008ff680 MSHTML!CBase::PrivateRelease+0x33

 043fd230 67b2acfe 0af3d9f8 043fd2b0 67bc5bdb MSHTML!CElement::PrivateRelease+0x40
 043fd23c 67bc5bdb 0af3d9f8 008fecc8 67adfe91 MSHTML!CXDomainRequest::Release+0x10
 043fd248 67adfe91 0e5ff8d0 008bc5a8 02000000 MSHTML!CMultimediaLog::Reset+0x28

 043fd2b0 67ae017b 0e5ff8d0 00000000 00000001 MSHTML!COmWindowProxy::SwitchMarkup+0xadf
 043fd338 679f4971 0e5ff8d0 00000000 0e5ff8d0 MSHTML!CMarkup::SetInteractiveInternal+0x183

 043fd36c 67a04c0f 00000001 00000000 0e5ff8d0 MSHTML!CMarkup::RequestReadystateInteractive+0x152
 043fd398 679eeaa7 008dd2c0 0aebcf70 0556e892 MSHTML!CMarkup::BlockScriptExecutionHelper+0x184

 043fd4a4 679b7cf8 0556e892 008dd2c0 0aebcf70 MSHTML!CHtmPost::Exec+0x4b1
 

eax=00000000 ebx=00000000 ecx=07f4b8d4 edx=04b695fc esi=08564494 edi=00000000
 eip=6789db2b esp=04b695ac ebp=04b695dc iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010246
 MSHTML!CDXImageSoftware::CreateSharedBitmap+0xb4:

 6789db2b 8b08            mov     ecx,dword ptr [eax]  ds:002b:00000000=????????
 0:004> kb

 ChildEBP RetAddr  Args to Child              
 04b695dc 6789d969 00000000 081efac4 04b695fc MSHTML!CDXImageSoftware::CreateSharedBitmap+0xb4

 04b69610 67ace39f 745b8fc0 081efac4 00000000 MSHTML!CDXImageSoftware::PrepareToRenderImpl+0x82
 04b69644 67e7c992 08564480 745b8fc0 00000000 MSHTML!CDXImage::PrepareToRender+0x7c

 04b696e0 67c0c4cf 745b8fc0 04b69878 04b6973c MSHTML!CSATBlurRenderer::CreateBlurredTarget+0x33b
 04b69774 677faef8 745b8fc0 04b69954 40000000 MSHTML!CDXRenderTarget::Gaussian+0x1bf

 04b699b8 677fa4d6 04b69a9c 04b69bd0 00000000 MSHTML!CDispSurface::RenderShadows+0xcc0
 04b69cac 67adb82f 6a5a4220 04b69d28 081fbca0 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::ContainerBox::PositionAndDrawBackground+0x1170

 04b69d58 67adb6b2 081f1d18 04b6d8d8 081fbca0 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::ContainerBox::DrawBackgrounds+0x210
 04b69d88 67aca06f 04b69f6c 04b69e7c 04b6d978 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::ContainerBox::DrawClientBackground+0x6f

 04b69e94 67ac9f07 04b6b4bc 00000000 04b6b4bc MSHTML!CDispNode::DrawBackground+0x1c0
 04b6a0cc 67ac78e9 04b6b4bc 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawSelf+0x2b0

 04b6a1e4 67ac82d0 081fbca0 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispNode::Draw+0x2c8
 04b6a208 67ad9c5e 00000000 04b6a2d4 04b6b4bc MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawChildren+0xe4

 04b6a2a8 67ad9d15 07c69e18 04b6b4bc 04b6a2d4 MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawContentAdvanced+0x25c
 04b6a4ec 67ac78e9 04b6b4bc 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawSelf+0x49b

 04b6a604 678d0958 07c69e18 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispNode::Draw+0x2c8
 04b6a64c 67ac78e9 04b6b4bc 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispProxyNode::DrawSelf+0x11d

 04b6a764 67ac82d0 0849b398 00000000 00000007 MSHTML!CDispNode::Draw+0x2c8
 04b6a788 678d0896 04b6d978 04b6a854 04b6b4bc MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawChildren+0xe4

 04b6a828 67ad9d15 745b8da8 04b6b4bc 04b6a854 MSHTML!CDispContainer::DrawContentAdvanced+0x28d
 

eax=0684a9a0 ebx=00000000 ecx=727937c0 edx=0000025b esi=73de91e8 edi=00000001
 eip=6682bbbb esp=0440d190 ebp=0440d1a0 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010246
 jscript9!Js::JavascriptOperators::OP_GetInstanceScoped+0x2a:

 6682bbbb 8b4304          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebx+4] ds:002b:00000004=????????
 0:005> kb

 ChildEBP RetAddr  Args to Child              
 0440d1a0 09ed0071 00000003 0000025b 5ce84740 jscript9!Js::JavascriptOperators::OP_GetInstanceScoped+0x2a

 WARNING: Frame IP not in any known module. Following frames may be wrong.
 0440d1c8 668085fe 725d5980 00000002 02f5bcf0 0x9ed0071

 0440d204 66808523 725d5980 6680cb68 00000002 jscript9!Js::JavascriptFunction::CallFunction+0xc4
 0440d268 6680845a 0a244dc8 00000002 0440d360 jscript9!Js::JavascriptFunction::CallRootFunction+0xb6

 0440d2a4 668083e6 00000000 0440d2d4 00000002 jscript9!ScriptSite::CallRootFunction+0x4f
 0440d2cc 6687e0d7 725d5980 0440d2fc 00000000 jscript9!ScriptSite::Execute+0x63

 0440d330 67a824a9 0a23606c 725d5980 00000002 jscript9!ScriptEngine::Execute+0x11a
 



0440d3b4 67a823d3 725d5980 094bfae8 63beed58 MSHTML!CListenerDispatch::InvokeVar+0x12a
 0440d3d4 678ead1f 094bfae8 0440d438 0440d498 MSHTML!CListenerDispatch::Invoke+0x40

 0440d5a4 67b6bbfc 094bfae8 728f5120 00000000 MSHTML!CEventMgr::Dispatch+0x537
 0440d5cc 68073e2c 728f5120 7ec86aa0 ffffffff MSHTML!CEventMgr::DispatchEvent+0xc9

 0440d5e0 68079c98 6a40df58 adc49da3 00000096 MSHTML!CSVGElement::Fire_SVGLoad+0x37
 0440d5f8 680760bd 0440d620 67b77389 728f5120 MSHTML!CSVGSVGElement::Fire_SVGLoad+0x53

 0440d600 67b77389 728f5120 00000000 00008003 MSHTML!CSVGElement::Fire_SVGLoad_Async_Handler+0x10
 0440d620 67b77406 748dbf58 00000001 90fa7997 MSHTML!CAsyncEventQueue::DispatchAllEvents+0x7c

 0440d670 74fb62fa 00700e80 00000aae 748dbf58 MSHTML!GlobalWndProc+0x2ed
 0440d69c 74fb6d3a 67b145ee 00700e80 00008003 USER32!InternalCallWinProc+0x23

 0440d714 74fb77c4 00000000 67b145ee 00700e80 USER32!UserCallWinProcCheckWow+0x109
 0440d774 74fb788a 67b145ee 00000000 0440f8a8 USER32!DispatchMessageWorker+0x3bc

 0440d784 6b8a205c 0440d7cc 001f6db0 001f6dcc USER32!DispatchMessageW+0xf
 

eax=04666084 ebx=0bd43ae8 ecx=04666060 edx=0466067f esi=00000000 edi=0bd43b48
 eip=6908145b esp=04666078 ebp=046661ec iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na po nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010202
 MSHTML!CSVGEmbeddedComponent::CreateDisplayTreeForEmbeddedContent+0x79:

 6908145b 8b06            mov     eax,dword ptr [esi]  ds:002b:00000000=????????
 0:005> kb

 ChildEBP RetAddr  Args to Child              
 046661ec 69081acc 0bd43ae8 0bd43ae8 0bd43aec MSHTML!CSVGEmbeddedComponent::CreateDisplayTreeForEmbeddedContent+0x79

 04666208 68e5dda5 01d43ae8 0c2c0068 00000001 MSHTML!CSVGEmbeddedComponent::EnsureLayoutForEmbeddedComponent+0xf7
 04666260 690b59c3 0b010600 04669bd8 046662b4 MSHTML!CImgHelper::DrawSVGImage+0x29f

 046662d8 68ffe222 04669bd8 0466630c 12d406e8 MSHTML!CSVGImageBlock::Draw+0x1a8
 0466631c 68ad6f4e 04666354 6901ae94 046663dc MSHTML!HtmlLayout::SvgPrimitiveBox::DrawClient+0x117

 04666380 770f26a4 00000000 04669bd8 046677bc MSHTML!CDispDrawContext::GetRedrawRegionBounds+0x7b
 04666498 770f256f 0edcc0a8 00000090 04669ce4 ntdll!RtlpReAllocateHeap+0x190

 0466650c 68ad6f4e 00570000 00000000 0edcc0a8 ntdll!RtlReAllocateHeap+0x2c5
 04666548 68ad8db1 046677bc 04669ce4 00000000 MSHTML!CDispDrawContext::GetRedrawRegionBounds+0x7b

 046677bc 00000000 00000000 00000000 04667804 MSHTML!CDispSurface::CClipStack::PushClipRect+0x181
 

eax=00000024 ebx=00005867 ecx=00000009 edx=00000016 esi=0435d008 edi=00000000
 eip=68ffaa2c esp=0435cf98 ebp=0435d18c iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na po nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010202
 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::SvgTextBoxBuilder::CalculateGlyphWidths+0xaf:

 68ffaa2c f3a5            rep movs dword ptr es:[edi],dword ptr [esi]
 0:005> kb

 ChildEBP RetAddr  Args to Child              
 0435d18c 68ffa7cc 08fab420 0435d1d0 61b9c288 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::SvgTextBoxBuilder::CalculateGlyphWidths+0xaf

 0435d1d8 68ff8684 00fab420 6adadd40 0435d478 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::SvgTextBoxBuilder::UpdateVisibleRectangle+0x7f
 0435d280 68ff8150 08fab420 0435d478 08fab420 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::SvgTextBoxBuilder::BuildLine+0x4d2

 0435d2a8 68a36a8d 0d01ff24 0435d478 0d01ff18 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::SvgTextBoxBuilder::MoveToNextPosition+0xb5
 0435d2d4 68a33951 08fab420 0435d478 0d01ff18 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::LayoutBuilder::EnterBlock+0xca

 0435d2f0 68a359e4 0435d420 0435d464 00000000 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::LayoutBuilder::Move+0x48
 0435d3c0 68a319af 0ad93c90 00000000 0ad93c90 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::LayoutBuilderDriver::StartPartialLayout+0x2d1

 0435d4a0 68a2ffcc 0c10ddb8 00000000 00000032 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::CIE9Page::LayoutPage+0x27c
 0435d4cc 68a2c3a7 00000000 0c10ddb8 08fa0c90 MSHTML!HtmlLayout::CIE9DocumentLayout::FormatPage+0x65

 0435d524 68a272fe 0c8dff24 00000000 08fa0c90 MSHTML!CCssDocumentLayout::FindOrFormatPage+0x272
 0435d590 68a2deff 0ad93c90 0c8dff24 00000032 MSHTML!CCssDocumentLayout::GetPage+0x95b

 0435d638 68a2dd12 0c8dff20 0435d654 0435d6c8 MSHTML!CMarkupPageLayout::CalcSize+0x28c
 0435d6b0 68a2fa31 00100000 0435d6c8 0c8dff34 MSHTML!CMarkupPageLayout::CalcTopLayoutSize+0x101

 0435d6d4 68c9b1d1 00100000 00002000 00000000 MSHTML!CMarkupPageLayout::DoLayout+0x56
 0435d710 68a16b35 0c602e1c 00100000 00000000 MSHTML!CView::ExecuteLayoutTasks+0x3b

 0435d77c 68a3856b 00000000 004d4f80 004d4fb4 MSHTML!CView::EnsureView+0x3bf
 0435d7a4 68b49ef9 0c602e1c 00000000 00000000 MSHTML!CView::EnsureViewCallback+0xb8

 0435d7e0 68b69768 3286b286 00000000 68b245ee MSHTML!GlobalWndOnMethodCall+0x115
 0435d828 764e62fa 000909b6 0000005b 00000000 MSHTML!GlobalWndProc+0x302

 0435d854 764e6d3a 68b245ee 000909b6 00008002 USER32!InternalCallWinProc+0x23
 

eax=00000001 ebx=00000000 ecx=00000000 edx=765d4758 esi=00000000 edi=00000000
 eip=7675561c esp=043dcb38 ebp=043dcb40 iopl=0         nv up ei pl nz na po nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010202
 SHLWAPI!StrCmpNICW+0x13:

 7675561c 0fb706          movzx   eax,word ptr [esi]       ds:002b:00000000=????
 0:005> kb

 ChildEBP RetAddr  Args to Child              
 043dcb40 765d5704 00000000 765d4758 00000004 SHLWAPI!StrCmpNICW+0x13

 043dcb60 765fcf6f 043dd000 72865284 00000000 urlmon!IsKnownProtocol+0x1e
 043dcba4 68903047 007e81e8 00000000 00000000 urlmon!COInetSession::CreateBinding+0xf2

 043dcbd8 68902f8f 72865284 00000000 00000000 MSHTML!CTridentFilterHost::CreateInetProtBinding+0x45
 043dcc04 689c6406 00000000 00000000 043dd000 MSHTML!CTridentFilterHost::BindToInetProt+0x112

 043dce98 689c18ba 72865218 00000000 00000004 MSHTML!CDwnBindData::Bind+0x4ba
 043dcec0 689c16f6 00000000 68756ef4 00000000 MSHTML!NewDwnBindData+0x19d

 043dcf1c 68a0a3bd 68756ee0 043dd000 6db14b88 MSHTML!CDwnLoad::Init+0x25c
 043dcf40 68b62217 043dd000 6db14b88 00000001 MSHTML!CImgLoad::Init+0x43

 043dcf68 68b6211d 07083df0 00000000 043dd000 MSHTML!CDwnInfo::SetLoad+0x11e
 043dcf88 68b6c334 00000001 043dd000 00000000 MSHTML!CDwnCtx::SetLoad+0x86

 043dcfb4 689f1547 00000001 043dd000 00000000 MSHTML!CImgCtx::SetLoad+0x4d
 043dd058 689cc92d 00000001 0a4a138c 08df93b0 MSHTML!CDoc::NewDwnCtx2+0x337
 043dd088 68ab962d 6fcd52a0 00000001 08df93b0 MSHTML!CDoc::NewDwnCtx+0x5b

 043dd0d4 68aba4c3 07083df0 679f53e8 00000004 MSHTML!CImgHelper::FetchAndSetImgCtx+0xfb
 043dd0f8 68aba3df 043dd1b8 08df93b0 043dd184 MSHTML!CImgHelper::EnterTree+0x132

 043dd16c 6908fd6c 06f03f20 043dd1b8 043dd1b8 MSHTML!CImgHelper::Notify+0x2a4
 043dd18c 689c2fa1 043dd1b8 00000001 6f48ea00 MSHTML!CSVGImageElement::Notify+0x2c

 043dd1ec 689c2e5f 6f48ea00 6db102d8 689c7aa7 MSHTML!CHtmRootParseCtx::FlushNotifications+0x1b6
 043dd1f8 689c7aa7 00000000 74702280 74702280 MSHTML!CHtmRootParseCtx::Commit+0xb



January 27, 2013
Entering into Out of Memory Condition
In this blog post I'm describing an approach to force the execution flow to enter into out of memory
(OOM) error conditions when the amount of memory to allocate is not controlled by the attacker as in the
example below.

 
#define MAX_SIZE 0x08000000 /* 128M */

 
ptr = malloc(MAX_SIZE)

 if (ptr == NULL)
 {

   return OUT_OF_MEMORY;
 }

When testing software, it's reasonable to think that error conditions like above are unlikely to be reached
as often as other error conditions. Some of them may never get reached because it's not obvious to make
the allocation with fixed-size to fail.

 
OOM error condition could be a potential to enter into vulnerable code path. One example I've heard that
the memory allocation had failed and the error condition led to call the cleanup functionality which caused
to free of uninitialized pointer.

 
When testing, one possible way to make memory allocation to fail is to hook the memory allocation
function and change the functionality to fail, that is to return with NULL pointer. However, I wanted to avoid
this approach of testing because even if I find bug I'd still need a lot of work to reproduce it in real word
scenario (if possible at all), when the hook is not applied.

 
Therefore, what I thought is that the other way to force fixed-size memory allocation to fail is to consume
large amount of memory of the virtual address space, and as a consequence the program will be
operating under low-memory conditions. This means if memory allocation occurs with reasonable small
size it could fail because there is not much memory available. My theory is that any vulnerability found
that we reach via OOM error conditions can be reproduced in a real word scenario because we always
expect to find something that triggers to consume large amount memory in order to make other allocation
to fail. This is pretty much possible in browsers where basically you can easily fill arbitrary amount of the
heap memory.

 
Experimentally, I involved this approach in my fuzzing methodology. I attach the target process to Windbg
and execute .dvalloc command to allocate arbitrary amount of memory in the virtual address space. The
amount of memory available in the address space can be queried with !address -summary command, or
can be seen in Process Explorer, and so you can allocate more for your test if needed.

 
When testing Firefox with this methodology I notice increased amount of int 3 crashes
in mozalloc_abort() that is due to out of memory condition - those crashes are not exploitable though.

November 19, 2012
An Attempt to Make a Read Access Violation Exploitable
This is the analysis of an attempt to make a read access violation exploitable. The bug is found in the 64-
bit version of Internet Explorer 9 (9.0.8112.16421).

 
The crash happens when trying to open the SVG file with the below content. Note, that CDATA (stands for
charachter data) doesn't have any element content leading to crash.

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

 <svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
     <![CDATA[]]>

 </svg>

These are the registers and the faulting instruction when the read access violation occurs.
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0:005> r
 rax=0000000000000000 rbx=00000000042bc2b0 rcx=00000000ffffffff

 rdx=0000000000000000 rsi=0000000000000002 rdi=00000000042bbdc0
 rip=000000005bd9aff5 rsp=00000000042bc4d0 rbp=00000000002844b0
  r8=0000000000000000  r9=0000000000000084 r10=000000005c7c1b00
 r11=000000000eb1d7a0 r12=00000000042bc570 r13=0000000000000000
 r14=00000000002844b0 r15=0000000000000001

 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na po nc
 cs=0033  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00010244

 MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x134:
 00000000`5bd9aff5 410fb70c4c      movzx   ecx,word ptr [r12+rcx*2] ds:00000002`042bc56e=????

This is the call stack. It's not used to support any of claims but it's pasted for information only.
 

0:005> k
 Child-SP          RetAddr           Call Site

 00000000`042bc4d0 00000000`5bc7c249 MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x134
 00000000`042bc530 00000000`5bc7c153 MSHTML!CHtmCrlfParseCtx::AddTextIE9+0x146

 00000000`042bc7c0 00000000`5bd2bd17 MSHTML!CHtmCrlfParseCtx::AddText+0x24
 00000000`042bc800 00000000`5bd7daa5 MSHTML!CHtmParse::ParseText+0x349

 00000000`042bc9c0 00000000`5bd2d36e MSHTML!CHtmParse::ParseToken+0x2d2
 00000000`042bca00 00000000`5bd20980 MSHTML!CHtmPost::ProcessTokens+0x49b

 00000000`042bcd00 00000000`5bd20f7b MSHTML!CHtmPost::Exec+0x274
 00000000`042bcf10 00000000`5bd20e81 MSHTML!CHtmPost::Run+0x5a

 00000000`042bcf50 00000000`5bd206eb MSHTML!PostManExecute+0x1ae
 00000000`042bcfa0 00000000`5bd1f4e0 MSHTML!CDwnChan::OnMethodCall+0x1b

 00000000`042bcfd0 00000000`5bdeb468 MSHTML!GlobalWndOnMethodCall+0x18b
 00000000`042bd060 00000000`771d9bd1 MSHTML!GlobalWndProc+0x36c

 00000000`042bd0e0 00000000`771d98da USER32!UserCallWinProcCheckWow+0x1ad
 00000000`042bd1a0 000007fe`ebfdaf5e USER32!DispatchMessageWorker+0x3b5

 00000000`042bd220 000007fe`ebf87754 IEFRAME!CTabWindow::_TabWindowThreadProc+0x9c1
 00000000`042bf680 00000000`76d153b3 IEFRAME!LCIETab_ThreadProc+0x39f

 00000000`042bf820 000007fe`ebf68dcb iertutil!CIsoScope::RegisterThread+0x10f
 00000000`042bf850 00000000`76bf652d IEFRAME!Detour_DefWindowProcA+0x97

 00000000`042bf890 00000000`772ec521 kernel32!BaseThreadInitThunk+0xd
 00000000`042bf8c0 00000000`00000000 ntdll!RtlUserThreadStart+0x1d

After restarting Internet Explorer and the debugger (leading different memory layout), I set a breakpoint
at the address of the faulting instruction.

 
0:005> g

 Breakpoint 0 hit
 MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x134:

 00000000`69f0aff5 410fb70c4c      movzx   ecx,word ptr [r12+rcx*2] ds:00000002`0421cb2e=????

r12 is the base address of a structure. The instruction reads a word value from the structure using a delta
value that is RCX*2. In our case, RCX is 0`ffffffff which cannot be a valid delta value as the size of the
memory region of the structure is only 4000bytes as seen below. Therefore by executing the instruction it
reads out of the bounds of the structure, that is likely an invalid memory address.

 
0:005> !vprot r12

 BaseAddress:       000000000421c000
 AllocationBase:    0000000004020000
 AllocationProtect: 00000004  PAGE_READWRITE

 RegionSize:        0000000000004000
 State:             00001000  MEM_COMMIT

 Protect:           00000004  PAGE_READWRITE
 Type:              00020000  MEM_PRIVATE

By allocating memory at the address of the invalid read we can execute the instruction without causing
exception.

 
MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x134:

 00000000`69f0aff5 410fb70c4c      movzx   ecx,word ptr [r12+rcx*2] ds:00000002`0421cb2e=????
 0:005> .dvalloc /b 2`0421c000 1000

 Allocated d000 bytes starting at 00000002`04210000



As seen below, movzxnow tries to access to a valid memory region recently allocated by .dvalloc, filled
with zeroes. If we let the program execute now it doesn't crash. Even if we refresh the SVG file it doesn't
cause a read access violation because now the memory movzx tries to access is a valid address in the
virtual address space.

 
0:005> r

 rax=0000000000000000 rbx=0000000000000000 rcx=00000000ffffffff
 rdx=0000000000000000 rsi=0000000000000000 rdi=000000000033bd50
 rip=0000000069f0aff5 rsp=000000000421ca90 rbp=000000000df58d90
  r8=0000000000000000  r9=000000000e03fee0 r10=000000000dfe4401
 r11=0000000000000001 r12=000000000421cb30 r13=0000000000000000
 r14=000000000df58d90 r15=0000000000000001

 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na po nc
 cs=0033  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00000246

 MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x134:
 00000000`69f0aff5 410fb70c4c      movzx   ecx,word ptr [r12+rcx*2] ds:00000002`0421cb2e=0000

When the instruction is executed it reads the tainted word value to ECX. As seen below, the word value is
copied to a second structure. At this point the tainted data is copied to a second structure.

 
0:005> p

 MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x13c:
 00000000`69f0affd 66894f7c        mov     word ptr [rdi+7Ch],cx ds:00000000`0033bdcc=0020

Using the PoC, later on the execution the program doesn't read the tainted data from the second structure
that is verified by processor breakpoint.

 
The tainted word value was zero as .dvallocfilled the memory with zeroes. Since we know the address of
the word value we can try all the 65536 possibilities and watch what happens when processing the
different word values. To achieve this I wrote a wrapper HTML which calls the SVG file periodically. Also, I
set up the below commands which does the job automatically, so in every iteration we provide different
tainted input in range of 0 to 65535.

 
0:005> bc 0

 0:005> r $t0 = 0;
 0:005> bp 69f0aff5 "j @ecx=ffffffff 'ew 2`0421cb2e @$t0; r $t0 = @$t0 + 1; .if (@$t0 <=

0xffff) { gc }'; gc"
 0:005> g

When the command completed I concluded that we tried all the word values but neither of them seem to
trigger unusual code paths using the PoC.

 
Further analyzing the data flow there is a possible place when the tainted data could be used to make
decision on the execution flow, and it's the following.

 
MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x87:

 00000000`69f4823e 0fb74f7c        movzx   ecx,word ptr [rdi+7Ch]
 00000000`69f48242 6685c9          test    cx,cx

 00000000`69f48245 0f8511b8d2ff    jne     MSHTML!CHtmSpaceParseCtx::AddNonspaces+0x90
(00000000`69c73a5c)

If this code can be reached when [rdi+7c]is the tainted data that might have consequence due to the
complexity of the code paths in this function. I however was unable to reach this code path in my
experience.

 
The address of invalid read is predictable by the attacker as it's always 2 x 0`ffffffffplus something
which can be filled with attacker controlled data. But this doesn't seem to be relevant as Microsoft just
confirmed that they had finished their investigation into this crash and as they say "[we] can confirm that
this crash is caused by a read AV which is not exploitable." I believe them and I no longer investigate this
but will focus on other crashes, but thought to share this.
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November 12, 2012
An Example for Hidden NULL Pointer Bug
When performing security testing of the native application I often attach Windbg to the target process.
The obvious benefit of this methodology is that when an exception occurs it's possible to immediately
analyze and save the state information of the program. There is one more important benefit, and that is
you can get additional information of the running application if you set certain options beforehand. For
example, sxn udcommand sets up the debugger to send notification when a module is unloaded. I find
very useful to analyze Windbg log during security testing, rather than just relying to find exception or
memory corruption.

 
Some time ago, during testing Internet Explorer 9, I noticed that Windbg screen had been flooded with
the following messages.

 
Invalid parameter passed to C runtime function.

 Invalid parameter passed to C runtime function.
 Invalid parameter passed to C runtime function.
 Invalid parameter passed to C runtime function.

The application continued running without displaying more of these messages and there was no sign the
integrity of the application corrupted. My first thought was it's the result of one of Windbg commands I set
up earlier just before executing the test. The second thought was that it is unlikely because it seems to be
a CRT error message, that most likely comes from the runtime DLL. I knew there is a way to send
message to the debugger from an executable and that is to call OutputDebugStringfunction.

 
I set up a breakpoint for OutputDebugString, and rerun the test. Here is the call stack when the breakpoint
hit.

 
0:005> k

 Child-SP          RetAddr           Call Site
 00000000`04448388 000007fe`fdfd2478KERNELBASE!OutputDebugStringA

 00000000`04448390 000007fe`fdfd249b msvcrt!invoke_watson+0x98
 00000000`044488d0 000007fe`fdfb0439 msvcrt!invalid_parameter+0x13

 00000000`04448910 00000000`6027290f msvcrt!wcsnicmp+0x40
 00000000`04448950 00000000`6000b522 MSHTML!CMultimediaLog::ExtractVideoData+0x8f

 00000000`04448a30 00000000`600077ba MSHTML!CDoc::ExecHelper+0x4308
 00000000`044498b0 000007fe`f1a22805 MSHTML!CDoc::Exec+0x2a

 00000000`04449900 000007fe`f1a222f1 IEFRAME!CDocObjectHost::_PopulateOnlineHistoryData+0x141
 00000000`04449990 000007fe`f1a21ecb IEFRAME!CDocObjectHost::_UpdateHistoryAndIntSiteDB+0x229
 00000000`0444cb10 000007fe`f1a22001 IEFRAME!CDocObjectHost::_OnReadyState+0x21b

 00000000`0444cda0 000007fe`f1a220bc IEFRAME!CDocObjectHost::_OnChangedReadyState+0xd1
 00000000`0444ce70 00000000`5ff33c27 IEFRAME!CDocObjectHost::OnChanged+0x1c

 00000000`0444cea0 00000000`5ff31380 MSHTML!CBase::FirePropertyNotify+0x3a3
 00000000`0444cf30 00000000`5ff7f874 MSHTML!CMarkup::SetReadyState+0x41a

 00000000`0444cfb0 00000000`5ff323b1 MSHTML!CMarkup::OnLoadStatusDone+0x3eb
 00000000`0444d070 00000000`5ff7ef3f MSHTML!CMarkup::OnLoadStatus+0xb2

 00000000`0444d0a0 00000000`5ff2f4e0 MSHTML!CProgSink::DoUpdate+0x5f5
 00000000`0444d530 00000000`5fffb468 MSHTML!GlobalWndOnMethodCall+0x18b

 00000000`0444d5c0 00000000`76de9bd1 MSHTML!GlobalWndProc+0x36c
 00000000`0444d640 00000000`76de98da USER32!UserCallWinProcCheckWow+0x1ad

 00000000`0444d700 000007fe`f198af5e USER32!DispatchMessageWorker+0x3b5
 00000000`0444d780 000007fe`f1937754 IEFRAME!CTabWindow::_TabWindowThreadProc+0x9c1

 00000000`0444fbe0 00000000`771553b3 IEFRAME!LCIETab_ThreadProc+0x39f
 00000000`0444fd80 000007fe`f1918dcb iertutil!CIsoScope::RegisterThread+0x10f

 00000000`0444fdb0 00000000`76ee652d IEFRAME!Detour_DefWindowProcA+0x97
 00000000`0444fdf0 00000000`774dc521 kernel32!BaseThreadInitThunk+0xd

 00000000`0444fe20 00000000`00000000 ntdll!RtlUserThreadStart+0x1d

Looking at the parameter of OutputDebugString I saw the followings.
 

0:005> db @rcx
 000007fe`fe014110  49 6e 76 61 6c 69 64 20-70 61 72 61 6d 65 74 65  Invalid paramete

 000007fe`fe014120  72 20 70 61 73 73 65 64-20 74 6f 20 43 20 72 75  r passed to C ru
 000007fe`fe014130  6e 74 69 6d 65 20 66 75-6e 63 74 69 6f 6e 2e 0a  ntime function..
 000007fe`fe014140  00 00 00 00 3a 20 00 00-0a 00 0a 00 00 00 00 00  ....: ..........
 000007fe`fe014150  2e 00 2e 00 2e 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
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000007fe`fe014160  4d 00 69 00 63 00 72 00-6f 00 73 00 6f 00 66 00  M.i.c.r.o.s.o.f.
 000007fe`fe014170  74 00 20 00 56 00 69 00-73 00 75 00 61 00 6c 00  t. .V.i.s.u.a.l.
 000007fe`fe014180  20 00 43 00 2b 00 2b 00-20 00 52 00 75 00 6e 00   .C.+.+. .R.u.n.

This confirms this function sends the message to the debugger. We also see that OutputDebugString is
called from wcsnicmpthat is called from CMultimediaLog::ExtractVideoData.

 
I set up a breakpoint just before we call wcsnicmp.

0:005> ub MSHTML!CMultimediaLog::ExtractVideoData+0x8f
 MSHTML!CMultimediaLog::ExtractVideoData+0x69:

 00000000`602728e9 7409            je      MSHTML!CMultimediaLog::ExtractVideoData+0x74
(00000000`602728f4)

 00000000`602728eb 488b01          mov     rax,qword ptr [rcx]
 00000000`602728ee ff9020050000    call    qword ptr [rax+520h]
 00000000`602728f4 4c8b6c2428      mov     r13,qword ptr [rsp+28h]

 00000000`602728f9 488d15480f6900  lea     rdx,[MSHTML!`string' (00000000`60903848)]
 00000000`60272900 41b807000000    mov     r8d,7

 00000000`60272906 498bcd          mov     rcx,r13
 00000000`60272909 ff1591ca5e00    call    qword ptr [MSHTML!_imp__wcsnicmp

(00000000`6085f3a0)]

The place of the breakpoint is the highlighted line above.
 

Here we are when the breakpoint is hit.

Breakpoint 2 hit
 MSHTML!CMultimediaLog::ExtractVideoData+0x89:

 00000000`60272909 ff1591ca5e00    call    qword ptr [MSHTML!_imp__wcsnicmp
(00000000`6085f3a0)] ds:00000000`6085f3a0={msvcrt!wcsnicmp (000007fe`fdf93330)}

Note that wcsnicmp takes three parameters: string1, string2, and count. These describes null-terminated
strings and number of characters to compare.

 
I checked the parameters of wcsnicmpand saw the followings.

0:005> r rcx;r rdx;r r8
 rcx=0000000000000000

 rdx=0000000060903848
 r8=0000000000000007

string2 and count both look healthy however string1 is NULL but the API documentation expects a string.
 

To make sure everything is ok with string2 let's check.

0:005> du @rdx
 00000000`60903848  "http://"

It's fine, so the only problem with parameter string1 and the problem is that a NULL pointer is passed
rather than a pointer to the string.

 
Microsoft long time ago added security enhancements in the CRT library. One of them involves to
call invalid parameter handler which, for example, checks for NULL pointer parameters, and we terminate
gracefully rather than with invalid memory access exception.

 
As you can see the return value is the highest positive value that can be represented in signed 32-bit. If
the application is not prepared to handle this edge value it could cause problem later on the execution.
Fortunately, that was not the case with Internet Explorer.

0:005> g 6027290f
 MSHTML!CMultimediaLog::ExtractVideoData+0x8f:

 00000000`6027290f baffff0000      mov     edx,0FFFFh
 0:005> r eax

 eax=7fffffff



The NULL check suppresses the crash but the application likely having problems managing the lifetime of
objects.

 
Developers are advised to avoid the use of wcsnicmp() function as it's deprecated. Please check
references what to use instead.

 
References

 
Security Features in the CRT

strnicmp, wcsnicmp

October 8, 2012
Flash Player Enables Sandbox via Global Pointer
The Windows version of Adobe Flash Player in Firefox has protected mode functionality. The concept of
this mode is similar to the sandbox concept in Chrome: there is a broker process and a renderer process.
The renderer process is running in low-integrity mode, and communicating with the broker process. The
broker process is to give permission for legitimate system change but to reject questionable request made
by the renderer process. The basic idea is the flash file is loaded and executed by the renderer process so,
any non-legitimate invocation occurs by a vulnerability it will be rejected by the broker process.

 
Possible ways to circumvent the protection provided by protected mode include the followings. Corrupt the
borkerer process to accept non-legitimate request from the renderer process. Or find Windows
vulnerability to escalate right in low-integrity (i.e. renderer) process. Since the previous implementation
when we didn't have the protected mode functionality is still available in the Flash Player it sounds to be
logical by the attacker to disable protected mode functionality so the flash file is loaded and executed
without sandbox protection. I'm exploring the latter further.

 
I examined NPSWF32_11_4_402_278.dll (11,264,432 bytes) file that is used in Firefox. In my test
environment the DLL was located in C:\Windows\SysWOW64\Macromed\Flash folder. This file has the logic to
decide if the flash file should be loaded and executed with or without sandbox protection. Flash Player
uses a global pointer variable at fixed address (RVA: 0a2be70h) to store if sandbox mode should be used
(1/0: with/without sandbox).

 
The value via the global pointer set to 1 by default (sandbox enabled) but it can be overwritten by
adding ProtectedMode = 0line to mms.cfg file that is located in the folder mentioned above.

 
Both the value and the page of the global pointer have the memory protection flags of read and write and
since the global pointer is at a fixed address it's possible to overwrite it without changing memory
protection flags or guessing the address.

 
Even though there is a need for a vulnerability to overwrite the global pointer table from security point of
view it would be logical to discard the fixed address method and the writable memory protection flag.
Using random address with read only page (apply writable flag when it's needed) would be more
appropriate.

 
Here come some research artifacts.

 
Hijacking global pointer in Windbg. Higlighted dword is our new protected mode flag that is disabled.

 
0:000> sxe ld:NPSWF32_11_4_402_278

 0:000> g
 ModLoad: 59fe0000 5abbb000   C:\Windows\SysWOW64\Macromed\Flash\NPSWF32_11_4_402_278.dll

 eax=00000000 ebx=00000000 ecx=00000000 edx=00000000 esi=fffdd000 edi=0059bfcc
 eip=7784fc42 esp=0059bea0 ebp=0059bef4 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00000246
 ntdll!NtMapViewOfSection+0x12:

 7784fc42 83c404          add     esp,4
 0:000> db 59fe0000 +a2be70

 5aa0be70  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
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5aa0be80  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 5aa0be90  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 5aa0bea0  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 5aa0beb0  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 5aa0bec0  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 5aa0bed0  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 5aa0bee0  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 0:000> .dvalloc 1000

 Allocated 1000 bytes starting at 00730000
 0:000> db 00730000

 00730000  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 00730010  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 00730020  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 00730030  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 00730040  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 00730050  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 00730060  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 00730070  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 0:000> ed 59fe0000 +a2be70 00730000

 0:000> g

Setting up protected mode flag below.
 

56245e56 807dff00        cmp     byte ptr [ebp-1],0
 56245e5a 7406            je      NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_SetNPAPIHostProxy+0x168c (56245e62)

 56245e5c 8b45f8          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp-8]
 56245e5f c60001          mov     byte ptr [eax],1

 56245e62 8bcb            mov     ecx,ebx

Checking if protected mode flag is set below.
 

56245e6f 8b75f8          mov     esi,dword ptr [ebp-8]
 56245e72 59              pop     ecx

 56245e73 803e00          cmp     byte ptr [esi],0
 56245e76 0f8411010000    je      NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_SetNPAPIHostProxy+0x17b7 (56245f8d)

[br=1]

Highlighted code path of initialization with protected mode disabled below.
 

562460b0 e8dffeffff      call    NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_SetNPAPIHostProxy+0x17be (56245f94)
 562460b5 84c0            test    al,al

 562460b7 7414            je      NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_Initialize+0x57 (562460cd) [br=1]
 562460b9 56              push    esi

 562460ba e83bf4ffff      call    NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_SetNPAPIHostProxy+0xd24 (562454fa)
 562460bf 59              pop     ecx

 562460c0 84c0            test    al,al
 562460c2 7404            je      NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_Initialize+0x52 (562460c8)

 562460c4 33c0            xor     eax,eax
 562460c6 eb0a            jmp     NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_Initialize+0x5c (562460d2)

 562460c8 33c0            xor     eax,eax
 562460ca 40              inc     eax

 562460cb eb05            jmp     NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!NP_Initialize+0x5c (562460d2)
 562460cd e83595ffff      call    NPSWF32_11_4_402_278!unuse_netscape_plugin_Plugin+0x11de9

(5623f607)
 562460d2 5e              pop     esi

 562460d3 c20400          ret     4

I'd like to make it clear this is not a software vulnerability.

September 9, 2012
Using Windbg as Hex Editor
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This blog post discusses the idea to use Windbg as hex editor. It consists of the followings: the advantage
of using this approach, and the initial steps to getting started. Possible risks are discussed at the end of
the post.

 
I often use hex editor to examine binaries. Even though some of them have rich feature set built-in
sometimes there is a need to use special functionality that goes beyond the capability of any hex editor.
Some hex editors have plugin interface so for them it's possible to write special functionality that accounts
people needs. Although this is true, I have some plugin commands already written for Windbg, and there
should not be a reason to code them again to work with some hex-editor, too. That would mean I should
maintain both code base in the future which is not what I want.

 
In the recent days, I was thinking about what if I give it a try to tentatively use Windbg as a static hex
editor. I was thinking about that I could use my plugin commands, and many built-in Windbg commands.
It sounds very good because those commands are powerful. My second thought was if there was anything
that I can achieve in hex editor but cannot in Windbg. I can't name anything so far. Beyond that, I don't
even miss the graphical interface.

 
To use Windbg as hex editor the first things that needs to be done is to open an application (say
notepad.exe) to get Windbg prompt. In the further steps, there is nothing to do with the application. Once
the prompt is given it waits for command to execute. .dvalloccommand is used to allocate
memory. .readmem command is to copy the the content of the file to the allocated memory area. There is a
script called LoadFile.wds[SkyDrive] that does the job so it's enough to execute this with the correct
parameters. Below is the script.

 
$$ Load file to memory.

 $$ 
 $$ It reads binary data from the specified file and copies the data to the pre-allocated

memory area.
 $$

 $$ Example Usage: $$>a< e:/LoadFile.wds e:/test.exe 1000
 $$

 $$ Created: 8/September/2012
 

.if ( ${/d:$arg1} & ${/d:$arg2} )
 {

   $$ Get the 5th token of .dvalloc (i.e Address)
   .foreach /pS 5 (Address {.dvalloc ${$arg2}})

   {
     .readmem ${$arg1} Address L?${$arg2}

     db Address L180
   }

 }
 .else

 {
   .echo "Usage     : LoadFile.wds <file> <size>";

   .echo "Parameters: <file> - File to be loaded"
   .echo "            <size> - Size of the file"

   .echo "Example   : $$>a< e:/LoadFile.wds e:/test.exe 1000";
 }

The following demonstrates when a file being loaded using LoadFile.wds script.
 

0:000> $$>a< c:/work/LoadFile.wds c:/work/test.exe 1800
 Reading 1800 bytes...

 007e0000  4d 5a 90 00 03 00 00 00-04 00 00 00 ff ff 00 00  MZ..............
 007e0010  b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-40 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ........@.......
 007e0020  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 007e0030  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 f0 00 00 00  ................
 007e0040  0e 1f ba 0e 00 b4 09 cd-21 b8 01 4c cd 21 54 68  ........!..L.!Th
 007e0050  69 73 20 70 72 6f 67 72-61 6d 20 63 61 6e 6e 6f  is program canno
 007e0060  74 20 62 65 20 72 75 6e-20 69 6e 20 44 4f 53 20  t be run in DOS 
 007e0070  6d 6f 64 65 2e 0d 0d 0a-24 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  mode....$.......
 007e0080  f1 3e 51 d1 b5 5f 3f 82-b5 5f 3f 82 b5 5f 3f 82  .>Q.._?.._?.._?.
 007e0090  ae c2 a3 82 b6 5f 3f 82-ae c2 a1 82 b4 5f 3f 82  ....._?......_?.
 007e00a0  ae c2 95 82 a6 5f 3f 82-ae c2 94 82 b7 5f 3f 82  ....._?......_?.
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007e00b0  bc 27 ac 82 b7 5f 3f 82-b5 5f 3e 82 9c 5f 3f 82  .'..._?.._>.._?.
 007e00c0  ae c2 90 82 b7 5f 3f 82-ae c2 a2 82 b4 5f 3f 82  ....._?......_?.
 007e00d0  52 69 63 68 b5 5f 3f 82-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  Rich._?.........
 007e00e0  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 007e00f0  50 45 00 00 4c 01 04 00-6f c2 38 50 00 00 00 00  PE..L...o.8P....
 007e0100  00 00 00 00 e0 00 03 01-0b 01 0a 00 00 0a 00 00  ................
 007e0110  00 0a 00 00 00 00 00 00-df 12 00 00 00 10 00 00  ................
 007e0120  00 20 00 00 00 00 40 00-00 10 00 00 00 02 00 00  . ....@.........
 007e0130  05 00 01 00 00 00 00 00-05 00 01 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 007e0140  00 50 00 00 00 04 00 00-03 74 00 00 03 00 00 81  .P.......t......
 007e0150  00 00 10 00 00 10 00 00-00 00 10 00 00 10 00 00  ................
 007e0160  00 00 00 00 10 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00  ................
 007e0170  24 22 00 00 3c 00 00 00-00 40 00 00 b4 01 00 00  $"..<....@......

Important safety note is that the script uses .dvalloc command to allocate the memory for the data. As a
consequence, the memory area has the protection flag of PAGE_EXECUTE_READWRITE. Therefore code
execution from the memory page is possible even though it requires series of mistakes to make.

September 2, 2012
Timeline for Fix of an Arbitrary Address Write Bug
In today's post I'm writing about an arbitrary address write bug in Flash Player in Firefox (CVE-2012-
4171) that is now fixed.

 
The issue was reported to Mozilla, but the fix made by Adobe as it turned out it was a bug in the Flash
Player. The bug was tracked in Mozilla's bug tracking system (BugZilla) here [still restricted at the time of
writing].

 
To trigger this vulnerability there is no requirement to use malformed data in any way. All the constructs
can be legitimate. The PoC demonstrates when the security dialog box is shown it is possible to navigate
to an other page that pops up another security dialog while the first dialog is still visible. When the second
dialog is OK'd Flash Player crashes.

 
Below code snippet demonstrates the vulnerable code path.

 
mov     ecx,dword ptr [esi+4]           *(1)

 <STRIPPED>
 mov     esi,ecx

 add     dword ptr [esi+1B8h],0FFFFFFFFh *(2)

At line (1) [ESI+4] is an address in a valid heap region. The heap can be arranged to contain user
controlled data. Therefore, at line (2) an attacker can write arbitrary address using add instruction. Due to
depending on add instruction the attacker has limited control what data to write.

 
Below is the timeline for the fix.

 

Days Date Channel Action

0
days

25-
Jan-
2010

E-mail Report sent to Mozilla.

0
days

25-
Jan-
2010

E-mail Mozilla confirms the behavior described in the report. A
case opened in the bug tracking database (BugZilla).

731
days

26-
Jan-
2012

BugZilla
A Mozilla engineer says he can reproduce the issue with
Firefox 9 on Windows 7 but cannot reproduce with
nightly build.

731 26- BugZilla An Adobe engineer says they will triage this issue ASAP.
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days Jan-
2012

749
days

13-
Feb-
2012

BugZilla A Mozilla engineer asks for status update from Adobe.

749
days

13-
Feb-
2012

BugZilla An Adobe engineer confirms he cannot reproduce the
crash.

749
days

13-
Feb-
2012

BugZilla
An Adobe engineer confirms he can reproduce the crash
by experimenting with waiting times before clicking
"OK" on the prompt.

749
days

13-
Feb-
2012

BugZilla
Reporter recommends to switch off plugin-container
introduced since the report to get consistent crash
state.

779
days

14-
March-
2012

E-mail
Reporter asks for status update, and points out the
existing testcase reliably crashes Firefox when plugin-
container disabled.

779
days

14-
March-
2012

E-mail
Mozilla confirm there is no other update on the case,
than seen in BugZilla. Mozilla asks to put additional
information about crashes.

780
days

15-
March-
2012

BugZilla Reporter adds additional information about crashes.

780
days

15-
March-
2012

E-mail Reporter asks for an estimation of the date of the fix.

780
days

15-
March-
2012

E-mail
Mozilla confirm they don't have an estimation. They say
to have to see what the developers can do with it in the
short term.

780
days

15-
March-
2012

E-mail In response to an earlier email Mozilla say "flash bugs
are often slow to be fixed".

805
days

9-Apr-
2012 E-mail

Reporter decided to share crash information with CERT,
and asked if they can help motivating the vendor to
issue a patch.

805
days

9-Apr-
2012 E-mail CERT confirm they have spoken with the vendor.

806
days

10-
Apr-
2012

BugZilla
Mozilla say they effectively mitigated this issue with out
of process plugins and they require a testcase which
crashes Firefox in an exploitable manner.

806
days

10-
Apr-
2012

BugZilla
Reporter responses that existing testcase crashes
Firefox in 1/10 ratio on reporter side. With plugin-
container disabled it crashes Firefox in 10/10 ratio.

807
days

11-
Apr-
2012

BugZilla An Adobe engineer confirms they cannot reproduce the
issue.

808
days

12-
Apr-
2012

BugZilla Reporter recommends to disable plugin-container to get
a consistent crash state. Reporter also highlights plugin
container is just a mitigation that could be bypassed.



808
days

12-
Apr-
2012

BugZilla A Mozilla Security Researcher asks how the plugin-
container could be bypassed.

808
days

12-
Apr-
2012

BugZilla
Reporter highlights attack surfaces but he also states
discussing how to bypass mitigation is out of the scope
of this bug.

814
days

18-
Apr-
2012

BugZilla Adobe say they have a good set of test cases for this
issue now, and this will be fixed in the following release.

861
days

4-
June-
2012

BugZilla Adobe confirm it is fixed in 11.4.400.128. [This seems
to be an internal build]

939
days

21-
Aug-
2012

Web Fix released in 11.4.402.265. To see Adobe's
Security Bulletin click here.

N/A
27-
Aug-
2012

BugZilla Adobe confirm 11.4.402.265 is released on 21st of
August and mark the bug as fixed.

N/A
29-
Aug-
2012

E-mail
Reporter checks Adobe's Security Bulletin and realizes
this bug is not mentioned in it. Asks Adobe regarding
CVE number.

N/A
30-
Aug-
2012

E-mail Adobe confirm the Security Bulletin has been updated
with the CVE number.

This timeline contains the technically important communications. If you are aware of that I missed
something that you think is important to mention, please let me know and I'll update this page.

 
Thanks for those who involved from Mozilla, Adobe and CERT.

August 28, 2012
Read-Before-Write: An Example for False Positive Detection
During the Bank Holiday weekend I was working on testing and stabilizing one of my Windbg extension
commands which detects read-before-write bugs. According to the test result some detection appeared to
be false positive, and in this post I discuss a case that is interesting to me.

 
Instead of analyzing the test result in the Windbg log file I decided to do it in IDA. I took the errors from
the Windbg log and simply highlighted the instructions causing read-before-write in IDA. The highlight
idea was borrowed from team ZDI (thanks).

 
Below is the code snippet wherein an error detected that appears to be a false positive.
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There are two questions need answering:
 

Why is it a false positive detection?
Why the detection was mistakenly issued?

Answering why is it a false positive question is very straightforward. void* is pushed onto the stack that is
a parameter for delete(). delete() uses cdeclcalling convention so it doesn't clean-up void*on the stack
but pop ecxin the red line does. pop ecx reads void*. The memory address void*read from has been
written by pushinstruction. So the red line cannot be a read-before-write access.

 
Answering the second question: why the detection was mistakenly issued is a bit more complex and
requires knowledge how my Windbg plugin extension works - read the principles here if you like.
When push [ebp+var_78] is executed it does the followings. First, it reads var_78local variable, then it
writes (pushes) var_78onto the stack. The address of the read access and the address of the write access
are both stack memory addresses. In this example, the protection flags were set on stack memory region
by the Windbg command extension. As mentioned above when push is executed read access occurs first.
We handle this by removing the protection flags and let the push execute. Since the memory protection
flags removed push didn't have a chance to cause a write access exception, therefore the address is not
added to the list of written addresses. Later on the execution, pop causes a read access violation and the
plugin checks if the address has been written. Since the address is not on the list of written addresses it
issues a read-before-write notification, mistakenly. The answer in short is because we didn't catch the
write access of push.

 
The current implementation wrongly assumes that an instruction could cause either read or write access.
As seen above, in fact, an instruction could cause both read and write accesses. A possible fix would be to
deal with the situation of multiple accesses. However, I don't think it's a priority to implement at the
moment because it's possible to do a post process on the output log to mark or to remove these situations
when showed in IDA.

August 20, 2012
Research notes of finding Stale Pointer bugs
Keywords: use-after-free, dangling pointer, stale pointer, invalid pointer dereference, double free,
deleted object

 
In 2009 Mozilla fixed one of the vulnerability (CVE-2009-2467) I reported them. It had allowed to
reference freed object leading to code execution. Some time after this in 2010 I got interested researching
this class of security bugs. I pursued dynamic approach to discover them but I wanted different approach
than feeding the application with fuzzed data. It was also a requirement to discover these problems in
binaries without having source code or debug information available.

 
I thought it would be nice to make it visible if a pointer is dangling. I knew detecting the pointer that is
dangling could come with lots of false positives because some of them cannot be referenced from the
execution flow.

 
Anyway, I came up with the following train of thought. malloc() is used to allocate a region of memory on
the heap. The pointer referencing to the region of memory can be on the stack or on another region of the
heap. So we need to handle the situation in a different way if a pointer is a dangling pointer on the stack
or on the heap.

 
I kept working on this approach and thought we need to maintain a structure what region of memory was
allocated and freed. I thought when free() is called we could check if there is a reference to the freed
memory. Here is a skeleton of the approach I draw back in 2010 - it's unprofessional and not so important
so you might wanna continue reading instead... :)

 
The solution above wouldn't have worked in practice however. The conceptual problem here is if there is a
reference to a freed object it doesn't mean the code would use the pointer is reachable. When a region of
memory is freed the reference might exist to the freed object even if you explicitly set it to NULL. This is
because the compiler optimizes this out if it cannot be reached. Another conceptual problem is the original
idea itself that is we depend on the check for the references only when free() is called.
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I had discussed this idea to people how could this be improved but concluded none of the solutions would
be practically applicable. Possible improvements involve timing, and applied static analysis. Static analysis
in dynamic approach might be an area to explore further but this would require significant research effort
and showed only a little benefit that time.

 
The low-level constructs are complex so I knew we could detect something that indicates the presence of
dangling pointer because in a complex environment it's so big the playground. I suspended working on
this for a long time, however, with the fact in my mind that I have a solution that show the sign of
working. It was just not optimal enough to use it in practice.

 
Couple of weeks ago I started working on a debugger extension to place data breakpoint on arbitrary size
of the memory. I had a huge success and already built twofunctionalities on it - both of them detect
possible security problems. Thought why not give it a try to explore the old dangling pointer project
further involving this new approach.

 
From the previous posts, you might know that it's possible to track data access, and to determine the kind
of the access that is either read or write access. By applying hook on malloc() and on free() we can
maintain a list of allocated and freed memory blocks. When there is a read data access to a pointer to
freed memory we can issue a notification: pointer to freed memory has been read.

 
Here is an isolated example code that reads pointer to freed memory.

 
int *read_freed_ptr(void)

 {
     int *ptr = (int *)malloc(sizeof(int));

 
    free(ptr);

 
    // read pointer to freed memory

     return ptr;
 }

When a freed pointer is read it might not cause a crash later on the execution but definitely could do if the
pointer is dereferenced. It is possible, for example, a lot of fuzzing cases cause the application to read
freed pointer but the bugs remain undetected because they are not dereferenced. I'm particularly
interested researching this approach further on JIT emitted code.

 
Anyway, here is the assembly code for the above C code. I highlighted the area when the pointer to the
freed memory is read.

 
00401000 55                   push        ebp  

 00401001 8B EC                mov         ebp,esp  
 00401003 51                   push        ecx  

 00401004 6A 04                push        4  
 00401006 FF 15 A4 20 40 00    call        dword ptr [__imp__malloc (4020A4h)]  

 0040100C 83 C4 04             add         esp,4  
 0040100F 89 45 FC             mov         dword ptr [ptr],eax  

 00401012 8B 45 FC             mov         eax,dword ptr [ptr]  
 00401015 50                   push        eax  

 00401016 FF 15 9C 20 40 00    call        dword ptr [__imp__free (40209Ch)]  
 0040101C 83 C4 04             add         esp,4  

 0040101F 8B 45 FC             mov         eax,dword ptr [ptr]  
 00401022 8B E5                mov         esp,ebp  

 00401024 5D                   pop         ebp  
 00401025 C3                   ret

Detecting read of pointer to freed memory is possible and straightforward task to do prototype
implementation.

 
--Attila Suszter (@reon_wi)
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August 13, 2012
An approach to detect signedness conversion

Here come the details of the code that is built on the top of the functionality involving detecting
uninitialized read access to stack memory.

 
With the current implementation it's possible to make it visible how certain integers on the stack are being
treated: whether signed or unsigned. This means if there is an integer that is accessed from multiple
locations in the execution flow and we successfully determined how the integer was treated at each
location in the execution flow we are able to tell if the integer is treated both signed and unsigned.

 
When there is a read access to the stack memory (a local variable read) and the instruction causing the
read access exception is CMP we read the next instruction. If the next instruction is one of the followings
the comparison is signed because these jumps based on signed comparisons: JG, JGE, JL, JLE, JNG,
JNGE, JNL, JNLE. If the next instruction is one of the following the comparison is unsigned: JA, JAE, JB,
JBE, JNA, JNAE, JNB, JNBE. Below is an example.

 
Signedness conversion is not a vulnerability but easily could be. For example, when the developer
eliminates a signed/unsigned mismatch compiler warning in an if() condition by using explicit typecast.
This could lead to the situation the program works normally but when the variable contains an unexpected
value the execution continues on a different code path than it should due to the signedness conversion.

 
The signedness conversion could happen implicitly, too.

 
I wrote a test that you can see below to show how the code works.

 
// TestSignednessConversion.cpp : Example program for signedness conversion.

 // Compile with optimization disabled.
 

#include "stdafx.h"
 

void set(int* value, int* value2)
 {

     if (*value > 2)
     {

         *value = 2;
     }

 
    if (*value2 < 2)

     {
         *value2 = 2;

     }
 }

 
void set2(unsigned int* value)

 {
     if (*value > 2)

     {
         *value = 2;

     }
 }

 
void set3(int* value2)

 

Finished prototyping code designed to detect certain type of
signedness conversion in binaries. Writing about the details
soon...
6:44 AM - Aug 12, 2012
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{
     if (*value2 < 0xffffffffU)

     {
         *value2 = 2;

     }
 }

 
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])

 {
     int          value  = 3; // Treated both as signed and as unsigned (explicit cast)

     int          value2 = 1; // Treated both as signed and as unsigned (implicit)
     unsigned int value3 = 3; // Treated as unsigned only

 
    // value treated as signed

     // value2 treated as signed
     set(&value, &value2);

 
    // value treated as unsigned (explicit cast)

     set2((unsigned int*)&value);
 

    // value2 treated as unsigned (implicit)
     set3(&value2);

 
    // value3 treated as unsigned

     set2(&value3);
 

    return 0;
 }

And here is the corresponding log of the program that is a Windbg extension. The log is verbose showing
both read and write stack memory accesses. I highlighted the parts when the signedness of the
comparison determined so you can match the parts to the source code above. You can also see when a
variable is treated both as signed and as unsigned. U stands for unsigned comparison, Sstands for signed
comparison.

 
0:000> g wmain

 eax=002b1a40 ebx=00000000 ecx=5d47471c edx=00000000 esi=00000001 edi=00403374
 eip=00401070 esp=0018ff48 ebp=0018ff88 iopl=0         nv up ei pl zr na pe nc
 cs=0023  ss=002b  ds=002b  es=002b  fs=0053  gs=002b             efl=00000246
 TestSignednessConversion!wmain:

 00401070 55              push    ebp
 0:000> l-t

 Source options are 0:
     None

 0:000> sxi av
 0:000> !load c:\work\ext

 0:000> !vprot esp
 BaseAddress:       0018f000

 AllocationBase:    00090000
 AllocationProtect: 00000004  PAGE_READWRITE

 RegionSize:        00001000
 State:             00001000  MEM_COMMIT

 Protect:           00000004  PAGE_READWRITE
 Type:              00020000  MEM_PRIVATE

 0:000> !region 56 18f000 1000
 [Data Access] EIP=00401070 Data=0018ff44 W -

 [Data Access] 00401070 55              push    ebp
 [Data Access] EIP=00401076 Data=0018ff40 W -

 [Data Access] 00401076 c745fc03000000  mov     dword ptr [ebp-4],3
 [Data Access] EIP=0040107d Data=0018ff38 W -

 [Data Access] 0040107d c745f401000000  mov     dword ptr [ebp-0Ch],1
 [Data Access] EIP=00401084 Data=0018ff3c W -

 [Data Access] 00401084 c745f803000000  mov     dword ptr [ebp-8],3
 [Data Access] EIP=0040108e Data=0018ff34 W -

 [Data Access] 0040108e 50              push    eax
 



[Data Access] EIP=00401092 Data=0018ff30 W -
 [Data Access] 00401092 51              push    ecx

 [Data Access] EIP=00401093 Data=0018ff2c W -
 [Data Access] 00401093 e868ffffff      call    TestSignednessConversion!set (00401000)

 [Data Access] EIP=00401000 Data=0018ff28 W -
 [Data Access] 00401000 55              push    ebp

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff30 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401003 Data=0018ff30 R -

 [Data Access] 00401003 8b4508          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff40 is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=00401006 Data=0018ff40 R S
 [Data Access] 00401006 833802          cmp     dword ptr [eax],2

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff30 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=0040100b Data=0018ff30 R -

 [Data Access] 0040100b 8b4d08          mov     ecx,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 [Data Access] EIP=0040100e Data=0018ff40 W -

 [Data Access] 0040100e c70102000000    mov     dword ptr [ecx],2
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff34 is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=00401014 Data=0018ff34 R -
 [Data Access] 00401014 8b550c          mov     edx,dword ptr [ebp+0Ch]

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff38 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401017 Data=0018ff38 R S

 [Data Access] 00401017 833a02          cmp     dword ptr [edx],2
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff34 is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=0040101c Data=0018ff34 R -
 [Data Access] 0040101c 8b450c          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp+0Ch]

 [Data Access] EIP=0040101f Data=0018ff38 W -
 [Data Access] 0040101f c70002000000    mov     dword ptr [eax],2

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff28 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401025 Data=0018ff28 R -

 [Data Access] 00401025 5d              pop     ebp
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff2c is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=00401026 Data=0018ff2c R -
 [Data Access] 00401026 c3              ret

 [Data Access] EIP=0040109e Data=0018ff34 W -
 [Data Access] 0040109e 52              push    edx

 [Data Access] EIP=0040109f Data=0018ff30 W -
 [Data Access] 0040109f e88cffffff      call    TestSignednessConversion!set2 (00401030)

 [Data Access] EIP=00401030 Data=0018ff2c W -
 [Data Access] 00401030 55              push    ebp

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff34 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401033 Data=0018ff34 R -

 [Data Access] 00401033 8b4508          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff40 is treated both as signed and as unsigned. 

 [Data Access] EIP=00401036 Data=0018ff40 R U
 [Data Access] 00401036 833802          cmp     dword ptr [eax],2

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff2c is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401044 Data=0018ff2c R -

 [Data Access] 00401044 5d              pop     ebp
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff30 is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=00401045 Data=0018ff30 R -
 [Data Access] 00401045 c3              ret

 [Data Access] EIP=004010aa Data=0018ff34 W -
 [Data Access] 004010aa 50              push    eax

 [Data Access] EIP=004010ab Data=0018ff30 W -
 [Data Access] 004010ab e8a0ffffff      call    TestSignednessConversion!set3 (00401050)

 [Data Access] EIP=00401050 Data=0018ff2c W -
 [Data Access] 00401050 55              push    ebp

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff34 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401053 Data=0018ff34 R -

 [Data Access] 00401053 8b4508          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff38 is treated both as signed and as unsigned. 

 [Data Access] EIP=00401056 Data=0018ff38 R U
 [Data Access] 00401056 8338ff          cmp     dword ptr [eax],0FFFFFFFFh

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff34 is read.
 



[Data Access] EIP=0040105b Data=0018ff34 R -
 [Data Access] 0040105b 8b4d08          mov     ecx,dword ptr [ebp+8]

 [Data Access] EIP=0040105e Data=0018ff38 W -
 [Data Access] 0040105e c70102000000    mov     dword ptr [ecx],2

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff2c is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401064 Data=0018ff2c R -

 [Data Access] 00401064 5d              pop     ebp
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff30 is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=00401065 Data=0018ff30 R -
 [Data Access] 00401065 c3              ret

 [Data Access] EIP=004010b6 Data=0018ff34 W -
 [Data Access] 004010b6 51              push    ecx

 [Data Access] EIP=004010b7 Data=0018ff30 W -
 [Data Access] 004010b7 e874ffffff      call    TestSignednessConversion!set2 (00401030)

 [Data Access] EIP=00401030 Data=0018ff2c W -
 [Data Access] 00401030 55              push    ebp

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff34 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401033 Data=0018ff34 R -

 [Data Access] 00401033 8b4508          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff3c is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=00401036 Data=0018ff3c R U
 [Data Access] 00401036 833802          cmp     dword ptr [eax],2

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff34 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=0040103b Data=0018ff34 R -

 [Data Access] 0040103b 8b4d08          mov     ecx,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 [Data Access] EIP=0040103e Data=0018ff3c W -

 [Data Access] 0040103e c70102000000    mov     dword ptr [ecx],2
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff2c is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=00401044 Data=0018ff2c R -
 [Data Access] 00401044 5d              pop     ebp

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff30 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=00401045 Data=0018ff30 R -

 [Data Access] 00401045 c3              ret
 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff44 is read.

 [Data Access] EIP=004010c3 Data=0018ff44 R -
 [Data Access] 004010c3 5d              pop     ebp

 [Data Access] Value at 0018ff48 is read.
 [Data Access] EIP=004010c4 Data=0018ff48 R -

 [Data Access] 004010c4 c3              ret
 Break reason: 00000010

In the log l-t is set to disable step to next source line and use step to next instruction instead. sxi av is
used to let the event callback implementation handle the exception. 18f000 is stack base address 1000is
the size. 56 is to set some flags including verbose logging, etc.

August 8, 2012
Experiences with Signedness II
Data that is read from the memory can be treated as signed integer or unsigned integer. It's possible that
at some stage of the execution the integer is treated as unsigned integer but other point of the execution
it's treated as signed integer. When it comes to write code there could be circumstances when you might
not be immediately aware how the integer is treated unless you take an extra care, for example, by
looking at the compiled code. This is definitely an attack surface, and the root cause of lots of published
vulnerabilities.

 
In case you want to see some examples what I mean, earlier last year, I wrote a little about experiences
regarding signed/unsigned comparisons.

 
Some time ago, I started developing a Windbg plugin command that has a tracing functionality, and the
ability to break in the debugger when a signed comparison is reached. However, if EIP is not in user
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defined range e.g. due to an API call, the program executes normally. When EIP is in the user defined
range again the program resumes tracing.

 
I was able to trace some function in a Visual C++ project, but it was needed to run l-t command
beforehand to step by assembly instructions rather than source lines. Here is how to use Windbg in VS.

 
This plugin can be extended to work with other signed instructions than signed comparison ones. In
addition, the plugin can be extended to execute the program until comparison is reached rather than to
trace, in a similar way to the working of the phcommand.

 
One possible area to explore further is to record how the data that is read from the memory is treated in
point of signedness. Also, to detect any weak points to attack, or even to detect signedness conversions.

July 24, 2012
Detecting Read Access to Uninitialized Stack Memory
As I mentioned in the previous post I developed a program that is able to trace when the stack memory is
being accessed. This time, I improved this program so if there is a read access to the portion of the stack
memory that was not written before it issues a read-before-write notification. This happens when for
example an uninitialized variable is being read.

 
Here is one of the erroneous C program I tested my test tool with. The C program reads uninitialized
variable both in processand process2 functions from the CONTEXTstructure. Highlighted the lines accessing
uninitialized memory.

 
// TestRBW.cpp : Example file to test read-before-write bugs.

 // Compile with optimization disabled.
 

#include "stdafx.h"
 #include <string.h>
 

#define MAX 16
 

typedef struct _CONTEXT
 {

     int arr[MAX];
     int a;

     int b;
     int c;
 } CONTEXT;
 

void init(CONTEXT* ctx)
 {

     memset(ctx->arr, 0, sizeof(ctx->arr[0]) * (MAX-1));
     ctx->a = 1;

 }
 
void process(CONTEXT* ctx)

 {
     int trash;

 
    for (int i = 0; i < MAX; i++)

     {
         trash = ctx->arr[i];

     }
 }

 
void process2(CONTEXT* ctx)

 {
     ctx->b = ctx->c;
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}
 
void process3(int num)

 {
     int trash;

 
    if (num)

         trash = num;
 }

 
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])

 {
     CONTEXT ctx;

 
    // Erroneously initializes context. The last element of arr member remains unitialized.

     // b and c members remain uninitialized, too.
     init(&ctx);

 
    // Accesses to each element of the array. Read-before-write error should be reported in
this function.

     process(&ctx);
 

    // Copies c to b but c is uninitialized. Read-before-write error should be reported in
this function.

     process2(&ctx);
 

    // This contains no read-before-write bug.
     process3(ctx.a);

 }

And here is the result of the test. In the log you can see both of the bugs were detected.
 

0:000> !region 18 18f000 1000
 [Data Access] Data at 0018ff28 is read before it is written

 [Data Access] EIP=00401044 Data=0018ff28 R
 [Data Access] 00401044 8b048a          mov     eax,dword ptr [edx+ecx*4]

 [Data Access] Data at 0018ff34 is read before it is written
 [Data Access] EIP=00401059 Data=0018ff34 R

 [Data Access] 00401059 8b5148          mov     edx,dword ptr [ecx+48h]
 Break reason: 00000010

Looking the functions of the two EIPs. Highlighted the lines accessing uninitialized memory.
 

TestRBW!process:
 00401020 55              push    ebp

 00401021 8bec            mov     ebp,esp
 00401023 83ec08          sub     esp,8

 00401026 c745f800000000  mov     dword ptr [ebp-8],0
 0040102d eb09            jmp     TestRBW!process+0x18 (00401038)

 0040102f 8b45f8          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp-8]
 00401032 83c001          add     eax,1

 00401035 8945f8          mov     dword ptr [ebp-8],eax
 00401038 837df810        cmp     dword ptr [ebp-8],10h
 0040103c 7d0e            jge     TestRBW!process+0x2c (0040104c)

 0040103e 8b4df8          mov     ecx,dword ptr [ebp-8]
 00401041 8b5508          mov     edx,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 00401044 8b048a          mov     eax,dword ptr [edx+ecx*4]

 00401047 8945fc          mov     dword ptr [ebp-4],eax
 0040104a ebe3            jmp     TestRBW!process+0xf (0040102f)

 0040104c 8be5            mov     esp,ebp
 0040104e 5d              pop     ebp

 0040104f c3              ret

TestRBW!process2:
 00401050 55              push    ebp

 00401051 8bec            mov     ebp,esp
 



00401053 8b4508          mov     eax,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 00401056 8b4d08          mov     ecx,dword ptr [ebp+8]
 00401059 8b5148          mov     edx,dword ptr [ecx+48h]

 0040105c 895044          mov     dword ptr [eax+44h],edx
 0040105f 5d              pop     ebp

 00401060 c3              ret

I built this new functionality on the top of one mentioned in the previous post. The additions are the
followings:

 
We trace both read and write memory accesses to the stack memory.
We maintain a structure to flag what memory addresses on the stack have been written.
Before the program starts to trace the memory it considers that memory addresses greater or equal
than ESP have been written and maintain the structure according to this.
If a write memory access occurs we maintain the structure to flag the memory region has been
written.
If an element is popped from the stack (read access to stack memory) we maintain the structure to
remove addresses belongs to the unused portion of the stack memory.
If a read access memory occurs we read the structure and check if the memory at the address has
been written. Giving notification according to results.

July 8, 2012
Tracing access to stack memory
In the previous post I wrote about a concept to intercept when arbitrary region of the memory is being
accessed.

 
Below is an example output of the Windbg extension. I set it to monitor when the stack memory of the
current thread (Address: 18d000Size: 3000) is being accessed, and to break in when there is a call to other
module (Break reason: 2).

 
In the log you can see the address where the memory access occurred and the instruction caused the
memory access. Also, you can see the address of the data being accessed, and the type of the data access
(R for read, W for write).

 

DATA HOSTED WITH ♥ BY PASTEBIN.COM - DOWNLOAD RAW - SEE ORIGINAL

     

1. 0:000> !region 2 18d000 3000

2. [Data Access] EIP=00407470 Data=0018fcf8 R

3. [Data Access] 00407470 c3              ret

4. [Data Access] EIP=0040bce0 Data=0018fd08 R

5. [Data Access] 0040bce0 8b4c240c        mov     ecx,dword ptr [esp+0Ch]

6. [Data Access] EIP=0040bce4 Data=0018fd0c R

7. [Data Access] 0040bce4 8b542410        mov     edx,dword ptr [esp+10h]

8. [Data Access] EIP=0040bce8 Data=0018fd10 R

9. [Data Access] 0040bce8 8b442414        mov     eax,dword ptr [esp+14h]

10. [Data Access] EIP=0040bcf4 Data=0018fcfc R

11. [Data Access] 0040bcf4 5f              pop     edi

12. [Data Access] EIP=0040bcfd Data=0018fd00 R

13. [Data Access] 0040bcfd 5b              pop     ebx

14. [Data Access] EIP=0040bcfe Data=0018fd04 R

15. [Data Access] 0040bcfe 5e              pop     esi

16. [Data Access] EIP=0040bd02 Data=0018fd18 R

17. [Data Access] 0040bd02 c20800          ret     8

18. [Data Access] EIP=00402a2d Data=0018fd20 W
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July 1, 2012
Data Access Breakpoint Using Memory Protection
When debugging data formats I sometimes think about how cool would be to have a debugger command
that would allow me to place data access breakpoint on arbitrary region of the memory. Certainly, I can
put hardware breakpoint on memory region with the restrictions that the size of the region is either 1, 2
or 4 bytes on IA32 architecture.

 
But what if I want to place a breakpoint on a data dump that has a size of greater than 4 bytes. For
example, I want to do this to see what location within the region would be first accessed. Normally, there
is no way to do this because of the lack of the support IA32 architecture provides. Software solution is
possible but not implemented in debuggers such as in Ollydbg and in Windbg.

 
What you could do in these circumstances is to guess where the code parsing the data starts, and place a
breakpoint on the execution flow, so when you break in the debugger you can trace the code from that
point and watch the data flow. This is likely to be tedious process because you spend time stepping
through code you are not interested. The other ideas tend to be even more tedious, and require
prepration work (hooking etc.) We shouldn't forget that the reason we want to place breakpoint on
memory region is usually to narrow down the scope of total debugging.

 
Some time ago I've seen how Armadillo protection uses debugge/debugger process to mark encrypted
pages and when there is an access to the page it gets decrypted and executed on-the-fly. Also, EMET
(Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit) in the heap spray mitigation function uses to mark certain pages
as unaccessible so the system cannot allocate memory to that address. This has inspired me how to write
a plugin that allows me to place data breakpoint on arbitrary memory region. Yay!

 
Using VirtualProtect it's possible to disable all access to the memory page in the process address space.
I however don't use VirtualProtect in the plugin but use VirtualProtectEx instead because the extended
version allows me to disable all access to the memory in specified process rather than the current process.

 
The prototype has been developed as an extension command for Windbg. It requires two parameters
describing the breakpoint: the address and the size of the region. When data is accessed within this
region the we break in the debugger.

 
When the extension command runs it locates the base address of the memory page the specified region
belongs to. Next, PAGE_NOACCESS protection flag is set for the memory page. This allows us to filter any
access to the memory page via exception handling.

 

18. [Data Access] EIP=00402a2d Data=0018fd20 W

19. [Data Access] 00402a2d e81e000000      call    image00400000+0x2a50 (00402a50)

20. [Data Access] EIP=00402a5e Data=0018fd20 R

21. [Data Access] 00402a5e c3              ret

22. [Data Access] EIP=00402a40 Data=0018fd20 W

23. [Data Access] 00402a40 e87bffffff      call    image00400000+0x29c0 (004029c0)

24. [Data Access] EIP=004029c0 Data=0018fd1c W

25. [Data Access] 004029c0 56              push    esi

26. [Data Access] EIP=004029da Data=0018fd18 W

27. [Data Access] 004029da e8a14a0000      call    image00400000+0x7480 (00407480)

28. [Data Access] EIP=00407480 Data=0018fd14 W

29. [Data Access] 00407480 51              push    ecx

30. [Data Access] EIP=00407481 Data=0018fd10 W

31. [Data Access] 00407481 e8668b0000      call    image00400000+0xffec (0040ffec)

32. [Data Access] EIP=74839894 Data=0018fd0c W

33. [Data Access] 74839894 6a18            push    18h

34. Break reason: 00000002
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When the target runs in the debugger, and if there is an attempt to read from the protected page it results
in an access violation. Due to this, the exception event callback implemented in the Windbg extension is
executed. This callback verifies if the address of inaccessible data is within the region of the data
breakpoint. If it is we restore the original protection flags for the page and break in the debugger -
breakpoint hit. Otherwise, we restore the original protection flag to execute the single instruction
previously generated the exception. Then we restore the protection flags do disable all access and
continue to run the application until there is an attempt to read from the protected page resulting in an
access violation.

 
The exception information is stored in EXCEPTION_RECORDstructure which is available in the exception even
callback function. Exception->ExceptionAddress is the address where the exception occurred.Exception-
>ExceptionInformation[1] is the address of the inaccessible data. More information on exception is
availablehere.

 
Before I run the plugin command I also run sxn av so if access violation occurs we don't break in the
debugger but get notification of the exception. Thus we let the event callback handle the exception.

 
When the memory page is too big - irrespectively of the breakpoint size - it might be possible it's being
accessed too many times. In this case, the debugging tends to be extremely slow because of the frequent
context switches between the target process and the debugger.

 
An enhancement of this plugin would be to let the execution continue when a data is accessed but to
record each address being accessed so we can trace the memory access for certain memory regions.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa363082(v=vs.85).aspx


June 18, 2012
Calling C# Code from Windbg Extension
It could be useful to write functions in C#, and to call some of those from Windbg plugin. Here is an
approach how to achieve this.

 
Create a new project from Class Librarytemplate in Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Express.

 
Go to project properties an tick Register for COM interop off.

 
Enable ComVisible by editing AssemblyInfo.cs like below.

 
[assembly: ComVisible(true)]

Here is a simplified implementation to add.
 

using System;
 using System.Collections.Generic;

 using System.Linq;
 using System.Text;
 

namespace ExtensionUtils
 {

     public interface IManagedInterface
     {

         int Func();
     } 

    public class Utils : IManagedInterface
     {

         public int Func()
         {

             return 1;
         }

     }
 }

When compiling the code both ExtensionUtils.tlb and ExtensionUtils.dll have been created.
 

Open the Windbg plugin in Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 Express.
 

Add the following code that calls the C# function. But make sure to to
copy ExtensionUtils.tlb and ExtensionUtils.dll files to directory that has been added to the (additional)
include directories in the project settings.

 

#import "ExtensionUtils.tlb" named_guids 

[...] 

    HRESULT hRes; 

    CoInitialize(NULL); 

    ExtensionUtils::IManagedInterface *pManagedInterface = NULL; 

    hRes = CoCreateInstance(ExtensionUtils::CLSID_Utils, NULL, CLSCTX_INPROC_SERVER, 
      ExtensionUtils::IID_IManagedInterface, reinterpret_cast<void**> (&pManagedInterface));

    if (hRes == S_OK)
     {

         int ret = pManagedInterface->Func();
     } 

https://reversingonwindows.blogspot.sg/2012/06/calling-c-code-from-windbg-extension.html
http://reversingonwindows.blogspot.co.uk/2012/05/guide-to-create-windbg-extension-in.html


    CoUninitialize();

That's how I did.

June 5, 2012
Banned APIs Used by Browsers
I wrote a simple script for Windbg that finds deprecated functions in the modules of the process address
space. It parses the name of the imported functions in the Import Address Table (IAT) of the PE image.
Each API name is matched to a list of deprecated API names. If there is a match the script prints the API
name out.

 
Here are some browser test have been done with the script. The result, in short, is all browsers use
banned APIs that are flagged unsafe by Microsoft.

 
Chrome

 I randomly chose modules in the Chrome's process address space, and found the following banned API.
 

0:012> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds chrome.dllc:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 01643000, Size: 000009b4

 kernel32!IsBadWritePtr
 1909 APIs scanned in IAT, 1 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.

MSDN says "Important  This [IsBadWritePtr] function is obsolete and should not be used".
 

By the way, Chrome guys do pretty good job because this was the only one banned API I found in the
address space albeit I didn't check all of the modules.

 
Firefox

 Here are the banned APIs found in Firefox. 
 

0:011> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds plugin_containerc:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 00002000, Size: 000000d4

 MSVCR80!wcslen
 221 APIs scanned in IAT, 1 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.

 0:011> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds mozjsc:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 00169000, Size: 0000020c

 MSVCR80!memcpy
 MSVCR80!sprintf
 546 APIs scanned in IAT, 2 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.

 0:011> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds xulc:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 00a27000, Size: 00002230

 kernel32!lstrcatW
 MSVCR80!_snprintf
 MSVCR80!wcstok

 MSVCR80!wcsncat
 MSVCR80!strcat

 MSVCR80!sscanf
 MSVCR80!_ui64toa

 MSVCR80!wcsncpy
 MSVCR80!_i64toa
 MSVCR80!sprintf
 MSVCR80!memcpy

 MSVCR80!strcpy
 MSVCR80!_snwprintf

 MSVCR80!strncpy
 MSVCR80!wcslen

 MSVCR80!strlen
 MSVCR80!wcscpy
 USER32!wsprintfW

 7672 APIs scanned in IAT, 18 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.
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0:034> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds firefox.exec:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 00003000, Size: 0000013c

 MSVCR80!sprintf
 MSVCR80!strlen

 MSVCR80!_snprintf
 MSVCR80!_vsnwprintf

 MSVCR80!wcscpy
 MSVCR80!strcpy
 MSVCR80!wcslen
 MSVCR80!_snwprintf

 359 APIs scanned in IAT, 8 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.

This is not a comprehensive list, I randomly chose modules in the process address space.
 

MSDN says "These functions [memcpy] are deprecated because more secure versions are available".
Also "Security Note    These functions [strcpy] incur a potential threat brought about by a buffer overrun
problem".

 
Internet Explorer

 Some banned APIs in IE.
 

0:020> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds iexplore.exec:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 00001000, Size: 0000020c

 msvcrt!_vsnwprintf
 392 APIs scanned in IAT, 1 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.

 0:020> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds jscript9.dllc:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 00001000, Size: 000003c4

 msvcrt!_vsnwprintf
 msvcrt!memcpy

 743 APIs scanned in IAT, 2 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.
 0:020> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds MSHTML.dllc:/work/BannedApiList.txt

 IAT Address: 00001000, Size: 00000fd4
 msvcrt!memcpy

 msvcrt!_vsnwprintf
 msvcrt!_vsnprintf

 SHLWAPI!StrCpyNW
 3209 APIs scanned in IAT, 4 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.

 0:020> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds XmlLite.dllc:/work/BannedApiList.txt
 IAT Address: 00001000, Size: 00000090

 msvcrt!memcpy
 msvcrt!_vsnwprintf

 106 APIs scanned in IAT, 2 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.
 0:020> $$>a< c:/work/BannedApi.wds IEFRAME.dllc:/work/BannedApiList.txt

 IAT Address: 00001000, Size: 00001640
 msvcrt!_vsnprintf

 msvcrt!_vsnwprintf
 msvcrt!memcpy

 USER32!wsprintfW
 4478 APIs scanned in IAT, 4 APIs have the name of deprecated APIs.

Note
 It's important to note that the presence of banned APIs doesn't mean the application is vulnerable, it

means those shouldn't be there according to the Security Development Lifecycle Guideline because it's
easy to go wrong with them.

 
If you want to try the script out I put it here. The script requires a text file containing the banned APIs,
and you can get it from here.

June 2, 2012
Thoughts on Advanced .NET Debugging book
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Here are some thoughts on Advanced .NET Debugging book.
 

The book is written from software development point of view. Examples reference to source code.
Information is used in debugging examples taken from source code and from debugging symbol files.
Therefore some examples are not applicable on binaries without source code information.

 
Most of the debugging examples rely on SOS and SOSEX Windbg plugins. Online help for those plugins
are already available, and this book doesn't seem to add new information to them, albeit it demonstrates
examples with snippet copied from Windbg command window.

 
ILDasm is a great tool but there is so little about it in this book. Particularly, I'd like to see, for example,
that the information extracted from binaries by ILDasm can be used during debugging; a kind of guide to
use statically acquired information during dynamic analysis.

 
The author describes some low-level structures in an accessible manner, but some topics aren't discussed
while others are overwhelmed with theory. There is very little information about IL instructions, however
I'd expect more on that because that's a key area to understand to effectively debug .NET programs.

 
The author doesn't go beyond a certain point when discussing certain topics, for example, it's not
discussed how the code generation works that would be useful to match IL code blocks to their native
counterparts. (MSDN describes how can be done this via profiler or debugging interfaces of .NET
Framework.)

 
The figures about internal structures or flow charts, etc. seem to be simple and easy to follow them, I
liked these parts.

 
I particularly liked the Managed Heap and Garbage Collection chapter.

 
If you're an engineer who wants to troubleshoot software failures this book is a good one to start with.
However, if you're a reverse engineer who wants to debug binaries without having debug or source
information available you might need an other book with different approach.

May 19, 2012
Test for termination on heap corruption flag in Windbg
This note describes two ways to verify the heap manager settings if the termination on corruption flag is
enabled. Both of them require Windbg.

 
1. Execute the below command to print the value of the disable break on failure cookie. If the value is

zero the termination on heap corruption flag is set, otherwise it's unset. For more details about this
see the previouspost.

 0:031> db ntdll!RtlpDisableBreakOnFailureCookie L4
 77230098 aa cb 7f 69 ...i

 2. Another way is to execute the following command to print if the termination on heap corruption is
enabled.

 0:031> !heap -s
 LFH Key : 0x726d2f4c

 Termination on corruption : DISABLED
 

I checked the popular browsers (32-bit version) if they have the termination on heap corruption feature
enabled. Here is the result.

 
Internet Explorer: ENABLED

 Chrome: ENABLED
 Mozilla Firefox: DISABLED

I asked Mozilla what's the reason to not enable this mitigation but haven't heard back from them so far.
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May 13, 2012
About termination on heap corruption feature
The following line enables the feature to terminate the process if heap corruption is detected by the
Windows heap manager.

 
BOOL bResult = HeapSetInformation(NULL, HeapEnableTerminationOnCorruption, NULL, 0);

I created a simple application calling the above function, and loaded it in Windbg to trace how the feature
is enabled.

 
At line 77396d11 there is a check if HeapEnableTerminationOnCorruption, that is 1, is specified.

 
77396d11 837d0c01        cmp dword ptr [ebp+0Ch],1

 77396d15 7507            jne ntdll!RtlSetHeapInformation+0x59 (77396d1e)
 77396d17 83259800447700  and dword ptr [ntdll!RtlpDisableBreakOnFailureCookie (77440098)],0

 77396d1e 33c0            xor eax,eax
 

As it can be seen, if HeapEnableTerminationOnCorruption is
specified, [RtlpDisableBreakOnFailureCookie] is set to zero.

 
As the next step, a simple application that intentionally corrupts the heap was created. I placed a
breakpoint to see what happens when [RtlpDisableBreakOnFailureCookie] is accessed.

 
When the breakpoint hit, I got the code snippet below. The caller function
was RtlpReportHeapFailureimplying heap failure, so I have reason to think the code snippet is not reached
unless heap corruption is encountered.

 
RtlpGetModifiedProcessCookie returns with a cookie value, and I observed that value was the same to the
initial value of [RtlpDisableBreakOnFailureCookie].

 
7740f5ad e8e67cf7ff      call ntdll!RtlpGetModifiedProcessCookie (77387298)

 7740f5b2 390598004477    cmp dword ptr [ntdll!RtlpDisableBreakOnFailureCookie
(77440098)],eax

 7740f5b8 7411            je ntdll!RtlpReportHeapFailure+0x23 (7740f5cb)
 7740f5ba 6868424477      push offset ntdll!RtlpHeapFailureInfo (77444268)
 7740f5bf 68740300c0      push 0C0000374h

 7740f5c4 e8a3f0ffff      call ntdll!RtlReportCriticalFailure (7740e66c)
 7740f5c9 eb1a            jmp ntdll!RtlpReportHeapFailure+0x3d (7740f5e5)
 7740f5cb 8b4508          mov eax,dword ptr [ebp+8]

 7740f5ce 3b0540674477    cmp eax,dword ptr [ntdll!RtlpHeapErrorHandlerThreshold (77446740)]
 7740f5d4 7f0f            jg ntdll!RtlpReportHeapFailure+0x3d (7740f5e5)

 7740f5d6 e864f1ffff      call ntdll!RtlpPrintErrorInformation (7740e73f)
 7740f5db e840f0ffff      call ntdll!RtlIsAnyDebuggerPresent (7740e620)

 7740f5e0 84c0            test al,al
 7740f5e2 7401            je ntdll!RtlpReportHeapFailure+0x3d (7740f5e5)

 7740f5e4 cc              int 3
 7740f5e5 5d              pop ebp

 7740f5e6 c20400          ret 4
 

At line 7740f5b2 the cookie value [RtlpDisableBreakOnFailureCookie] is being compared against the
return cookie value of RtlpGetModifiedProcessCookie.

 
I observed the following situations are possible.

 
HeapEnableTerminationOnCorruption is unset, and the heap is corrupted. In that case at
line 7740f5b8 the jump is taken and the process might not be immediately terminated.
HeapEnableTerminationOnCorruption is set, and the heap is corrupted. In that case at
line 7740f5b8 the jump is not taken and the process is to be immediately terminated.
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May 12, 2012
Minimum set up to use Windbg from Visual Studio
Below is an example to set up Windbg in Visual C++ 2010 Express.

 
Select Tools, then select External Tools...in Visual C++. Click on Add and provide the followings.

 
Title &Windbg

 Command C:\Program Files (x86)\Debugging Tools for Windows (x86)\windbg.exe
 Arguments -srcpath $(ProjectDir) $(TargetPath)

 Initial directory $(TargetDir)

Save the configuration and test if it works. Open a project that builds an executable file. Select Tools, then
select Windbg to start the debugger. In the command window type .open example.cpp to load the source
code. The source window should pop up with the source file in it. Move the cursor in the source window
and press F9to place a breakpoint.

May 6, 2012
Guide to create Windbg extension in Visual Studio 2010
I'm describing a way to create an extension for Windbg in Visual Studio 2010 Express. The description is
applied for the 32-bit version of Windows debugger but the same steps could be easily adopted for the
64-bit debugger. If you're not interested in setting up a Visual Studio configuration, but want a sample
extension, you can download one from CodePlex. That one was created using the steps below.

 
Create an Empty Visual C++ Project and save the solution as sampext. Add sampext.cpp to the project
with the following content. 

 
#include "sampext.h"

 
EXT_DECLARE_GLOBALS();

 
EXT_CLASS::EXT_CLASS()

 {
 }
 

Add sampext.h to the project with the following content. 
 

#pragma once
 #include "engextcpp.hpp"

 
class EXT_CLASS : public ExtExtension

 {
 protected:

 
public:

     EXT_CLASS();
     EXT_COMMAND_METHOD(ver);

 };
 

Add ver.cpp to the project file with the following content. This file contains the implementation of the
sample command. 

 
#include "ver.h"

 
EXT_COMMAND(ver,

             "Shows version number of the extension.\n",
             ""

 )
 {
     g_Ext->Out("Sample Windbg Extension in Visual Studio v0.1\n");

 }
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Add ver.h, too.

#pragma once
 

#include "sampext.h"
 

Add sampext.def that is the definition file. 
 

EXPORTS
 

;--------------------------------------------------------------------
 ; Core exports provided by the ExtCpp framework.

 ;--------------------------------------------------------------------
 

    DebugExtensionInitialize
     DebugExtensionUninitialize

     DebugExtensionNotify
     help

 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------

 ; Extension commands.
 ;--------------------------------------------------------------------

 
    ver

 
Create a folder called sdk in the solution folder.

 
Copy the inc and libfolders from the sdk folder of Windbg to the sdk folder of the solution.

 
Set the configuration type of the project to Dynamic Library DLL.

 
Add $(SolutionDir)sdk\inc to the additional include directories.

 
Add $(SolutionDir)sdk\lib\i386 to the additional library dependencies.

 
Add engextcpp.lib to the additional dependencies in the linker input.

 
Set up the module definition file to samplext.def in the linker input.

 
The extension is now ready to be built.

May 2, 2012
An example when /sdl flag doesn't work in Visual Studio 11 Beta
Microsoft introduced a new compiler defense in Visual Studio 11 Beta that is to mitigate simple dangling
pointer bugs. When the memory has been freed using the deleteoperator the pointer is set to 0x8123.

 
Here is an example when 0x8123 set.

 
    delete [] ptr;

 push edi
 call dword ptr ds:[12E2094h]

 mov eax,8123h
 test edi,edi
 cmovne edi,eax

 
However, consider the following code snippet.

 
void* arr[1];

 
arr[0] = new BYTE[MAX];
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delete [] arr[0];
 delete [] arr[0];

I compiled the code and realized there is no sanitization.
 

push esi 
     void* arr[1];

 
    arr[0] = new BYTE[MAX];

 push 7Bh 
 call dword ptr ds:[12A2090h] 

 mov esi,eax 
 

    delete [] arr[0];
 push esi 

 call dword ptr ds:[12A2094h] 
     delete [] arr[0];

 push esi 
 call dword ptr ds:[12A2094h] 

 add esp,0Ch 
 

    return 0;
 xor eax,eax 

 pop esi 
 

I asked Microsoft about this issue, and they confirmed that the /sdl flag doesn't work in this scenario. The
reason is that in line delete [] arr[0], the expression arr[0]passed into the delete call is dereference.
VS11 provides initial support for pointer sanitization when "the expression passed into the delete call does
not involve a dereference." For more info see their blog post.

April 28, 2012
Testing Firefox and Chrome on fuzzed SVG files
Fuzzer: My first SVG fuzzer (called SVGz)

 Options: Switch two randomly selected tags (which is the only one mode at the moment)
 Number of template files: 659

 Size of the smallest template file: 140 byte
 Size of the largest template file: 32M

 Number of mutated files to test with: 222,888
 

Firefox: One crash - Bug 747661
 Chrome: Some crashes with similar state - Issue 124585

 
Neither of crashes are exploitable for code execution.

 
The SVG files were processed in the same browser instance until crash occurred, to save some time that
bootstrap and shutdown would require. Firefox and Chrome were tested simultaneously, and the test took
about 4 days to complete.

April 16, 2012
Undefined behavior in strncpy() explained
Microsoft says the behavior of strncpy() is undefined if the source and destination strings overlap. Below
is the x86 disassembly code of msvcr100.dll!strncpy to see what behavior we can expect in
certain scenarios.
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The function is longer than functionally required because, when it's possible, it uses dword size to access
to the memory, otherwise it uses bytesize.

 
In the disassembly code below, I highlighted the memory read and write instructions as well as the
instructions increment the pointers to the source and destination strings. We will focus on
the highlighted areas.

 
ESI is the pointer in the source string, EDI is the pointer in the destination string. Each time when the
memory is read or written either the source or destination pointer is incremented. The value of the
increment is either byte or word size.

 
Let's assume the strings overlap. There are three possible scenarios.

 
Scenario #1. The pointer to the source string is greater than the pointer to the destination
string. We copy the data from the higher memory address to the lower memory address, and we know
the strings overlap. Therefore, we will overwrite data in the source string. Since the data is read before
it is overwritten, it doesn't lead to misbehavior.

 
Scenario #2. The pointer to the source string is equal to the pointer to the destination string. Same as
Scenario #1.

 
Scenario #3. Thepointer to the destination string is greater than the pointer to the source
string. We copy the data from the lower memory address to the higher memory address, and we know
the strings overlap. The data in the source string is overwritten before it is read leading to
misbehavior.

 
6E9A2AD0  mov         ecx,dword ptr [esp+0Ch]

 6E9A2AD4  push        edi
 6E9A2AD5  test        ecx,ecx

 6E9A2AD7  je          6E9A2B6F
 6E9A2ADD  push        esi

 6E9A2ADE  push        ebx
 6E9A2ADF  mov         ebx,ecx

 6E9A2AE1  mov         esi,dword ptr [esp+14h]
 6E9A2AE5  test        esi,3

 6E9A2AEB  mov         edi,dword ptr [esp+10h]
 6E9A2AEF  jne         6E9A2AFC

 6E9A2AF1  shr         ecx,2
 6E9A2AF4  jne         6E9A2B7F

 6E9A2AFA  jmp         6E9A2B23
 6E9A2AFC  mov         al,byte ptr [esi]

 6E9A2AFE  add         esi,1
 6E9A2B01  mov         byte ptr [edi],al

 6E9A2B03  add         edi,1
 6E9A2B06  sub         ecx,1
 6E9A2B09  je          6E9A2B36

 6E9A2B0B  test        al,al
 6E9A2B0D  je          6E9A2B3E

 6E9A2B0F  test        esi,3
 6E9A2B15  jne         6E9A2AFC

 6E9A2B17  mov         ebx,ecx
 6E9A2B19  shr         ecx,2

 6E9A2B1C  jne         6E9A2B7F
 6E9A2B1E  and         ebx,3

 6E9A2B21  je          6E9A2B36
 6E9A2B23  mov         al,byte ptr [esi]

 6E9A2B25  add         esi,1
 6E9A2B28  mov         byte ptr [edi],al

 6E9A2B2A  add         edi,1
 6E9A2B2D  test        al,al
 6E9A2B2F  je          6E9A2B68

 6E9A2B31  sub         ebx,1
 6E9A2B34  jne         6E9A2B23

 6E9A2B36  mov         eax,dword ptr [esp+10h]
 



6E9A2B3A  pop         ebx
 6E9A2B3B  pop         esi
 6E9A2B3C  pop         edi
 6E9A2B3D  ret

 6E9A2B3E  test        edi,3
 6E9A2B44  je          6E9A2B5C

 6E9A2B46  mov         byte ptr [edi],al
 6E9A2B48  add         edi,1

 6E9A2B4B  sub         ecx,1
 6E9A2B4E  je          6E9A2BEC

 6E9A2B54  test        edi,3
 6E9A2B5A  jne         6E9A2B46

 6E9A2B5C  mov         ebx,ecx
 6E9A2B5E  shr         ecx,2

 6E9A2B61  jne         6E9A2BD7
 6E9A2B63  mov         byte ptr [edi],al

 6E9A2B65  add         edi,1
 6E9A2B68  sub         ebx,1
 6E9A2B6B  jne         6E9A2B63

 6E9A2B6D  pop         ebx
 6E9A2B6E  pop         esi
 6E9A2B6F  mov         eax,dword ptr [esp+8]

 6E9A2B73  pop         edi
 6E9A2B74  ret

 6E9A2B75  mov         dword ptr [edi],edx
 6E9A2B77  add         edi,4

 6E9A2B7A  sub         ecx,1
 6E9A2B7D  je          6E9A2B1E

 6E9A2B7F  mov         edx,7EFEFEFFh
 6E9A2B84  mov         eax,dword ptr [esi]

 6E9A2B86  add         edx,eax
 6E9A2B88  xor         eax,0FFFFFFFFh

 6E9A2B8B  xor         eax,edx
 6E9A2B8D  mov         edx,dword ptr [esi]

 6E9A2B8F  add         esi,4
 6E9A2B92  test        eax,81010100h

 6E9A2B97  je          6E9A2B75
 6E9A2B99  test        dl,dl

 6E9A2B9B  je          6E9A2BC9
 6E9A2B9D  test        dh,dh

 6E9A2B9F  je          6E9A2BBF
 6E9A2BA1  test        edx,0FF0000h

 6E9A2BA7  je          6E9A2BB5
 6E9A2BA9  test        edx,0FF000000h

 6E9A2BAF  jne         6E9A2B75
 6E9A2BB1  mov         dword ptr [edi],edx

 6E9A2BB3  jmp         6E9A2BCD
 6E9A2BB5  and         edx,0FFFFh

 6E9A2BBB  mov         dword ptr [edi],edx
 6E9A2BBD  jmp         6E9A2BCD

 6E9A2BBF  and         edx,0FFh
 6E9A2BC5  mov         dword ptr [edi],edx

 6E9A2BC7  jmp         6E9A2BCD
 6E9A2BC9  xor         edx,edx

 6E9A2BCB  mov         dword ptr [edi],edx
 6E9A2BCD  add         edi,4

 6E9A2BD0  xor         eax,eax
 6E9A2BD2  sub         ecx,1

 6E9A2BD5  je          6E9A2BE3
 6E9A2BD7  xor         eax,eax

 6E9A2BD9  mov         dword ptr [edi],eax
 6E9A2BDB  add         edi,4

 6E9A2BDE  sub         ecx,1
 6E9A2BE1  jne         6E9A2BD9

 6E9A2BE3  and         ebx,3
 



6E9A2BE6  jne         6E9A2B63
 6E9A2BEC  mov         eax,dword ptr [esp+10h]

 6E9A2BF0  pop         ebx
 6E9A2BF1  pop         esi
 6E9A2BF2  pop         edi
 6E9A2BF3  ret

This is not what I recommend to rely on when you code, though. Not to mention there is a safer version of
this function that is strncpy_s().

April 10, 2012
Brief SVG and Flash Fuzzing
We are just over a long weekend because of Easter bank holidays. It was an opportunity to do some kind
of security experiments and I decided to improve my tiny fuzzers, and to run some brief tests with them.

 
Introduced SVG Fuzzing

I've been thinking about writing an SVG fuzzer for a long time, and now the time has come. It's only a few
lines in source so far, and this one is written in C#. In my scenario, I don't think C is a good language to
write fuzzer, and to write security testing tools in general. Despite this, I've got all of them written in C.
It's time for change because I can see that it's much easier to expand C# program, so I might rewrite
some of them. Anyway, the SVG fuzzer is mutation based. It currently supports to mix-up tags only, but
has simple functionality to define the number of output files to generate, and the number of fuzzing
rounds to apply on each sample. I have to look at the SVG specification and to inspect SVG files in more
detail to find out more and more creative test cases.

 
I've got 130 template files that I currently use. I fuzzed them with the option to generate 1000 altered
files from each input files, so all together I've got 130000 files.

 
The samples were generated to test browsers. When executed the test, Opera, with some exceptions, kept
displaying a message "XML parsing failed" rather than showing up broken images. I thought it will pass all
test cases because of bailing out early. That was not the case. I encountered some crashes but they all
tried to access to memory address near null. At the moment, I don't know code execution is possible with
those crashes but probably not. The first crash was at about sample number 1500 though.

 
When executed the test, Chrome and Firefox popped up JavaScript error messages on several occasions
and the tests were stuck in until I manually closed the message boxes. It seemed that both browsers
showed broken pictures rather than displaying error messages about failed parsing. None of them crashed
though.

 
I had to disqualify Internet Explorer from the test because it kept popping up error messages, actually
several and distinct error messages on all files nearly. I was able to suppress some of them by changing
registry entries but still left a lot to resolve, and didn't immediately find a solution, so I consider resolving
this in the future, probably in a generic way.

 
Fuzzing Flash Files

I have had about 5000 template samples, and targeted fuzzing control transfer instructions in a way to
change the target addresses of the jumps. Generated about 300000 samples but didn't see Flash player
crashing on any sample. Found a couple of infinite loops though.

April 6, 2012
Unconscious
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This blog post highlights an interesting part of thisfactual video (available only in the UK). I'd highlight
another part, from the end of the video, that I find also interesting.

 
One part of the video was about data overload, and how the brain filters the information we need. There
was an experiment where satellite images taken of Afghanistan, to locate enemy hosts. But the images
are so large and hunting through the pictures cannot be done with computers, and it's very
monotonic and slow by doing it manually. In the experiment, the satellite images were randomly
separated to hundreds of sub images. Few showed building that the the professor wanted to find. The
professor got an EEG cap that monitored his brain activity on the certain part of the brain. He looked at
the sample image containing the building and brain signals were recorded by EEG cap. The satellite
images started flashing up on the screen, and the professor didn't immediately realize any buildings on
them. They created a color map of the brain activity where, for example, the red meant something
grabbed his attention. They matched the brain activity with the pictures. When they looked the
corresponding picture to the red region, there were buildings on there.

 
I was smiling when saw this. Not because I don't believe it but on the contrary. Actually, I've been doing
this with the exception that I don't wear EEG cap, and I don't look at satellite images. I look at hex dump
or at interpreted machine code or at source code. These tend to be huge amount of information to look at
by eye. I usually scroll through them quickly and I know that I might miss something but carry on
anyway. I just don't know if my unconscious picks up something that I don't immediately realize but I
have no reason to disbelieve this video.

March 24, 2012
One byte heap overflow
The following code snippet copies the content of source buffer to the destination buffer. Since the source
buffer is one-byte-larger than the destination buffer it overflows the heap by one byte.

 
void main(void)

 {
     char* pDest = new char[4];

     char pSrc[] = {"Bytes"};
     memcpy(pDest, pSrc, 5);

     delete pDest;
 }

Let's see the source code again matching the blocks to their native counterparts.
 

void main(void)
 {

  push        ebp
  mov         ebp,esp

  sub         esp,8
     char* pDest = new char[4];

  push        4
  call        dword ptr [__imp_operator new (10E209Ch)]

     char pSrc[] = {"Bytes"};
  mov         ecx,dword ptr [string "Bytes" (10E20F4h)]

  mov         dx,word ptr ds:[10E20F8h]
     memcpy(pDest, pSrc, 5);

  mov         dword ptr [eax],ecx ;Copy 4 bytes to destination buffer
  mov         cl,dl

     delete pDest;
  push        eax

  mov         word ptr [ebp-4],dx
  mov         byte ptr [eax+4],cl;Copy the 5th byte out of destination buffer

  call        dword ptr [__imp_operator delete (10E20A4h)]
  add         esp,8

 }
  xor         eax,eax

  mov         esp,ebp
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 pop         ebp
  ret

In this example one byte overflow didn't lead to crash on my machine, and in reality, the error would have
remained undetected. These errors can be detected by enabling full page heap verification by setting up
global flags like below. 

 
gflags /p /enable TestSilentCorrupt.exe /full

When you execute the program it now crashes when delete() is called.
 

It remains a question for me that the copy of 5th byte why it is associated in the block
with delete() rather with memcpy().

February 18, 2012
Finding the appropriate ReadFile
There are applications reading data from numerous files when they're running. If you want to intercept
when the certain file is being read, one possibility is to put breakpoint, let's say, on ReadFile() and wait for
the debugger to break in. It happens that the debugger constantly breaks in on ReadFile() that you're not
interested in. It can be extremely time consuming to ignore the unwanted debugger breaks until the
certain file is being read.

 
This is a Windbg script that I usually use it as a template to intercept when a certain file is being read. It
checks for specified value in the buffer of ReadFile(), and if the vaule matches the debugger can break in.

 

January 29, 2012
Fuzzing Control Transfer Instructions
Earlier last year, I wrote about my Flash fuzzer for example here and here.

 
This weekend I just added a little improvement to it. Since I was able to reach the byte codes
of DoABC tag and to parse them, there is a lot of possibility to implement fuzzing opportunities by little
changes.

 
What I did is the ability to alter control transfer instructions for ifeq, iffalse, ifge, ifgt, ifle, iflt, ifnge, ifngt,
ifnle, ifnlt, ifne, ifstricteq, ifstrictne, iftrue, jumpto change the target address of them. These instructions
take only one operand that is fixed-length: 24-bit signed integer that is 3 bytes, so it was very
straightforward to parse and change them.

 
One thing I wanted to pay attention that is the target of jumps should be within the region of the method
but it was quick to implement this because the method addresses and sizes are already available from the
parser info.

 

January 1, 2012
Unexpected Thickness of SplitContainer
I haven't really been involved in C# apart from spent the whole 2011 to reverse engineer MSIL code at
work but that wasn't about programming; it was about to debug .NET code without using reference
to source code, but in fact, none of real programming experience.
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My role has been changed at work, and it's unlikely I will continue with .NET anyhow. This is a great
opportunity for me to fill my freetime with C# programming - I find .NET interesting, have the (low-level)
basics of the virtual machine after all, and people say it's (very) straightforward to get on with it at
development point of view.

 
Here is the first impression involving SplitContainer.

 
I needed to split the screen into three panels. SplitContainer divides the display area into two panels, but
when you use only one instance, you cannot really use it to divide the display area into three panels.
I managed to use two SplitContainers to divide the display area into three panels. There is the main
SplitContainer, and there is the secondary SplitContainer put on one panel of the main SplitContainer's. I
had three panes and I thought that was it.

 
I set SplitterWidth to 1 on both of SplitContainers to narrow the thickness of the splitter. Launched the
program to check if it looked as expected, but in reality, it didn't. Here is how it looked.

 

As you can see above that the splitter of the secondary SplitContainer was not as thick as the splitter of
the main SplitContainer. It's interesting because, on the design view, it looked good.

 
I set SplitterWidth to 2 and checked the result but the thickness of the splitters have different sizes when
started the program.

 
I set SplitterWidth to 4 and surprisingly the result looked good. The splitters, however, were too wide to
use it in a program. You can see ot on the picture below.

 

The solution is as follows. I don't know the root cause of this but I realized if I set SplitterWidth to 1 in the
constructor of the Form, the splitters' wide have the same size, as seen below.

 

Above experiences are with Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Express.

December 28, 2011
Software and Visual Thinking
Being said that the design of Graphical User Interface should not introduce new functionality in the
application. The GUI and the functionality should be separated, and implemented on different levels which
pretty much seems to be logical for me, but I'd add something important to this general claim.

 
There are people, including me, who are more of visual types. For me, visual things excite the imagination
and when representing things visually, I can create new things from them that have some kind of value.
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It happened to me numerous times to get new ideas involving awesome functionalities during the design
of GUI. These ideas didn't come to my mind when I was focusing exclusively on functionality design.

 
Freedom inhibits creativity. When you're on the design of GUI, there are many restrictions (that you can
see) and this stimulates the brain to create some new ideas.

 
I've imagined an application consists of multiple functions. Actually, it is a mix and improvement of some
tools I wrote earlier. I'd put these small ideas into one application, by doing so, there is the possibility to
connect those small functions to work together and would take the advantage of it. Also, I have some
ideas about functionalities that I've seen in other applications, albeit that need change according to
imagination.

 
The basic is as follows. The input is the (unknown) binary file. You can browse the file, can discover the
structure of it, can display distribution diagrams and others. Also, can apply particular algorithms on data
such as decoding compressed stream or display multimedia content.

December 24, 2011
Analysis of Data Formats by Guessing - Part II
I'm writing about how to find possible TIMESTAMP values in raw binary data.

 
Here is the first part of data format analysis by guessing but you can read this entry independently
anyway.

 
TIMESTAMP is a DWORD value, represents Unix time, and we assume it's encoded as little-endian
somewhere in the binary.

 
The prototype program reads the binary data into a byte array. It iterates through the array elements by
reading four bytes at each position in the array, interprets as DWORD, and compares if the value falls into
the date range we are after.

 
The looser date range you set the more likely to find false positives in your search result.

 
I've tested the code with a relatively strict date range, i.e. one month, and didn't find any false positives
but did find TIMESTAMP. There were cases when multiple TIMESTAMPs found in PE files; for example one
in the header and one in the .rdata section.

 
If you cannot set a loose date range, and there is a likelihood you came across to false positives you can
filter out the results by applying some of the below.

 
You know more about the date e.g. it cannot be Saturday or Sunday?
It should be in a high entropy region of the dump, or on the contrary?
There might be other values stored around, do you know more about those values? Presence of
scattered zeroes?
Should it be aligned to some value?

December 18, 2011
Analysis of Data Formats by Guessing - Part I
Usually, the most straightforward way to do an analysis of data format is to observe how the data is
parsed by the application. However, there might be cases when the application parses the data is not
available. In that case, the analysis migh be done by relying on the data itself and on general tools only.

 
In this post, I discuss three random ideas that might be helpful to explore unknown data formats without
using the application parses the data.
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To spot the presence of run-length encoding (RLE) you might look at string chunks in a relatively
non-redundant (high entropy) data dump. String chunks might indicate that the original data
contains string; also the string chunks in RLE dump might be found in the original data multiple
times, likely, as a part of longer strings.
To spot the presence of IA32 code, you might look at instruction patterns such as CALL or JUMP in a
relatively redundant data dump. The above instructions have bytecode of E8 and E9 followed by four
bytes relative address that could also be included in the validation for more precise discovery.
Repetitive bytes could mean padding bytes, for example, to align a structure. Scattered bytes,
usually 00s or FFs, could indicate the representation of positive or negative numbers. It could mean
either pointer, or offset, or table of numbers, etc.

I call this process abductive reverse engineering. We don't have deductive evidence about the meaning of
the structures in the data but we are able to form an explanatory hypothesis about their meaning.

December 16, 2011
An Infinite Loop Bug
In this entry, I'm describing an infinite loop bug caused by integer overflow. The bug involves data stream
and erroneous algorithm.

 
Data stream looks like below.

 
[size][data] [size][data] ... [size][data]

 
The stream consists of records. The record consists of the size field followed by the data field.

 
The problem lies when the algorithm calculates the offset of record like below.

 
Offset of data plus size. The result of this operation could lead to overflow. If this fields are not properly
sanitized, and the result points to previous record, the previous records will be processed again, and
again...

 
I observed that multiple high-profile applications have this weakness during processing similar data
structures could lead application hang.

 
It is possible to detect this algorithm weakness by code review but you certainly have an eye on what you
are reviewing.

 
It is unlikely to detect this weakness by fuzz testing because the result of the overflow must point to
previous record. If size is at least 32-bit wide you have a tiny chance to hit any exact result that would
point to previous record.

 
I also call this kind of problem as stream hijacking.

December 3, 2011
Finding the Question
Some time ago, you saw something you were impressed about it. That time, you didn't have a detailed
understanding about the inner working of the thing but you found it interesting anyway.

 
These days, you need to accomplish something. You think this would be similar one to the thing you've
seen before. You are trying to look after it on the Internet but you can't find any useful material. You ask
your friends about it and they are able to provide something but those don't seem to be relevant for you.

 
You're looking into the technology to research more info. You find things that seem to be close to the one
you've imagined however they include other approach that is not suitable to you. The good new is, at
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least, you've realized it is possible to accomplish something in a way even if it's not suitable.
 

More findings reveal that you can't get the thing in a way you've originally imagined. However, you know
what you can get, and you know a way how to get that even though that way is not suitable to you. This
point you know the question. So you have to look after the answer now.

 
You know if you do reverse engineering you'll find the answer but actually it looks to be a long process at
first glance. You restrict the code by try to focus on the relevant areas and you realized that you can use
symbols that makes the code human readable. The start seems to be tedious but you keep looking and
exploring the code even if you don't exactly know what you're doing. You have finally found something
you are after. It's a small but impressive finding.

 
You realized to understand much more about the technology by this small finding. You're more confident
now. You have an idea how similar technologies are designed.

October 24, 2011
Fuzzing ROUNDs
When you have already implemented some functionality in your application you might be thinking about
how could you get even more with less coding, for example by reusing existing code.

 
This weekend, I wanted to code less, and I had an idea. I've updated my Flash fuzzer with a new
functionality that I call ROUND. It's a very simple addition and I expect it to be powerful.

 
If you use the roundcommand line switch you can define how many fuzzing rounds you want to apply on a
particular file. If you use round=1, that wouldn't result any change, it's just a normal one round fuzzing,
you should get the same result as without using round switch. However, if you use for example round=2,
that means, the fuzzing will be applied twice on the particular file. It is similar to the case when you
perform fuzzing on sample that already fuzzed, but you can now achieve it with a command line switch.

 
So that was the idea for the weekend.

August 29, 2011
Experiences with Signedness
Signed comparasion involves the following instructions: JG, JGE, JL, JLE, JNG, JNGE, JNL, JNLE. Unsigned
comparasion: JA, JAE, JB, JBE, JNA, JNAE, JNB, JNBE.

 
Let's assume value variable has a type of signed integer, that is compared to particular const values. The
following will perform signed comparison.

 if (value < 0x7fffffff) {}
 The following will perform unsigned comparison.

 if (value < 0x80000000) {}
 Inference: 0x7fffffff is stored as signed integer but 0x80000000 is stored as unsigned integer.

 
Let's take the above example except valuevariable has a type of signed char, rather than signed integer,
that is compared to particular const values. The results regarding the comparison will be the same as
above.

 Inference: the comparison will be performed according to the signedness of larger type.
 

Let's assume value1has a type of signed integer, and value2 has a type of unsigned integer. The values
are compared and the comparison will be unsigned as you have guessed.

 if (value1 < value2) {}
 

Let's assume value1has a type of unsigned char, and value2 has a type of signed integer. The values are
compared and the comparison will be signed as you have guessed.
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if (value1 < value2) {}
 

Important, that the above based on observation, on Windows OS, on IA-32 architecture. When you
develop a program it's better to rely on the definition of the language rather than solely on observation.

July 15, 2011
Randomization in SWFz
First of all, SWFz is a static security testing tool (not released, sorry) that is, as the name implies, aware
of the Flash file format. Originally, it has been developed to generate test samples for Adobe Flash Player
but surely the samples generated by this tool can be used to test any application that parses Flash file.

 
There are numerous methods embedded in the application to create fuzzed samples. The main reason for
this is the demand for different fuzzing opportunities. Additionally, I added methods when parsing of some
structures hadn't been completed yet but some ones had. These methods weren't planned but I thought
to be a good idea to add them until I finish the relevant code, after all it still provides some creativity in
the test cases.

 
So there are methods being primitive by ignoring some structures and there are methods being much
structure aware for targeted testing. Then there are the between methods.

 
There is one important thing that's same among the methods: the fact of randomization.

 
As you envisage, SWFz has been evolutionary evolving. Initially, a simple method had been implemented
that is dumb fuzzing; I call it fuzzing of linear blocks. The program divides the file into linear blocks, and
can overwrite the byte at random position by a random value in each block. That time, I wanted to start
with a simple feature and I did it by this. The position of each block and the byte value for altering the
original one were chosen by random.

 
One of the next evolution stage was that the tool is able to locate the position and the size of the methods
storing the actionscript bytecodes. Clearly, with this it's possible to launch more targeted fuzzing. The
program can overwrite the bytecode at random position by a random value in each method. The position
of each method and the byte value for altering the bytecode were chosen by random.

 
One of the next evolution stage was that the tool is able to locate the position and the size of the methods
storing the actionscript bytecodes, moreover it is able to locate the position of each bytecode. The
program can overwrite the opcode part of the bytecode at random position by a random opcode defined in
a set. Practically, it means the program is able to replace the instruction with an other instruction that has
the same size and properties.

 
I could have used the computer clock to generate the random numbers, that might work, I however have
chosen a predictable random generator method called Mersenne twister. Using this, I can safely reproduce
the test cases at any time, and the testing of the fuzzer can be done in more straightforward way.

June 12, 2011
The forensic example
I've been busy with a new project involving data formats. It's my C++ training. In the past, I developed a
lot in C, was working on file format parser modules. Now there is something new here. Firstly, it's C++.
Secondly, it's about data formats, and data structures. Although it will contain parser modules this is not
about parsers.

 
Let's assume a crime. There is some evidence that is a file fragment. You might think it's hard to imagine
but let's just think the file fragment is recovered from a corrupted disk. You need to extract evidence from
that file. You need to make the best explanation what is the file for. Where is it from? Who or what did
produce it? Maybe the meaning of that file depends on a proprietary application but that is not available
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and you need to extract as many information as possible to draw conclusion. How would you analyze that
binary fragment? You might open it in your hex editor, launch entropy analysis on it, extract the printable
strings, look for padding bytes, for possible header fields, for code of IA32 or ARM, or for constant values.
That's very nice but doing everything manually it's a bit time consuming, and the murder is still out.

 
This tool is about analyzing binary objects involving unknown ones, discovering the structure of the
object. The forensic example mentioned above is just one; I could have said how important to discover
the underlying structure of objects for targeted fuzzing, too.

December 16, 2010
Fuzzer protocol and handler
There is no fundamentally new thing here I just want to note how a simple solution can be both powerful
and flexible.

 
I test rich media files in browser. Although I could open them directly in the browser using file protocol I
rather create wrapper HTML files embedded the rich medias in them and use http protocol. Along with this
I have more control over the testing -- I can set properties for the embedded media, can navigate to an
other HTML page which contains another rich media, or can just refresh the page, etc...

 
What if I want more control? I tell an example. If the browser crashes on an altered embedded file of
HTML, once the browser relaunched, I need to open the following HTML file to continue testing from the
point crash occurred at. So I want to set an environment variable regarding which HTML file is being
opened.

 
I could use script languages embedded in the HTML files. I already use Perl to launch the fuzzer but this
time I should set-up the system to run Perl script in the browser. I don't like this much for two reasons.
What if I want to run native code in the future? There might be a solution for this but I should code both
Perl and some native code. I'm not an expert in script languages it would take time to me to make the
things working. So I looked after alternatives.

 
It seems to be obvious solution to register my program to a URL protocol. I need the .REG file that
registers the protocol. I need a tiny change in the HTML file to call the newly developed fuzzer:// protocol
with the appropriate token. Last, I need the protocol handler which is the program I want to run when the
protocol called from the HTML.

September 14, 2009
My fuzzer-like application II
In the past weeks, I allowed a bit more time for development of my fuzzer. In spite of the fact it is still not
a file format aware one it does very good jobs. It is now working automatically without any user
interaction.

 
I developed a hook module that needs to be injected into the process address space. I use this module to
be injected in Firefox process. I set it to hook ReadFile() to fuzz lpBuffer as long as hFile is a handle of any
SWF file.

 
I wrote a Perl script that opens each SWF in Firefox. When any SWF accessed by ReadFile() my fuzzer
does its job.

 
I also wrote a DOS batch script called from the above Perl script. This script is to attach CDB debugger to
Firefox to intercept exceptions. If exception occurs it calls !exploitable to analyze exception and saves the
logs and data for reproducation to a customized folder.

 
Results of running of last 12 hours seen below. Number of crashes in the brackets.
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PROBABLY_EXPLOITABLE::User Mode Write AV near NULL (2)
 UNKNOWN::Read Access Violation (1)

 UNKNOWN::Data from Faulting Address controls Branch Selection (82)
 UNKNOWN::Data from Faulting Address may be used as a return value (1)

 
I haven't tried to reproduce all issues due to the lack of time but I both was and wasn't able to reproduce
some of crashes. I think I should write a script that will separate the consistently reproduceable issues to
being focused on the most important things.

August 21, 2009
My fuzzer-like application I
One rainy Sunday I, without any intention, decided to make some specially crafted URLs to instantly test
against the latest version of Quicktime. I didn't think to have any chance to crash QT using those small
amount of URLs, I was just playing as a kid. No crash occurred and I thought it was enough of play so I
was about to do some other things and closed QT. In fact, the followings happened: one of my previously
entered URL caused a heap buffer overflow which overwrote the metadata of heap somewhere. This didn't
trigger any visible effect until I attempted to close the application. Then the Windows attempted to free
the memory using the corrupted heap block. This leaded to crash. The vulnerability got a CVE number
of CVE-2009-0001.

 
I was inspired by the recently found vulnerability to start developing a very basic file fuzzer. It didn't
appear a file format aware one but had the functionality to fuzz within an offset range of file. I picked up
a [Vendor] [File format type] file and created few hundred altered samples using my fuzzer-like
application. I set my fuzzer-like application to fuzz the file within a tight range around a file offset. I knew
if I press a hotkey inside [Product name] the fuzzed part of file will be immediately accessed, because the
hotkey was to update the file. I opened each files with [Product name]and pressed the hotkey inside it to
test. It was my luck that an exception was triggered on one of file by the hotkey. I found a memory write
access violation, and I found two other ways how to trigger.

 
A few weeks later, I improved my fuzzer-like application but didn't appear changing in the fuzzing method
itself rather it got a new functionality towards automatic test. It got a feature to being able to simulate
any keypresses inside applications. I fuzzed some picture format and tested against IrfanView. The test
appeared to work very well but no exception encountered. I would say this test was to test the fuzzer-like
application instead of IrfanView.

 
In the next few days, I improved my fuzzer-like application but didn't appear changing in the fuzzing
method itself rather it got a new functionality towards automatic test. It got a feature to being able to
drop the altered files into a window. I originally wanted this feature to test Internet Explorer and Firefox
but it didn't work with them for some reason. I decided to try how Opera like my fuzzer-like application
and here is the result. I created a quite a few of altered Flash files and launched the function of my fuzzer-
like application to drop altered files onto Opera. It seemed Opera liked my fuzzer-like application. I also
got crashes but once I wanted to reproduce them I was unable to do. I realised the crashes occurred after
a high number of samples already dropped onto Opera. This kind of test appeared to be inconsistent and I
didn't think to do that again. I had to work out another plan to being able to test browsers without such
obstacle.

 
A couple of days later, I again improved my fuzzer-like application but still didn't appear changing in the
fuzzing method itself rather it got a new functionality towards automatic test. It got a feature to being
able to create HTML files for each altered Flash files. The Flash files were embedded into the HTML files.
The HTML files were linked together and when you opened the first HTML file it showed the Flash object
then opened the next HTML file which showed the Flash object then opened the next HTML file, and so on.

 
Firstly, I launched test against IE and it did very well job without any crashes. I also launched this test
against FF which crashed in certain circumstances. I was consistently able to reproduce the crashes
included on another machine. After it unloaded a DLL of Flash plugin, tried to access to the unloaded
object. It was obvious to being exploitable for code execution if I fill the address of unloaded Flash object.
On the same day, I developed an exploit and provided with the vendor. The vulnerability has a CVE
number of CVE-2009-2467.
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This was a short story of my fuzzer-like application. As far as I'm concerned, the above three
vulnerabilities are far enough to continue developing my fuzzer-like application to be a real Fuzzer one
day.

February 8, 2009
Bigger memory allocation than expected
Wrong function

 
void* allocateBytes(size_t size)

 {
   if (size > MAX_SIZE)

     return NULL;
 

  return new void*[size];
 }

 

Fixed function
 

void* allocateBytes(size_t size)
 {

   if (size > MAX_SIZE)
     return (void*)NULL;
 

  return (void*)new char[size];
 }
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